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Abstract

Myanmar's transition is a top-down process of reform, unusual for the current global political
climate. Developments did not come out of nowhere; the Tatmandaw had been preparing to
step back for many years. The Roadmap to Discipline-flourishing Democracy brought into
play a new constitution, and with that, general elections. The 2015 General Elections were
the second elections held under the 2008 Constitution and the first since a nominally civilian
government was introduced in 2011. It was the first time that all of the country's main
political parties competed and people actually felt confident about change. This interpretive
research is drawing on recent interviews and aims to shed light not only on the direction of
the transition and the role of the latest elections in this process, but also on how people of
Myanmar themselves understand their current politics. The goal of the fieldwork and
qualitative interviews was to make sense of the undergoing processes in the country and
provide and insight into current Burmese politics. In the build-up to the elections there was a
flowering of political hope, however, expectations are likely to be dashed against hard
political reality. Transitional regimes are inherently messy with its institutions still bearing
traces of the previous political reality.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

1.1. BACKGROUND

With over 135 ethnic groups and sub-groups, Myanmar1 is one of the most ethnically
diverse countries in the world, and also one of the most troubled ones. For decades, the
country has been suffering from stagnation and mismanagement. Because it has instituted
autarky, contacts with the outer world were minimized. Today, many restrictions have been
removed and Myanmar (officially the Republic of the Union of Myanmar) is on a long and
thorny path to democracy. The 2010 general elections, although regarded by many as
technically flawed, brought a parliamentary system and nominally civilian government to
power for the first time in fifty years. The following round of elections, on 8 November 2015,
constituted an important milestone in Myanmar’s transition to democracy: the opposition
party won a landslide victory, and more importantly, the Commander-in Chief has respected
the outcome. The Election Day was a day of courage, and it was a day of pride, as the
Myanmar Times described it.2 Does this mean that Myanmar is automatically headed towards
democracy or is there a chance Myanmar could be transitioning for decades to come? To be
able to answer this question, it is important to understand the complexity of the transition,
which started as a top-down decision with the government's announcement of the Roadmap
to Discipline-flourishing Democracy.
In 2010, just four months before the general elections, the Union Solidarity and
Development Association (USDA; formed by the military regime in 1993 as its popular base)
transformed itself into a party, the Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) that
would run for elections. The USDP won the majority of parliamentary seats and was sworn in

1

I use the country names "Myanmar" and "Burma" without political intent: "Myanmar" to speak about the
current situation, "Burma" to speak about the pre-1989 era; and “Burmese” as an adjective to refer to the
population and the official language (although some other authors may also use "Myanmar" or even
"Myanmarese" as an adjective).
2

Wa Lone, "In Yangon, Day of Courage and Pride for Voters," Myanmar Times, 9 November 2015.
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on 30 March 2011; the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC; the official name of
the military regime from 1997 to 2011) was dissolved on the same day.
The new Union Government headed by President Thein Sein3 has introduced several
legislative reforms and liberalization on a wide range of areas including the abolishing direct
censorship and the Press Scrutiny Board, agreeing to ceasefire agreements with ethnic armed
groups, allowing peaceful demonstrations and strikes, releasing political prisoners including
Aung San Suu Kyi, welcoming back exiles (with no formal procedures or laws issued),
allowing private newspapers in any language, the creation of labor organizations, and the reengagement with the international community. The new government also initiated economic
reform: a budgetary reform, exchange rate management, and improving the business
environment. The army, however, continued playing an official role in governance and to this
day enjoys complete immunity from civilian control and justice.
The state-managed transition to capitalism and democracy in Myanmar has
concentrated significant economic power in the hands of state-linked interests. Struggles
between social forces for power and control over resources shape the extent of reform and its
actual implementation. Cronies and military-linked firms were the prime beneficiaries of a
rush privatization during 2009-2011, which converted state monopolies into private
monopolies or cartels. Business permits and licenses are still largely obtained through
personal contacts.
Western governments saw Thein Sein's newly introduced changes as a sign of
democratization, and have lifted sanctions and normalized aid and trade relations, despite
serious ongoing abnormalities in the country (severe ethnic conflicts, suspension of journals’
licenses, prosecution of journalists for defamation, etc.).
Before the 2015 general elections, there were many debates and high expectations,
not only from the electorate, but also the international community. With the National League
for Democracy (NLD) winning 77% of the contested seats the 2015 elections reaffirmed the
world Myanmar’s commitment to reform. Elections are constitutionally required every five
years and are based on the first-past-the-post system, which grants representation on a
“winner takes all” basis.

3

Thein Sein, a former military commander and Prime Minister, and during the 2010 elections head of the
USDP, was elected President by the parliament's Presidential Electoral College on 4 February 2011. He was
succeeded by Htin Kyaw on 15 March 2016.
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This dissertation aims to shed light on the role of the 2015 elections as part of a
broader transition process from preparation phase until the new government is sworn in,
within the context of the transition process that has started with the last general elections in
2010. It is important to remain critical when faced with the changes. Undeniably, Myanmar
has started the process of liberalization, however, has not reached full democratization yet.
On the contrary, it is still far from getting there. Democratization of Myanmar will not
necessarily bring in its wake economic growth, social peace, and political harmony; but in the
long-term, it should be able to create political institutions that compete peacefully to form
governments and have sufficient linkages to civil society. However, transitions may begin
and never be completed, although there is no new authoritarian regime that would assume
power. In the past, some regimes have experienced two or more transitions without ever
democratizing. From 1972 to 2003, 77% of transitions from authoritarian government
resulted in another authoritarian regime.4 Some transition countries become “stuck” with
non-democratic political systems. On the other hand, the transformation of Taiwan in the
1990s shows that competitive authoritarian regimes can become democracies.
Transitions from authoritarian rule are inherently messy, and the global economy is
much less supportive than it has been over the past fifty years. Some say that nothing
fundamental has changed in Myanmar, that the new regime is old wine in a new bottle, with
the military still in full control and preoccupied with advancing its narrow self-interests;
others say the last few years saw an immense change and opening up of the country that
cannot be reversed anymore.
From the interviews conducted in Myanmar before the 2015 elections it was obvious
that people do not use Western standards for defining democracy and describing their ideas
of how Myanmar could change and become democratic. Western scholars define democracy
as a system, a government in which the supreme power is vested in the people and exercised
through a system of representation involving periodically held free elections. However,
democracy in Myanmar should be understood in the Burmese context. The role model of the
military officials, who were behind the Roadmap to Discipline-Flourishing Democracy did
not have in mind a democracy such as India or Japan; they were more inclined towards a
Singaporean model, a mixture of democratic and autocratic features. The general population
has little to no understanding of what democracy means; in Burmese the term translates as
4

Axel Hadenius and Jan Teorell, "Pathways from Authoritarianism," Journal of Democracy, Vol. 18, No. 1,
2007.
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ဒီမိုကရေစီ, read as “dimokareisi,” a direct translation from English. Some of my interviewees
perceived democracy as “human rights and improved living standards” or “freedom from
restrictions and the existence of rule of law.” They all agreed “democracy is good in every
situation, better than before” and said they wished their country would one day be
comparable to Singapore or Indonesia.

1.2. MOTIVATION

My interest in elections arose in 2010 when I chose the Myanmar 2010 general
elections as my Master thesis topic. In 2012, it has been published as The Electoral System of
Myanmar.5 Since then, I moved to Myanmar for one years and besides conducting fieldresearch, I also volunteered in a Burmese local NGO that, among other activities, conducts
election education. Living and working in Myanmar provided me with first-hand information,
and with my academic background in International Relations and Asia-Pacific Studies it is a
particularly interesting issue for me.
This research is driven not only by academic curiosity but also by personal
motivation. I visited Myanmar several times between 2010 and 2014, and in 2015 moved
there. I found my personal experience very different from what I had read before visiting the
country. The kindness of the people and their historical background full of bloody wars
seemed confusing and perplexing to me. Despite my deep knowledge about the political
history of Burma/Myanmar (for an overview of modern history see Appendix 1), it was the
first-hand observations that provided me with a full understanding of the contradictory logic
of many issue in Myanmar.

5

Kristina Kironska, The Electoral System of Myanmar (Germany: Lambert Academic Publishing, 2012).
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1.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

What role do the 2015 elections play in the transition process of Myanmar? This is the
main research question that is studied and analyzed in detail in this dissertation. Closely
linked is how Burmese understand democracy and the current process of change. Social
science research tends to ignore local people's understanding and the use of electoral
institutions, however, it is important to analyze how agents understand their politics and take
actions based on their understanding. Without examining these topics, it is difficult to foresee
the political consequences of the transitions to a multiparty system.
The dissertation aims to conclude with an answer to the question of where the current
transition process is headed. Is Myanmar on the right track to democracy or is it going to be
stuck in transition for the next decade just like it happened in El Salvador in the 1980s? Or is
it headed away from democracy like Belarus, which after a short transition period following
the collapse of the Soviet Union slid down the democracy scale?
The above-mentioned research questions are all reflected in the questionnaire used
during the interviews conducted in Myanmar in 2015 before and also after the November
elections. All the questions are intertwined and related; answering one question may partially
answer another one or more questions. The following chapters use descriptive statistics to lay
out the results of the field research.
The most popular definition of democracy equates it with free and fair elections,
regularly conducted and honestly counted. Some even consider the mere fact of elections as a
sufficient condition for the existence of democracy while ignoring other political realities
(this is a fallacy called “electoralism”). Only the less educated part of my interview
respondents said they saw elections as sufficient for the existence of democracy and thought
the 2015 Election would bring democracy if the result was to be honored by the military.
What distinguishes democratic rulers from non-democratic ones, are the norms under
which the former come to power, and also the practices that hold them accountable for their
actions; merely holding elections will not channel democratic change and legitimacy to the
winners.6

6

Philippe C. Schmitter and Terry Lynn Karl, "What Democracy Is. . . and Is Not," Journal of Democracy, Vol.
2, No. 3, 1991.
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Elections are an important component and also a prerequisite for democratic practices
in a country. Some of my respondents view elections as the most crucial step towards a
democratic system. In Myanmar, elections are always a very worrisome matter. While most
people hoped for a new government prioritizing constitutional amendments (crucial to the
democratic development of the country) and pushing for legislative changes that would
benefit Myanmar’s citizens, the elections could also have been rigged and have resulted in a
certain kind of stagnation – liberalization in the economic arena without any real
democratization or political changes. The worst possible outcome could have been slipping
back into military rule along with a civil war; this was the least likely option. These three
possibilities are illustrated in a simplified way in Figure 1.
Prior to the elections the big questions were whether the 2015 elections would be
credible and inclusive, and whether the legislature dominated by the USDP would be
replaced with one more reflective of popular sentiment?
Since the 2010 elections and 2012 by-elections (which have been regarded as more
credible than the first one) there have been major improvements in election administration
and the 2015 elections have in general been regarded as free and fair. Although elections in
Myanmar are based on the 2008 military-drafted Constitution, the electoral system per se has
been excluded from it; elections are overseen by the Union Election Commission (UEC).7
The UEC is chaired by a former military general, U Tin Aye, and although it is close to the
Thein Sein government (and the USDP), it has introduced a few positive measures, such as
digitalizing the voter roll and reducing the cost of candidacy. Moreover, it was willing to
consult with civil society and electoral support organizations and has invited domestic and
international observers.8 Also, with a significantly freer media (considerable legal restrictions
on press freedom remain) the broader political environment was more conductive to credible,
inclusive, and peaceful election.

7

The Union Election Commission (UEC) was established under the 2008 Constitution as a permanent
institution that is responsible for holding, supervising and conducting administrative functions for legislative
elections. The UEC is staffed with a Chairman and at least five Commissioners, all of which are appointed by
the President.
8

There were 17 groups who in their own estimates had about 15,000 observers in the polling stations including
international observers from the European Union, the Carter Center, and the Asian Network for Free Elections.
Foreign observers have been invited for the first time in over 50 years.

6

Figure 1-1: Three Basic Possible Outcomes of the 2015 Elections
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In the vertical axis, 0 represents a closed autocracy whereas 100 suggests a fully developed democracy.
Myanmar is somewhere between these two extremes (hybrid regime). In 2010, the first elections, although
flawed, opened way to reforms and the opening-up of the country, which then in turn led to free and fair
elections in 2015. Theoretically, there are three directions for future developments in terms of democratization:
the positive course (continued reforms and institutional and political changes), stagnation (some reforms, but no
major political shift), or the reversed course (moving back towards authoritarianism).

There were major challenges to the election organization due to ongoing armed
conflict and (ethnic) violence in the country. Voting was cancelled in nearly 600 village tracts
nationwide, mostly in Kachin and Shan States, due to lack of security, which translated into
the vacancy of seven seats in the House of Representatives and 14 seats in the Shan State
Hluttaw. Also, the electorate’s understanding of matters related to elections and democracy
are very low and thus most parties focused during their campaign on civic education.

1.4. RESEARCH APPROACH

This dissertation studies the role and effect of the 2015 elections on Myanmar’s
democratization process. It would be wrong to dismiss the importance of the previous general
elections in 2010, because they made the 2015 elections possible, however, the first elections
were transitional only in a metaphorical sense (the generals exchanged military uniforms for
civilian clothes) while the second actually transferred power, although in a limited manner.
7

The introduction of multiparty general elections in 2010 was a top-down decision.
Since then, the new government introduced more reforms than anyone has expected and
people enjoy freedoms they couldn’t even dream of in the past—but do these changes bring
genuine democracy? What is the role of the 2015 elections in this process? Where is the
current transition headed? And how do Burmese understand their current politics?
These research questions express the need to study more about elections in the
democratization process as a research domain. Hence, a qualitative research approach based
on observations, document studies and interviews, has been chosen in order to meet the
research objectives. It has been chosen after careful consideration from literature (works of
Earl Babbie, Bridget Somekh, Cathy Lewin, Paul C. McIntyre, Bent Flyvbjerg, and more)
and discussions on various approaches to good research. According to Schwandt, qualitative
research is a diverse term covering various techniques used to describe, decode, translate and
somehow come to terms with the meaning, rather than the measurement of phenomena in the
social world.9
The qualitative research approach can be used to develop the understanding required
for evaluating whether a variable is relevant or not to a given problem or situation. Compared
to quantitative research (dedicated to counting), qualitative research can be seen as proposing
which variables to count. Moreover, the qualitative research approach honors an inductive
style, a focus on individual meaning, and the importance of rendering the complexity of a
situation. Its historic origin comes from anthropology, sociology, the humanities, and
evaluation.10
Qualitative research is usually associated with the social constructivist paradigm,
which emphasizes the socially constructed nature of reality. It records, analyzes and uncovers
the deeper meaning of human behavior and experience, including contradictory beliefs,
behaviors, and emotions. The interpretive method of research starts from the position that our
knowledge of reality is a social construction by human actors.11 According to Michael J.
Crotty, humans engage with their world and make sense of it based on their own
perspectives—meaning is bestowed upon people by their culture. Thus, humans construct

9

Thomas A. Schwandt, Dictionary of Qualitative Inquiry (USA: Sage Publications, 2001), quoted in Bruce H.
Rowlands, "Grounded in Practice: Using Interpretive Research to Build Theory," Electronic Journal on
Business Research Methods, Vol. 3, January 2005.
10

John W. Creswell, Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design (Los Angeles: SAGE Publications, 2012).

11

Geoff Walsham, "Doing Interpretive Research," European Journal of Information Systems, Vol. 15, 2006.
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meanings as they engage with the world they are trying to interpret.12 Researchers visit the
context of the participants of the research and gather information personally. They interpret
what they find—their interpretation is shaped by the researcher’s own experiences and
background. Interpretive researchers do not claim they report facts, they report their
interpretations of other people's interpretations. 13 As Clifford Geertz, an American
anthropologist, put it: “What we call our data are really our own construction of other
people's constructions of what they and their compatriots are up to.“ 14 In terms of
methodology, interpretative research does not predefine dependent/independent variables and
does not test hypotheses, instead it produces an understanding of the social context of the
phenomenon and its influences.15
Through close contact with the research field in question for a prolonged period of
time I have developed a profound understanding of the situation in Myanmar. Contact with
the field of research has been based on interviews, observation and analysis of documents.
After stepping out of the field, I tried to reposition myself and to overcome the biases that I
had inevitably developed. A review of relevant literature has been performed (see Chapter 2)
to the extent required to develop sensitivity towards observed events and situations, and their
interpretations.
The research approach followed here is in accordance with studies, which
acknowledge the importance of analysis of the meaning attributed to observations. The
empirical studies presented in this dissertation were at first approached with few expectations
about what to find and the research questions emerged gradually from observations made
while in the field. This loose research design is the most suitable when studying phenomena
that are not under the control of the researcher, such as elections and a political
transformation.
In this research, empirical observations are analyzed to offer a comprehensive
overview of the recent transition process with a detailed and focused analysis of the 2015

12

Michael J. Crotty, The Foundations of Social Research: Meaning and Perspective in the Research Process
(Los Angeles: SAGE Publications, 1998), quoted in John W. Creswell, Qualitative Inquiry and Research
Design (Los Angeles: SAGE Publications, 2012).
13

Geoff Walsham, "Interpretive Case Studies in IS Research: Nature and Method," European Journal of
Information Systems, Vol. 4, 1995.
14

Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (New York: Basic Books, 1973).

15

Bruce H. Rowlands, "Grounded in Practice: Using Interpretive Research to Build Theory," Electronic Journal
on Business Research Methods, Vol. 3, January 2005.
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general elections and their role within the underlying process. The outcome-centric design of
this work is primarily concerned with explaining the outcomes and the aftermath of the 2015
elections, however, in a broader perspective the goal is to comprehensively assess potential
and alternative explanations.
Although mostly an interpretive study, it has three aspects: exploratory—to gain
preliminary understanding of the situation in Myanmar; descriptive—to expand the existing
knowledge about Myanmar’s transition; and explanatory—to find connections between
different aspects of the situation under study.
Traditionally, election studies tended to see individual voters as the sole key to
understanding the outcomes of elections—as if these occur in a political vacuum. Recent
studies, however, take into account the institutional and situational political contexts within
which they take place.16 In this research, the study of the 2015 general elections in Myanmar
is less sociological and more political.
Qualitative data for this research do not actively manipulate the phenomenon under
investigation. The approach to data collection and analysis is methodical but allows for
greater flexibility than in quantitative research. Data is collected in textual form and is not
statistically analyzed. The data tends to be open-ended without predetermined responses
(while quantitative data usually includes closed-ended responses). Fieldwork was carried out
in Yangon in 2015. Data collection is described in detail in the next subchapter.

1.5. RESEARCH METHODS

This subchapter lays out the specific research methods that involve the forms of data
collection, analysis, and interpretation proposed for this study.
In order to support this dissertation and answer the questions that it poses, the main
research was carried out in Myanmar before, during, and after the November 2015 general
elections. By the elaboration of this dissertation various qualitative research methods have
been applied: document analysis and data studies, individual in-depth interviews, and
16

Rüdiger Schmitt-Beck, "Political Participation / National Election Study," Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (Germany, 2009).
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observations; which are in accordance with Robert K. Yin's sources of evidence for case
studies. 17 It is, however, through interviews that the researcher can best access the
interpretations that participants have regarding events, which have or are taking place.
Relevant data to this study is collected through the study of primary (government
documents, laws, constitution, interviews) and secondary sources (books, articles, studies,
NGO reports). In the case of the elections study, the data covers mainly the year 2015, the
period leading up to the elections, and the first few months of 2016, the period right after the
elections. For the democratization/transition process study, the opening-up period between
the two general elections, 2010 – 2015, is most relevant, with frequent reference to the 2010
general elections itself and the period leading to the 2010 elections (since the announcement
of the Roadmap to Discipline-flourishing Democracy by the SPDC in August 2003). For a
deep understanding of historic aspects and connections with the present situation in
Myanmar, older literature covering the post-independence period has been consulted.
By analyzing the data the analytico-synthetic method will be applied. This method is
composed of two components: analysis, a method that unfolds the problem, loosens or
separates things that are bound together; and synthesis (the opposite of analysis), a method
that places together things, which are apart. I have applied the historical comparative method
to compare the various positions between different Burma/Myanmar scholars. By studying
the relevant literature on the proposed research topics the logical-historical documentanalysis method is applied to allow a logical and timely flow of ideas. In some instances, the
method of comparison has proven to be the most useful method: comparing the 2010 and
2015 elections in Myanmar allows us to see the progress made since the opening-up of the
country and see differences in the way the elections have been planned and conducted.
In October 2015, a few weeks before the elections and then again a few weeks after
the elections, I conducted 30 in-depth interviews to acquire detailed information about the
election preparation period and the undergoing political process from the point of view of
Burmese individuals: academics, scholars, experts, but also a few ordinary people.
Informants were hand-picked on the assumption that they represent interesting cases for the
study (purposive non-probability sampling). Informants of different age, sex, class,
education, religion and ethnicity were included in the study. I relied on my personal
connections to establish initial contact. I then used the snowball method to recruit more
17
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respondents. The objective of the interviews was to get an understanding of how the
informants see the situation in their country, and compare their expectations with the election
outcomes. Over 95% of the informants said the opposition party would win the elections,
although some of them doubted the military would honor the results or would otherwise skew
the outcome of the elections.
The interview questions also inquired about people's visions of democracy; whether
they used Western standards; and whether they had different ideas of how Myanmar can be
democratic. Studying the variety of ideals provides essential information about electoral
actors, their values and concerns. For this kind of research, interviews constitute a valuable
source that cannot be found in books or articles. The interviews were conducted as one-toone discussions in a semi-structured way with open-ended questions (see Appendix 6 and 7).
The interviews took place in mostly in public places, such as cafés or restaurants (which have
a quiet secluded area where nobody would disturb us). In a few instances, I visited the work
places of the interviewees and the interviews took place in their office. One session usually
took over an hour, never more than two.
For the respondent not to be seriously inhibited by the presence of the recorder (since
the interview was confidential and dealt with sensitive issues), I have opted for (extensive)
note taking instead of recording. A crucial disadvantage of recording is the fact that
interviewees may be less open and less truthful. Moreover, recording does not capture the
tacit, non-verbal elements of an interview, which are crucial aspects of the experience for the
researcher. 18 Some critical information obtained during the interviews was verified by
triangulation, a method using multiple perspectives to interpret a single set of information.
Asking open-ended questions, such as “How do you see the practice of Burmese
democracy different from other countries?” or “What is your vision of Myanmar in the next 510 years?” provide rich qualitative data. Open-ended questions are exploratory in nature and
allow the respondent to provide any answer they choose without forcing them to select from
concrete options.
Moreover, the complex version of the questionnaire (only administered to scholars and
activists, not to ordinary people) also included a second part, in which informants were asked
to agree or disagree with six different statements (inspired by scholars) in a random order, out
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of which three indicate one belief and the other three another belief. The names of the
scholars were not present in the questionnaire.
Statements indicating an inclination towards a prolonged role of the military in the Burmese
state apparatus:
1. The current transition process in Myanmar is under way because the Burmese military
regime needs to augment its legitimacy through liberalization while retaining as much
power as possible (inspired by Przeworski).19
2. The roots of political reforms have to be seen as the junta’s long-term intention to
entrench the military in the state apparatus for the foreseeable future (Gaens).20
3. The Tatmandaw will respect the rule of law only when they need the cooperation of
organized interest groups that control assets but not the politics (Wang).21
Statements indicating an inclination towards the possibility of a genuine democratization
process:
1. The Tatmandaw's retreat from direct political control is happening because they feel they
have sufficiently addressed crises that originally prompted their seizure of power
(inspired by Jones).22
2. The Tatmandaw has systematically worked towards today’s constitution throughout the
past two decades (Taylor).23
3. Myanmar’s current reforms are part of a broader transition that began in the late 1980s,
when General Ne Win admitted that the socialist-based economy had been a failure and
began the process of political transformation (Aung-Thwin).24
These statements have been carefully chosen and each of them represents a simplified
version of an idea expressed by a Western or a Burmese scholar working on democratization
19
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or Burma/Myanmar studies (see Appendix 6). Simplification of the statements was
indispensable due to language understanding reasons. The statements were meant as an
attitudinal assessment of the respondent. The answers show whether the respondent is
inclined more towards the idea that the current transition process is a genuine
democratization or that the military is trying to retain as much power as possible.
All interviews were conducted in English, which in itself is a limitation and may lead to
certain biases, however, getting lost in translation would have caused an even bigger bias;
ideas expressed in bad English are more valuable than an inaccurate translation from
Burmese that may twist the whole meaning. Moreover, for a Burmese speaker to learn what
the English word “democracy” means is to learn not only a piece of the English language but
also standards for calling something a “democracy.” According to Frederic C. Schaffer,
translating “democracy” may potentially be problematic because the cultural premises may
differ substantially.25 In the following chapters, quotes are used to let the voice of the
interviewee be heard. Major grammatical errors have been corrected, but non-standard use of
vocabulary has been kept so as to capture the authenticity of the statement.
Each respondent has signed an informed consent (for the informed consent form see
Appendix 5), informing them about the purpose and the confidentiality of the interview.
Names of interviewees are not revealed. Instead, names are coded (using the English
transliterated version on the respondents' names or nicknames). For more details on the
interviewees see Appendix 4.
Reliance on interview data may pose special problems, for the interview setting itself
may affect how respondents understand the questions (questions of a non-native Burmese
speaker). Their answers may thus have reflected what they assumed I wanted to know or
what they thought it was in their interest for me to know. Moreover, according to Geertz, a
researcher's data merely is his own construction of other people's construction of what they
and their compatriots are up to.26
Direct observation of action is a further data source. In my research, I also draw from
my personal observations and experiences in Myanmar, particularly the volunteering
experience at one local NGO, Share Mercy, which, among other activities, won a grant from
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IFES27 to conduct civic election education in the Ayerwaddy Region. As a volunteer and
consultant to this organization, I have had access to data and informants relevant to my
research. Empirical research in social sciences helps to build upon what is already known and
combines extensive research with detailed case studies.

1.6. CHAPTER ARRANGEMENT

The dissertation is divided into six main chapters. Chapter one is the general
introduction to the researched topic with the methodology, research approach and literature
review (of election and democratization theories and Myanmar's transition process). Chapter
two considers theories of elections, regime classification and transition in general with
examples from other countries. The first two chapters build an overarching perspective and a
deeper understanding for the whole study. Chapter three and four apply these theories to the
specific case of Myanmar and the year 2015. Chapter three gives a brief description of
historical and political developments of the country as a starting point for understanding of
the current development in the country. It also explains the logic behind the top-down
transition. Chapter four gives details about the 2015 elections and Chapter six analyzes its
role within the transition process, and lays out prospects for the future along Burmese lines.
Chapter six finalizes the dissertation.
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1.7. RESEARCH LIMITATION

A number of ethnographic examples suggest that discourses on Burmese
politics and society mutate as they circulate, becoming more palatable and
powerful as they move.28

There are barriers to conducting research not only because there is insufficient data,
but also because the existing statistics are often manipulated. Also, many scholars suggest
that there are multiple “Burmas” coexisting, so as to trouble the conventional wisdom. The
military is very sensitive and does not like public analysis of their regime. Because of the
lack of access to materials, many scholars claim that in Myanmar, facts are negotiated more
than they are observed and thus, our knowledge is fractional at best.

1.8. EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION

The present research represents a complex analysis of Myanmar’s latest general
elections and its aftermath (in political terms). The main focus of this research is the role the
2015 elections play in Myanmar’s transition. Not only does this research take into account
the distinctiveness of Myanmar‘s transition, but also provides a unique insight into the
undergoing transition process from the perspective of Burmese citizens, not only Western
scholars. It takes into account Burmese people’s views and their experiences from the past
and present. As such, the biggest contributions of all, is the collection of first-hand insights
obtained from in-depth interviews on how Burmese perceive democracy and politics in their
country. Rarely do studies about Myanmar's current regime include people's perceptions.
This research is based extensively on interviews and observation and includes a large
quantity of speech attributed to the interviewees. As such, it provides a cultural explanation
of Burmese understanding of the underlying processes. Accordingly, the study will greatly
contribute to scholarship in Southeast Asia, political studies, elections and democracy
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studies. It is hoped that this research will generate further academic interest towards
Burma/Myanmar.

1.9. LITERATURE REVIEW

For issues concerning Burma/Myanmar there is a lack of scholarship on many aspects
of political and economic life. Insurgencies have made field research in the past difficult and
the previously tight censorship has made publishing for domestic scholars troublesome. In
this dissertation, translations of primary sources (published by newspapers such as the staterun newspaper The New Light of Myanmar, or online by various non-governmental
organizations) and newspaper reviews provide the main source of information about the
current issues in Myanmar. The new reforms (after 2011) have triggered more interest in this
country and there are now more and more scholarly publications as well as NGO-reports that
offer a valuable insight into the political situation, and thus provide a useful source for this
research.
The literature review is divided into two parts. The first part deals with theoretical
aspects of this dissertation, such as the electoral theory, history of elections, democracy and
dictatorship, and their forms. The second part identifies key publications on Burmese history
and explores existing literature on recent events, the State-led development and the current
reform trajectory.

1.9.1. Democracy, Dictatorship, and Elections

During the 1970s, 75% of all countries were dictatorships; by the mid-1990s, that
percentage had fallen to around 50%.29 Which countries qualify as “democracies” and which
as “dictatorships”? Consider, for example, Singapore. Political regime measurements rate the
late Lee Kuan Yew somewhere between “most autocratic” and “most democratic.” Many
29
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scholars have attempted to define and categorize various types of democracies and
dictatorships.
The Polish-American Professor Adam Przeworski, currently teaching at the New
York University, explains in his book Democracy and the Market: Political and Economic
Reforms in Eastern Europe and Latin America (1991) that democracy is distinct from
dictatorship as a political system in which no actor can control outcomes with certainty,
either by altering chances ex ante or overturning outcomes ex post. The winners should move
into the White House, while the losers should not move in.30 Przeworski has analyzed
extensively the relations between democracy, capitalism and economic development. Among
his major works are Capitalism and Social Democracy (1985), Democracy and the Rule of
Law (2003, co-authored by Jose Maria Maravall), Democracy and the Limits of SelfGovernment (2010). He also wrote many articles on democracy and transition, which clarify
many processes undergoing during a democratization process.
In the article What Democracy Is...and Is Not (1991), written at the request of the U.S.
Agency for International Development, the two authors, Philippe C. Schmitter, a professor of
political science at Stanford University, and Terry Lynn Karl, an associate professor of
political science at the same institution, define democracy as follows:
Modern political democracy is a system of governance, in which rulers are
held accountable for their actions in the public realm by citizens, acting
indirectly through the competition and cooperation of their elected
representatives.31
The authors also review procedures needed if democracy is to endure and operative
principles that make democracy work. According to them, democracy does not consist of a
single unique set of institutions and there are many types of democracy.
Robert Dahl, a distinguished American political theorist, offers in his book Dilemmas
of Pluralist Democracy (1982) a list of seven conditions that must be present for modem
political democracy to exist (see p. 40). His definition is election-centered, and thus very
limited in explaining Myanmar's political system.
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Schmitter and Karl add in their above-described article to Dahl’s list of procedural
minimal conditions two other ones (see p. 41). Similarly, Steven Levitsky and Lucas A. Way
add in their book Competitive Authoritarianism: Hybrid Regimes After the Cold War (2010)
another condition that must be fulfilled for a regime to be democratic (see p. 40). Together
these points define a matrix of potential combinations that are differently democratic and help
understand the various types of democracies. In case of Myanmar, several of these conditions
are not fulfilled, not even after the successful 2015 elections.
Joseph A. Schumpeter, an Austrian-born American economist and political scientist,
defied in his book Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (1942) democracy as a particular
“method” for making decisions. This method involves the selection of leaders through
competitive elections. Schumpeter argues that the election-focused approach makes
measuring democracy easier by designating observable referents such as the presence or
absence of competing candidates and parties, universal suffrage, electoral fraud or
intimidation, and adequate levels of voter turnout.32 Such an election-focused approach offers
an important benefit to comparative research.
Election-focused studies of democracy are very controversial. Many countries adopt
formal electoral institutions without becoming democratic in more significant ways. Too
narrow of a focus on elections and electoralism provides inadequate criteria for categorizing
regimes as democratic. Democracy is a concept used to refer to both political ideals and a set
of institutions designed to realize these ideals.
Competitive authoritarianism is a relatively new phenomenon; it is difficult to
categorize it because it is outside the classical regime typology. It is a hybrid regime type
with characteristics of both democracy and authoritarianism. Levitsky and Way conceptualize
“flawed,” “incomplete,” “partial” or “transitional” democracies (such adjectives constitute a
democratic bias) as a distinct, nondemocratic regime type. They characterize competitive
authoritarian regimes as regimes that suffer from electoral manipulation, unfair media access,
abuse of state resources and harassment.
Their book Competitive Authoritarianism: Hybrid Regimes After the Cold War (2010)
examines 35 regimes that were authoritarian between 1990 and 1995, among them three
Asian countries: Cambodia, Malaysia, and Taiwan. The central argument is that in countries
where linkage to the West was high, competitive authoritarian regimes democratized. Where
32
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state structures were well organized, regimes remained stable and authoritarian; where they
lacked cohesion, they were unstable, although they rarely democratized. Although this article
is a valuable contribution to the hybrid regime literature, it is not useful in explaining
Myanmar's political transition.
Larry Jay Diamond, a political sociologist and scholar in the field of democracy
studies, puts forth, in his article Elections Without Democracy: Thinking about Hybrid
Regimes (2002), a more ambitious attempt at regime classification. He relies on a
combination of Freedom House scores, electoral data and informed judgment. He examines
192 countries in 2011. He divides them up into six categories: liberal democracy (Japan,
Taiwan, South Korea), electoral democracy (India, Philippines, Thailand), ambiguous
regimes (Indonesia), competitive authoritarian (East Timor, Malaysia), hegemonic electoral
authoritarian (Singapore, Cambodia), politically closed authoritarian (Burma, Vietnam, North
Korea).33 His research, the same as Levitsky and Way's research, is limited by the author's
focus on the degree of competitiveness (a quantitative dimension), when there are other
qualitative differences between authoritarian regimes. Moreover, the coding criteria for
borderline cases are not described clearly.
Similarly, Andreas Schedler, an Austrian professor of political science, proposes in
his article Elections Without Democracy: The Menu of Manipulation (2002) a fourfold
typology of political regimes: liberal democracy, electoral democracy, electoral
authoritarianism, closed authoritarianism. He focuses on the complex and controversial
boundary between electoral democracy and electoral authoritarianism.34
Leonardo Morlino, an Italian political science professor, proposes in his article
Hybrid Regimes or Regimes in Transition (2008) three possible classes of hybrid regimes:
protected democracy (such as Singapore), limited democracy (such as Turkey), democracy
without law (such as Malaysia or the Philippines).35 According to his analysis, military
authoritarian regimes, such as Burma/Myanmar, transition to a form of protected democracy
with limits on people's true freedom to vote and the correct handling of the elections
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themselves. His arguments have a very strong explanatory value for Myanmar's regime
change, although naming transitional regimes democracies does not seem right.
The coexistence of authoritarianism and rule of law is a puzzling issue, because
traditionally, rule of law is an enemy of authoritarian rule. Most social scientists assume that
authoritarian rulers, who come to power by force, refuse the rule of law. Only few argue that
rule of law can occur also in dictatorships, not only in democracies.
Yuhua Wang challenges in his book Tying the Autocrat's Hands: The Rise of the Rule
of Law in China (2015) the conventional wisdom that the rule of law is a natural enemy of
authoritarian regimes. A partial form of the rule of law can actually make authoritarianism
more robust by making credible commitments to investors and limiting citizens' ability to use
the judiciary to challenge the state. Although he examines legal reforms in China, he asks
questions relevant to Myanmar's transition from military rule: Under what conditions would
authoritarian rulers be interested in the rule of law? What type of rule of law exists in
authoritarian regimes? How do authoritarian rules promote the rule of law without
threatening their grip on power?36
Authoritarian regimes, like all states, need to collect revenues from their citizens in
the form of taxes or rents. Authoritarian rulers consume part of the revenues themselves, and
spend the rest on their loyalists and the public to maintain a minimum level of support.
Without revenues and the cooperation of asset holders, authoritarian rulers are not able to
stay in power. The author's argument is that authoritarian rulers will respect the rule of law
when they need the cooperation of organized interest groups that control assets but not the
politics. He defines rule of law in authoritarian regimes as a partial form of rule of law in
which judicial fairness is respected in the commercial realm (to make credible commitments
to creditors), but not in the political realm (so political activists cannot challenge the state).
Wang applies a demand-side theory (the causal arrow going from investment to rule
of law, not the other way around as many other scholars may suggest) of partial rule of law to
explain the puzzle in China: The Chinese state, a revenue maximizer, makes policy
concessions by strengthening the legal system for economic elites, who are not politically
connected. This means, that foreign investors entered the Chinese market because of its size,
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cheap labor, and access to other Asian markets; once they were there, they pushed for legal
reforms.
This theory has great explanatory power also beyond China. Myanmar needs to
maximize its revenues, just as any other state, and foreign investors constitute an ideal source
of such revenues: they are usually apolitical and all they need is cheap labor and natural
resources. On top of that, if the state manages to provide favorable conditions of regulations
on admission of investment, treatment of investors, investment incentives, and dispute
prevention and resolution, the inflow of foreign companies is ensured. To promote business
and investment, in 2012, the Foreign Investment Law was enacted (a new amended law is
due to be enacted this year).
There are two distinct views on institutions under dictatorship: Some scholars view
institutionalization under dictatorship as irrelevant and with little effect on democratization;
others view institutions as a meaningful precursor for greater liberalization, which sets the
stage for democratization. There are enough instances where the latter has never materialized.
The focus on institutions that long has pervaded the study of democracies is now
resurgent in the study of dictatorships, although there are few that focus on the role of
nominally democratic institutions.
One of the few that deal with this topic is the book Political Institutions under
Dictatorship (2008) by Jennifer Gandhi, a specialist in comparative politics and political
economy. In a comprehensive cross-national study of all non-democratic states from 1946 to
2002 that examines the political use of institutions by dictators, the author finds that
legislature and parties are important components of authoritarian regimes. Autocratic leaders
use these institutions in their efforts to neutralize threats to their power and to solicit
cooperation from society. However, the behavior of non-democratic rulers is not consistent
and there are variations in dictatorial institutions: some rulers allow for the formation of
multiple parties that participate within legislatures; other dictators ban legislatures and parties
upon seizing power. Authoritarian rulers choose to operate with legislature and parties only
when conditions dictate that they must. Rulers have less need to manage outside groups when
the opposition is weak and rulers have access to external sources of revenue. But if they must
impede opposition mobilization and solicit outside cooperation for generating prosperity and
rents for themselves, rulers may need to make policy concessions, in which case they need
institutions to organize these compromises. Dictatorships vary in their institutional structures,
22

but they all must offer some real decision-making power, because without the hope of policy
concessions, the potential opposition has few incentives to participate in nominally
democratic institutions.37
Institutionalized dictatorships are forced to institute more liberal policies regarding
citizens' rights and to spend less on the military. The author argues that legislatures and
parties help dictators build their bases of support partly by allowing for some policy
concessions to the potential opposition. On the other hand, institutionalized dictatorships are
expected to have higher economic growth than non-institutionalized regimes. The author is
against a view that the presence of legislatures and parties in dictatorships renders these
regimes “more democratic,” because these institutions are instruments of co-optation for
authoritarian regimes and do not offer real representation and accountability.
Gandhi's study is highly relevant for this dissertation, although the author has not
included any Southeast Asian country in her case studies; she has illustrated her theory on
three case studies: Kuwait, Morocco, and Ecuador. Burma/Myanmar is only mentioned as
one of the countries under dictatorship in 1958-1959 and 1962-2002. Also, she did not cover
elections as an example of nominally democratic institutions under dictatorship.
In 2009, Ganhdi published together with José Antonio Cheibub and James Raymond
Vreeland the article Democracy and Dictatorship Revisited (2009), in which the three authors
focus on empirical testing of hypotheses related to the emergence and survival of regimes and
their outcomes. They extend the dichotomous regime classification first introduced in
Classifying Political Regimes (1996) by Mike Alvarez et al. to cover more countries over a
longer period of time. They present a six-fold regime classification covering 199 countries
from 1946 to 2008. The authors classify democracies as parliamentary (only the legislature
can remove the government), presidential (only the president can remove the government), or
mixed/semi-presidential (the legislature can remove the government and there is a directly
elected head of state). They classify dictatorships as monarchic (family and kin networks
remove the government), military (the armed forces remove the government), or civilian (a
political party can determine the fate of the government).38 The minimalist conception of
democracy adopted in this research is procedural in the sense that it sees democracy simply
as a method for choosing rulers. The democracy and dictatorship measure of political regimes
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(also called the DD index) categorically rejects the notion that there is a middle between the
concepts of democracy and dictatorship. The DD index, although highly relevant for
empirical testing of a big set of countries, has little explanatory value for a qualitative study,
such as the study of the transition of Myanmar.
In the article Comparative Democratization: Big and Bounded Generalizations
(2000), the author Valerie Bunce distinguishes two types of generalizations made in
comparative democratization studies: those having nearly universal application and those
applying to a range of countries within a region.39 Among the universal generalizations there
are such arguments as the role of high levels of economic development in guaranteeing
democratic sustainability, the centrality of political elites in establishing democracy, and
deficits in rule of law and state capacity as the primary challenge to a sustainable
democratization process. In the second category are contrasts between democratization
processes in various regions in terms of democratization vs. economic reform, costs vs.
benefits of breaking quickly versus slowly with the authoritarian past. Although the author
focuses on Europe and Latin America, some of her theoretical findings are applicable to
Myanmar too.
Axel Hadenius and Jan Teorell, two Swedish political scientists, explore in their
article Pathways from Authoritarianism (2007) institutional prerequisites for democracy.
They cover 191 countries in the world from 1972 to 2003. They look at whether the
institutional attributes of the authoritarian regime affect a country's prospects for democratic
transition. The authors found that most durable regimes are either highly authoritarian or
strongly democratic; it is the semi-authoritarian and semi-democratic regimes that are the
most fragile.
Their authoritarian regime typology recognizes the following categories: monarchy
(such as Saudi Arabia), the military regime (such as Chile during Augusto Pinochet), and the
electoral regime; and these three are not mutually exclusive. In the category of electoral
regimes, there are three broad types: the no-party regime (such as the Maldives), the oneparty regime (such as China), and the limited multiparty regime (such as Mexico until
2000). 40 The last sub-category is closely related to Levitsky and Way's “competitive
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authoritarianism” and Schedler's “electoral authoritarianism.” Myanmar falls into this last
sub-category before the 2015 elections, but no longer after the 2015 elections. In addition to
the main five autocratic regimes, there can be hybrids. Country classifications are, however,
often more an illustration than a definitive attribute.
Philippe C. Schmitter and Carsten Q. Schneider measure the process of
democratization (the liberalization of autocracy, the mode of transition and the consolidation
of democracy) and challenge the classical democratization approach, namely the supposition
that liberalization triggers democratization. In their article Liberalization, Transition and
Consolidation: Measuring the Components of Democratization (2004) they present an
exploratory analysis of some 30 neo-democracies or liberalizing autocracies from 1974 to
2000. They argue that liberalization of authoritarian regimes does not always play a
democratization-triggering role (liberalizing autocracies, such as North Africa), and that there
are cases that democratize without hardly any prior liberalization (illiberal democratizers,
such as Turkey). Although countries from different world regions are included, there is no
mention of Southeast Asia in the article.
A somewhat different kind of research, but highly relevant to this dissertation is
Frederic C. Schaffer's Democracy in Translation: Understanding Politics in an Unfamiliar
Culture (1998), in which he examines how the people of Senegal understand the concept that
corresponds most closely to the institutional aspect of the American concept of democracy.41
Senegal has a 150-year-old history of electoral politics and Senegalese are by now well
acquainted with some of the main institutions of democracy. The local Wolof term
demokaraasi, derived from the French concept démocratie, entered the vocabulary of Wolof
speakers after the reintroduction of multiparty politics in 1974. Like its rough equivalents in
English and French, demokaraasi can be used to refer to electoral institutions and
multipartyism. All three have similar institutional referents, however, they do not necessarily
share the same standards. “Democracy” and demokaraasi are related in meaning (they are
linked historically by way of démocratie); both refer to electoral institutions but differ in one
critical way. The ideal of democracy, used literally, requires collective participation in
decision making; used metaphorically, it requires inclusive participation, availability of
choice, or diminished inequality. The ideal of demokaraasi is best realized through the
attainment of collective economic security via mutuality. As a result of these differing
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standards, the two concepts point toward institutions and practices that are only partially
overlapping. Interestingly, politig is a vile word because it means to betray, but demokaraasi
is a good thing; it strengthens the country.
Schaffer has pursued a strategy that takes institutions as a starting point. This type of
investigation is highly relevant to the study of countries that have recently adopted
institutions normally associated with democracy, but in which people use these institutions in
ways that do not seem democratic at all. Investigating these issues helps when reflecting
more deeply on political realities in Myanmar and developing methods that permit a more
meaningful cultural-political inquiry.
Because elections are a central topic to this dissertation, many books and articles on
election theory have been consulted. A classic review of the history of elections can be found
in Seymour & Frary’s How the World Votes: The Story of Democratic Development in
Elections (2009). 42 A comprehensive overview of electoral institutions can be found in
Farrell’s Electoral Systems: A Comparative Introduction (2001).43 The International IDEA
Handbook of Electoral System Design (2002) by Andrew Reynolds and Ben Reilly, aimed at
electoral system designers, offers a comprehensive overview of electoral systems (grouped
into three categories: Plurality-Majority Systems, Semi-Proportional Systems, Proportional
Representation) and their consequences. The publication is interspersed with many country
case studies, which root the abstract theory of electoral system design in practical reality. 44
The article Comparative Study of Electoral Governance—Introduction (2002) by
Shaheen Mozaffar and Andreas Schedler conceptualizes electoral governance, a crucial
variable in securing the credibility of elections in emerging democracies, as a set of related
activities that involves rule making, rule application, and rule adjudication. The authors argue
that electoral governance matters most during the phase of democratization.45
Robert H. Taylor’s The Politics of Elections in Southeast Asia (1996) offers a
comparative study of elections and democratization developments in Southeast Asia. He
describes the electoral system as a regional phenomenon: “In practice, elections have been a
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regular feature of Southeast Asian politics since the 1940s and, in some cases, earlier.”46 He
also states the reasons why Southeast Asian governments bother to hold elections despite
their authoritarian essence: “The electoral process does carry within it the promise of popular
control of the state.”47 The reasons, why no governing elite in Southeast Asia has ever
abandoned the idea of elections, are:
1. Elections are essential for third-world countries that want to receive aid from the
Western capitalist democracies.
2. Elections are widely accepted in the West as one of the crucial elements of
democracy, and in the past, elections were one of the required conditions when
transferring power from the colonial power to the new independent state.
3. The widespread belief that independence means democracy prompts governments
of third-world countries to hold elections.
4. In democratic theory, elections are seen as “a way of expression of diverse
interests…in pluralistic societies, preserving the rights of minorities while
championing the power of the majority despite authoritarianism.”48
In Burma, there has been a history of elections since 1922, although elections during
the colonial times were limited. Following independence, free and fair elections were
introduced in Burma (see a complete overview of elections after independence in Appendix
3). Under Ne Win’s era, there were only one-party elections. The 2010 multiparty elections
were the first since 1990. The 2008 Constitution requires holding elections every five years,
thus the next elections were scheduled for 2015.
Taylor’s

essay

on

Burma/Myanmar

within

this

volume,

Elections

in

Burma/Myanmar: For Whom and Why?, he explains the Burmese system as a development
from British historical experience and poses an interesting question as to whether elections
are intended for the entities in power or out of power. This essay also serves as a starting
point for understanding the history of elections from the beginning of the century, through the
decades of military domination, and up to the last elections before publishing his work. He
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also describes the turnouts of each election and describes the electoral behavior of the
Burmese population, of the ruling elites, as well as the voters.

1.9.2. Myanmar's Path to Change

Historians say the present is the continuation of the past. In order to understand a
country’s present, one needs to study its past. For understanding why a modern state is
performing as it is, the interaction of economic and political institutions hundreds of years
ago may still be relevant. In the case of previously colonized countries, many took after
independence the same institutions over, and the post-independence governments simply
repeated and intensified the abuses of their predecessors.49
While there are many publications about 20th-century history of Burma/Myanmar,
only a few go beyond descriptive characteristics of historical events. Below are carefully
chosen authors, both Burmese and Western, whose work is relevant to this research and the
understanding of the linkage between the present and the past.
Than Myint-U, a historian and a former UN official, contributed to the academic
research on Burma/Myanmar history. He was born in the United States to Burmese parents
and is the grandson of former UN Secretary-General U Thant (the third Secretary-General of
the UN from 1961 to 1971). He is the author of The River of Lost Footsteps: Histories of
Burma (2007). This book serves as a guide to Burma’s troubled past. It is a chronological
account of Burma’s recent past with an eye to what the past might say about the present. The
author starts his account in 1885, when “the last king at Mandalay sat nervously on the
throne.” 50 He explains why Burma’s military machine developed and why the country
became so isolated. He is also the author of The Making of Modern Burma (2001) and Where
China Meets India: Burma and the New Crossroads of Asia (2012), and has written several
articles for The New York Times, The Washington Post, the LA Times, the International
Herald Tribune, the Far Eastern Economic Review, and other magazines.
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The opposition leader, Aung San Suu Kyi, published a biography of her father Aung
San, the national hero, who was given credit for negotiating Burma’s independence from British
colonial rule in Burma, but was assassinated six months before independence: Aung San of
Burma: A Biographical Portrait by His Daughter 1991).51 To this day he is worshipped by
the Burmese and considered the Father of modern-day Burma. He had been responsible for
the negotiation of the Panglong Agreement in February 1947 with national group leaders all
expressing support and willingness to joining the Union of Burma. Five months later, an
armed gang under U Saw, the former Prime Minister, assassinated Aung San and six other
members of his cabinet during a meeting of the Executive Council in Downtown Rangoon.
Crucial to understanding the early history and development of the Tatmandaw, the
Burmese Armed Forces, is Mary P. Callahan’s Making Enemies: War and State Building in
Burma (2004).52 In 1991, she was able to get a research visa to study the history of the army
with 1962 as the cut-off date of the period that she was permitted to research. Her work is
devoted to the period between 1826 and 1962 where she explains the forces that turned the
Burmese citizens into enemies of the state.
One of the most important scholars and specialists on Burma/Myanmar is Professor
David I. Steinberg. He is currently the Director of Asian Studies at Georgetown University. He
has written extensively on Myanmar, and other nations in Asia, and his articles and books are
an important source of English written literature on the politics of Myanmar for this
dissertation. He is the author of several books about Burma/Myanmar, including: Turmoil in
Burma: Contested Legitimacies in Myanmar (2006), and Burma: The State of Myanmar
(2001), Burma/Myanmar: What Everyone Needs to Know (2010), which were crucial for
understanding the historical background of current happenings in Myanmar. The author
himself wittily noted that the amount of fiction in the absence of reliable data and lacking
happy endings resemble a novel.53
Since the third wave of democratization has begun in the 1970s, many Southeast
Asian countries have made a significant progress toward democracy. Countries like the
Philippines, South Korea, and Taiwan have held free and competitive elections and expanded
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political freedoms. On the contrary, Myanmar has been under military control since 1962 and
for decades isolated from the rest of the world. In 1990, the opposition party, the NLD, won
in the relatively free and fair parliamentary elections the majority of seats, however, the
results of the elections were not honored and power was never transferred. This is what most
foreign media reported back in the 1990s. A few scholars, such as Robert Taylor, claim that
events in the in 1990 were not reported by the media correctly: the military never abandoned
the idea of one day going back to multiparty politics, but they had the obligation to keep the
country together. The military saw that its opponents were going to win in the elections and
didn't know what they would do after the elections. Instead of elections to create a legislature,
the military held elections to create a constitutional assembly. This was announced publicly a
year before the actual elections, but according to Taylor, nobody seemed to listen.54 The rest
of the story is no secret. Three years after the election incident, the military created its own
constitutional assembly (and invited the NLD to join).
There are other scholars and journalists, who hold similar views to Taylor. Geoffrey
Goddard, an Australian journalist, wrote in his article in the Mizzima in April 2015 that the
1990 elections “...were not elections for a parliament. It was an election for a constituent
assembly, as allegedly acknowledged by Aung San Suu Kyi in an interview published by
Asiaweek on July 1, 1989.”55 Goddard's ranks are joined by the retired British diplomat
Derek Tonkin, the Norwegian journalist Kristoffer Rønneberg, the German academic
Michael Lidauer, and the German writer Hans-Berndt Zöllner, to mention a few. Zöllner
states in his book The Beast and the Beauty that materials from the 1990s “clearly support
Tonkin’s conclusion.”56 On the other hand, according to Bertil Lintner, a Swedish journalist
and Asia specialist, drafting a new constitution was not an issue before the election. In any
case, many countries have condemned the behavior of the junta in 1990 and imposed
sanctions. The sanctions did not stop the military officials; they became more careful. They
arrested and detained many opposition leaders, declared martial law, and promulgated laws
and decrees weakening the parties that won the last elections. It was thirteen years later, in
2003, that the military regime announced the Roadmap to Discipline-flourishing Democracy,
a framework for the democratization process in Myanmar.
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According to Przeworski, transition to democracy usually occurs when authoritarian
regimes feel the need to augment their legitimacy through liberalization while retaining as
much power as possible.57 The power of an authoritarian regime, in such a case, depends on
the regime’s ability to maintain unity and the opposition’s capacity to create a ruling
alternative. The coercive apparatus of the Burmese military has a great capacity whereas the
opposition is divided (ethnic division plays a major role).
Similarly, Bart Gaen’s paper Political Change in Myanmar: Filtering the Murky
Waters of “Disciplined Democracy”(2013) argues that the roots of political reforms have to
be sought in the junta’s long-term intentions to entrench the military in the state apparatus for
the foreseeable future.58 The author expects the Tatmandaw to remain highly influential in
determining Myanmar’s future.
On the other hand, according to Lee Jones, the Roadmap was a long planned move
dictated from a position of power. Based on the classical approach to military regimes, these
retreats from direct political control occur when they feel they have sufficiently addressed
crises that originally prompted their seizure of power and they have found trustworthy
civilian successors.59 Taylor believes that the military has systematically worked towards
today’s constitution throughout the past two decades. 60 The military knew that if the
economic situation was to evolve, and it needed to evolve (in 1998, the country went
bankrupt), political changes were indispensable.
In his article Myanmar in 2013: Integration and the Challenge of Reform (2014),
Maitrii Aung-Thwin, a Burmese associate professor at the University of Singapore, quotes
Robert H. Taylor when reminding the reader that Myanmar’s current reforms are part of a
broader transition that began in the late 1980s, when general Ne Win admitted that the
socialist-based economy had been a failure and began the process of political transformation.
In the 1990s, the Roadmap paved the way for the 2010 elections that brought the current
batch of reformers into power. The author concludes that the risks of hardliners reversing the
transformations are unlikely, since the military is invested in the reforms from the
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beginning.61 There is an element of truth in this, however, even today, danger still lurks.
According to the Constitution the generals have the right to dissolve the parliament and
impose martial art if they see it fit.
In order to understand and be able to assess the 2015 elections, a study of the
previously-help elections in 2010 and 2012 is of the utmost importance. My first publication
on Myanmar, The Electoral System of Myanmar (2012), examines the historical development
of the electoral laws and the overall electoral system of Myanmar during the period from 18
June 1989 up until the elections on 7 November 2011.62 It answers questions such as why the
military bothered organizing elections–they were meant to give the impression of creating a
legitimate government: it created a quasi-civilian government, but preserved the military rule.
In 2008, the junta manipulated the results of a referendum to approve a new constitution,
which helped the junta impose severe limitations on parties willing to participate in the 2010
elections, thus ensuring that the military-backed political parties would win most of the seats
at stake. Burma’s April Parliamentary By-Elections (2012) is a very detailed account of the
2012 by-elections and the response of the United States thereafter, written by Michael F.
Martin, a specialist in Asian Affairs from the Congressional Research Service.63 He is also
the author of Burma’s Political Prisoners and U.S. Sanctions (2013), which is a publication
with the information about the prisoner releases in Myanmar.
Reforms in Myanmar are very accurately described in Victoria Christensen’s article
Virtuality, Perception and Reality in Myanmar’s Democratic Reform (2012) as a way how to
“ensure the continuity of military power in a different guise in order to allow engagement
with the international community, rather than a case of democratic reform for the sake of
democratization itself.”64 She examines the use of virtual politics by the Burmese government
as opposed to a real transition to democracy, and calls for the need to set a benchmark for the
reforms the Burmese government has introduced. However, her work only briefly analyses
some of the reforms and focuses more on human rights violations. Moreover, her work
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focuses on the immediate years after the flawed 2010 elections and the situation has since
then evolved and changed dramatically.
Monique Skidmore and Trevor Wilson’s article Interpreting the Transition in
Myanmar (2012) evaluates the changes after 2010: some of them were immediately
significant, while most other changes are gradual. As far as politics is concerned, Aung San
Suu Kyi and the NLD have been allowed to disagree publicly with Myanmar government
policies, a new element in Myanmar/Burma for many decades. However, most of the
foundations for democracy do not exist in Myanmar; the government is still heavily
circumscribed by secrecy and lack of transparency.65
Richard Horsey conducts in his article Myanmar’s Political Landscape Following the
2010 Elections: Starting with a Glass Nine-tenths Empty? (2012) an analysis of the political
situation in Myanmar by proposing to focus on the “small number of areas where the
situation is different from before, rather than on the large number of areas where things are
depressingly the same.”66 During early stages of a very slow, cautious transition away from
fifty years of authoritarianism, one should not expect dramatic changes.
Kyaw Yin Hlaing from Myanmar Egress, an NGO formed by Myanmar scholars and
social workers, explains in his article Understanding Recent Political Changes in Myanmar
(2012) how the recent political changes in Myanmar have come about: due to the absence of
a paramount leader who opposes reconciliation with the opposition leader, liberals in the
government have been able to work together for the further liberalization of the country’s
political system.67 However, there still exist hardliners in both camps. Hardliners in the
government think that the pace of reform is too fast and pro-democratic hardliners think that
they are too slow. According to the author, both groups could possibly generate instability in
the country, even prompt a military coup.
In Myanmar, where the previously ruling military relinquishes direct control of
government with extensive prerogatives, changes are tightly controlled. Most of the newly
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introduced reforms require changing other related laws in order to be regarded as democratic.
Christensen is not the only scholar doubting the newly introduced reforms. Lee Jones, a
Senior Lecturer at the University of London, writes in this article The Political Economy of
Myanmar’s Transition: “From a critical political economy perspective, then, optimistic
assessment of Myanmar’s reform trajectory is cast into doubt. The forces and power relations
established through the political and economic strategies of the military regime remain in
play and are already shaping the new dispensation.”68 He writes extensively on ASEAN and
various political issues in Southeast Asia, focusing on Myanmar, East Timor and Cambodia.
His articles about Myanmar are sharp and critical.
These and other writers have produced a voluminous, learned, and sophisticated
literature devoted to the study of Myanmar. They provide various theories and angles to the
perception of the current situation. However, very few of them focus on the people of
Myanmar and their perceptions. And after all, people are the main actors in this play.
Besides books and academic papers, there have been numerous other kinds of
publications and newspaper articles that have been helpful in understanding Burmese politics,
as well as day-to-day life.
Konrad Adenauer Stiftung's publication on Myanmar, Myanmar in Transition: Polity,
People & Processes (2013), provides a useful source of information on Myanmar’s
transition.69 The articles, written by renowned Western and Burmese scholars, such as Ashley
South and Maung Zarni, analyze the focal areas of Myanmar's political transition: institutionbuilding, principal actors (ethnic leaders, civil society, Burmese returnees), and long-term
processes. However, with developments and changes occurring almost on a daily basis, this
publication in slightly outdated and information has to be followed up with journal and
newspaper articles.
Myanmar's recent developments and reform analyses can be found in articles in
academic journals such as the Myanmar Studies Journal or the Journal of Burma Studies. For
up-to-date information, which is indispensable for this dissertation, information from news
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journals, mainly The Irrawaddy, Mizzima Weekly, Frontier Myanmar, and the Myanmar
Times, have been used.
The above-described literature is pivotal for understanding the electoral system, the
transition process, and the various issues concerning Myanmar’s political life. This literature
has been carefully chosen because of its clear statement and its relevance to the topic of this
dissertation. This study, along with other recent works on democratic transition and
Myanmar, is intended as a constructive contribution to this vein.
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CHAPTER TWO
Regime Transition and Election Theories

This chapter focuses on theoretical aspects of regime types, transitions and elections.
The chapter starts with a description and definition of democracy, the preeminently
acceptable form of governance. It is generally agreed that democracy is a better political
system in comparison to others. My interview respondents have confirmed this view; MK
told me: “Democracy is good in every situation. Better than before. I like democracy.”
Although the idea and practice (albeit on a limited scale) of democracy originated in
ancient Greece more than two millennia ago, the idea of democracy as a universal
commitment is quite new, a product of the twentieth century. 70 Of course, there are
challenges to democracy's claim to universality, but that is not part of the subject of this
research. In this dissertation, democracy serves as a reference point for evaluating and
comparing other regime types. After all, the overall expansion of democracy has been fairly
evident; representative democracy has spread pervasively around the world over the last 200
years.71
After defining democracy, he chapter goes on with a definition of the opposite pole of
democracy, dictatorship or authoritarianism, both terms regarded as synonyms in this
research. In democratic states, laws are made by the same people to whom they apply, while
in authoritarian states, lawmakers differ from those to whom the law is addressed. Myanmar
was for decades ruled by military regimes under various leaders, the most prominent ones,
Ne Win (1962-1988) and Than Shwe (1992-2011).72 In 2011, as part of the Roadmap, Than
Shwe gave up his position and was replaced by Thein Sein as President and Min Aung
Hlaing as Commander-in-Chief. Today, the official head of state is President Thin Kyaw, the
first civilian leader in over fifty years, while Min Aung Hlaing remains the Commander-in-
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Chief. He is expected to remain in this position for at least another year. With the latest
evolvements in the political arena of the country, Myanmar cannot be classified as a closed
dictatorship anymore, nor can it be classified as a democracy. Where does Myanmar stand
then?
There is yet another category; countries that are neither fully democratic nor
politically closed authoritarian. They have received a lot of labels from scholars investigating
the phenomenon: semi-democratic, electoral authoritarian, competitive authoritarian,
constitutional authoritarian, institutionalized dictatorial, and other biased terms, such as
partial, illiberal, defective, restricted, transitional, façade, pseudo or quasi democratic. Some
scholars classify mixed regimes as subtypes of democracy, however, these regimes are not
fully democratic, and thus should not be called democracies. In this dissertation, regimes
combining democratic and authoritarian elements will henceforth be referred to with the
broader term of hybrid regimes. One part of this chapter is dedicated to this topic.
The chapter then continues with an examination of transitions, which are closely
linked to the above-mentioned hybrid regimes. Leonardo Morlino regards hybrid regimes the
ones that are in the phase of transition from one regime to another. They can, however, have
different course and direction.
The central theme of this dissertation is the role of the latest elections in the
transformation process of Myanmar, and thus, the chapter concludes with an analysis of
elections and their importance in transitions. Elections are the stepping-stone towards a more
open democratic system, although they are not a sufficient condition for the existence of
democracy and are practiced in many non-democratic states all over the world.

2.1. DEMOCRACY

The fall of the Berlin Wall crowned the third wave of democratization. Francis
Fukuyama argues that liberal democracy is an inevitable endpoint for all societies (described
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as the “the end of history”).73 By 2012, countries with democratic institutions made up over
70% of all countries, while some fifty years earlier it was a mere 30%.74
Scores of books attempt to define democracy. The word “democracy” derives from
the Greek demokratia, or “rule by the people.” Today, there are many types of democracy,
and their diverse practices produce a similarly varied set of effects. The specific form
democracy takes is contingent upon a country's socioeconomic conditions as well as its
entrenched state structures and policy practices.75
The definition most commonly used by American social scientists is that of Joseph
Schumpeter:

“the

democratic

method

is

that

institutional

arrangement for arriving at political decisions which realizes the common good
by making the people itself decide issues through the election of individuals
who are to assemble in order to carry out its will.”76 Schumpeter defied democracy as a
particular “method” for making decisions. This method involves the selection of leaders
through competitive elections. If we took this condition as the sole deciding factor, Myanmar
after 2015 would automatically fall under the category of democratic states. This classical
procedural approach from 1942 is acceptable to modern democracy, although there are also
other relevant mechanisms of competition other than elections, which can vary a great deal
across democracies. The liberal conception of democracy describes the public realm as
narrowly as possible, while the social-democratic approach extends that realm through
regulation and subsidization. Neither is more democratic than the other, just differently
democratic.77
Samuel P. Huntington defined a system as democratic when “its most powerful
collective decision makers are selected through fair, honest, and periodic elections in which
candidates freely compete for votes.”78
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Robert Dahl has offered the most generally accepted listing of “procedural minimal”
conditions that must be present for “polyarchy” (modem political democracy) to exist:
1. Control over government decisions about policy is constitutionally vested in
elected officials.
2. Elected officials are chosen in frequent and fair elections.
3. Practically all adults have the right to vote in the election of officials.
4. Practically all adults have the right to run for elective offices in the government.
5. Citizens have a right to express themselves on political matters without the danger
of being punished.
6. Citizens have a right to seek out alternative sources of information. Such
alternative sources of information exist and are protected by law.
7. Citizens have the right to form associations and organizations.79
Steven Levitsky and Lucas A. Way add to Dahl's definition another condition, the
existence of a reasonably level playing field between incumbents and opposition. When
incumbent manipulation is so excessive that it seriously limits political competition, it is
incompatible with democracy.80
There is not one way of defining democracy. Some measure democracy by a strictly
procedural, minimalist standard like Schumpeter or Huntington (democracy depends
exclusively on the presence of certain institutions with no reference to the kinds of outcomes
that are generated by their operation), others employ the Dahlian concern about democratic
competence. In substantive conceptions of democracy, institutions are perceived as necessary
but not sufficient to characterize a political system. In this vein, Philippe C. Schmitter and
Terry Lynn Karl define democracy as “a system of governance, in which rulers are held
accountable for their actions in the public realm by citizens, acting indirectly through the
competition and cooperation of their elected representatives.”81 Institutions and rights should
not be subject to, or conditioned by, non-elected actors, such as the armed forces in
Myanmar. Schmitter and Karl add to Dahl’s list of procedural minimal conditions two other
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ones:
8. Popularly elected officials must be able to exercise their constitutional powers
without being subjected to overriding opposition from unelected officials.
9. The polity must be self-governing; it must be able to act independently of
constraints imposed by some other overarching political system.82
Democracies can also be defined in quantitative terms. There are many datasets that
measure political regimes around the world. The most widely used ones among democracy
scholars are the Freedom House measure of political rights and civil liberties and the Polity
measure of political regime characteristics.
The Freedom House measure of democracy adopts a 7-point scale system where a
score of 1 corresponds to the greatest degree of democracy with regard to rights and freedom,
while 7 corresponds to the most repressive forms of authoritarianism (see Table 2-1).
Countries are assigned a score on both political rights and civil liberties by experts who
consider a checklist of factors. Freedom House data go back to 1972, but the coding rules
change from year to year, which makes the use of the measure for research over time
questionable.

Table 2-1: The Freedom House Scale
Category

Score

Free (established democracies)

1 to 2.5

Partly free (consolidating democracies) 3 to 5
Not free (non-democracies)

5.5 to 7

For the year 2015, Myanmar received the score 6, and for the year 2016 the score 5.5.
The country’s civil liberties rating improved over the course of the year from 6 to 5 and it
received an upward trend arrow after the 2015 elections that were seen as largely free and
fair.83
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The Polity measure is similar in approach to the Freedom House. The Polity IV
dataset covers the years 1800-2014.84 Countries are scored on each of five dimensions
(competitiveness

of

political

participation,

regulation

of

political

participation,

competitiveness of executive recruitment, openness of executive recruitment, constrains on
chief executive) and then the scores are combined into the final autocracy-democracy score
ranging from -10 to +10 (see Table 2-2).

Table 2-2: The Polity IV Scale
Category

Score

Autocracies

-10 to -6

Anocracies

-5 to +5

Democracies

+6 to +10

In 2013 and 2014, the Polity IV score for Myanmar was -3, referred to as a closed
anocracy.85 Data for 2015 and 2016 are not available, because the year 2014 was the last year
of Polity IV measurements; currently there is a new measure being developed.
Since the above-mentioned measurements are not simple dichotomies, they allow for
an informed comparison. They, however, involve a degree of subjectivity and vagueness.
There are scholars who are skeptical about quantitative measurements of democracy, such as
Giovanni Sartori, an Italian political scientist who specialized in the study of democracy and
comparative politics: “Measurement of what? We cannot measure unless we know first what
it is that we are measuring. Nor can the degrees of something tell us what a thing is.”86 There
is nothing wrong with measuring how democratic a regime is and then giving it a score,
however, in the case of Myanmar, qualitative research is more potent in explaining the
dynamics of the country's transition.
Moreover, what is interesting when dealing with democracy and democratization, is
to inquiry about the meaning of democracy. Thomas Stearns Eliot, an American-born British
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social critic, once wrote that “when a term has become so universally sanctified as
'democracy' now is, I begin to wonder whether it means anything, in meaning too many
things.”87 To better understand the state of democracy throughout the world, it is essential to
ask what “democracy” means, both to ourselves as outside observers and to local
practitioners. Meanings might differ from the meanings of the English-language concept.
Democracy in Burmese understanding means freedom from restrictions and a life without
fear. Apart from the right to participate in politics, it also means a myriad of other things:
human rights, freedom of expression, equality of all people, improved living standards and
health, social and education benefits. The term “democracy” may not mean the same thing
for the very poor, in fact, many don't know the meaning at all and some believe “this magical
democracy” might give them food and shelter (and that is all they care about). The more
educated are aware that there is no democracy in their country yet, but remain very hopeful.
Many of my interview respondents expect Myanmar to become more like Singapore, rather
than India. They believe this could be achieved in five to ten years. Many educated Burmese
have experience with Singapore and they like the management of Singapore, even if they
might not like the system itself. BS disagrees by saying that “Myanmar can never become
like Singapore, because the people there are not active in politics while young Burmese are
very interested in politics.” The Burmese see themselves freer than Singapore, China, or
Thailand in terms of freedom of expression and media freedom; however, not in comparison
with India. “The military wants change, but they don't like the opposition, because the
opposition wants Myanmar to be more open than the military wants,” said KT before the
elections. According ATKK, Indonesia is another role model: “The military cannot be
removed immediately; we have to do it step by step, just like in Indonesia.” In Indonesia, the
armed force’s allocation of seats in the legislature was gradually reduced, first, from 100 to
75, and then in 1999, down to 38. There are now no appointed military officers in the
legislature.
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2.2. DICTATORSHIP

Dictatorship originated in ancient Rome. Originally, it was well defined by its rules;
today it is known as a regime type characterized by the absence of rules. In the first half of
the 20th century, the term became purely pejorative in connection with Nazis and fascists.
Today, dictatorships are recognized as a political regime encompassing different ways of
organizing political life. When defining dictatorship, Gandhi provides a minimalist definition
focusing on the procedural rather than substantive aspects of the regime type: “Dictatorships
are regimes in which rulers acquire power by means other than competitive elections (except
when the ruler first entered power by election and then consolidated his power).”88 Juan
Linz, on the other hand, provides a much broader definition; according to him an
authoritarian regime entails “a political system with limited, non-responsive political
pluralism; without an elaborated and guiding ideology, but with distinctive mentalities;
without either extensive or intensive political mobilization, except at some points in their
development, and in which a leader, or occasionally a small group, exercise power within
formally ill-defined, but actually quite predictable, limits.”89
Under democracies, identifying the head of government is a simple task: prime
ministers lead parliamentary regimes, whereas presidents head presidential systems. Under
dictatorship, the official title of the leader varies depending on whether it is a monarchical,
military or civilian dictator (king, president, and various other titles), for example in Burma it
was the Chairman of the State Law and Order Restoration Council who led the country after
1988 (before that, the head of state was called President).
In 2011, Thein Sein, ex-General and ex-Prime Minister under the junta, became
president and thus the nominal head of Myanmar. He is regarded a reform-minded person,
although his reformist notion is disputable due to his allegiance to the military (he was handpicked by Than Shwe in 2003 as a key player in the implementation of the Roadmap).90
Currently, it is Htin Kyaw, the first civilian president and a close ally of Aung San Suu Kyi,
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who leads the country. The military and the Commander-in-Chief, however, still continue
playing a crucial role in governing the country.
Although military dictators are mostly found in Latin America and the Caribbean,
they are not uncommon in Asia. Until 2011, Myanmar was clearly a military dictatorship.
After the coup in 1962, Burma came under the rule of Ne Win. The Revolutionary council
(headed by Ne Win), a 17-person strong junta, proclaimed the “Burmese Way to Socialism”
and led the country into a state of isolation. Through a constitution passed in 1974, a singleparty military rule by the Burmese Socialist Programmer Party was institutionalized. After
demonstrations in 1988, a new junta, the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC),
came to power under General Saw Maung. In 1992, after purging Saw Maung, Than Shwe
appointed himself the head of state and leader of the armed forces. In 1997, under Than
Shwe's rule, the SLORC changed its name to State Peace and Development Council (SPDC).
It was dissolved with the opening of the parliament in January 2011.
Until 2011, Myanmar was rated by the Freedom House with the score 7, a score
reserved to the least free countries in the world. Today, the only country with the score 7 in
the region is North Korea, followed by China and Laos with the score 6.5.91 Similarly, the
Polity IV index rated Myanmar in 2009 and 2010 with the score

-6, which indicates

authoritarianism in the country.92
In a military regime type, the armed forces are the institution through which rulers
govern. The junta is the locus of decision-making power. Military rulers can, as active
members of the armed forces, rely on the institution's hierarchy and norms of comradery. The
military claims to act in national interest, but in fact has its own interest. While in power,
dictators may have substantive goals they seek to fulfill, policies and/or rents.
Dictators can rely on repressive tools, such as the secret police, to neutralize threats to
their rule; they are costly and may not always be effective. They can also rely on other
strategies and offer a mix of carrots and sticks: repressing some and co-opting others.93
Concessions may take the form of various types of bribes, state employment, public programs
or even policy concessions. The latter is best made through institutional forums, such as
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legislatures and political parties, which create an environment of controlled bargaining. A
parliament can serve as a forum for negotiations, in which opposition demands can be
contained and controlled. Such a strategy reduces some uncertainty for outside groups and
the dictator still maintains the upper hand (he has the power to close those institutions; the
institutions have no means by which to challenge such moves). In Suharto's Indonesia (19671998), for example, a fifth of the parliament's seats were reserved for members of the armed
forces, and a soldier was stationed in each of Indonesia's thousands of villages, serving as the
military's representatives.94
In Myanmar, the SPDC developed in 1997 the idea of a “disciplined democracy” and
created a political system in which a strong role for the defense forces is embedded. After
2011, the military was still in charge, but unwilling to assume power directly. Thein Sein was
propped up as president. Moreover, the military junta has allowed for part of the assembly to
be filled by elections while keeping a proportion of seats under appointment. Participation
within these institutions signals the acceptance of dictatorial concessions. The benefits that
outside groups gain from participation are real even if potentially fleeting.
According to Gandhi, asking whether legislatures and parties make some dictatorships
more “democratic” is to ask whether these institutions in non-democracies serve as real
constraints on executive power.95 Institutions serve as instruments of co-optation that nondemocratic rulers can use to address some basic problems of governance.
It is then not entirely uncommon, as it may seem at first glance, for authoritarian
rulers to welcome rule of law.96 History has seen a few of them, even in Asia. In 1972,
Ferdinand Marcos in the Philippines announced “constitutional authoritarianism” with a
functioning judiciary. In 1982, the Chinese leadership amended the radical constitution from
the Mao-era and embraced the basic principles of rule of law. Other leaders who were
tolerant of certain rule of law and relaxed government control in certain areas were Lee Kuan
Yew in Singapore and Chiang Ching-kuo in Taiwan.
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2.3. HYBRID REGIMES

Hybrid regimes are not new; in the 1960s and 1970s, authoritarian regimes in
Singapore, Malaysia or Taiwan, allowed for electoral competitors. Multiparty electoral
competition within authoritarian regimes, which is now very common, is very much a
product of the contemporary world. Military regimes have virtually disappeared as anything
more than a transitional type of rule.
The Freedom House considers hybrid regimes all countries with a rating between 3
and 5. There are three sub-categories: semi-consolidated democracies (3.00-3.99);
transitional or hybrid regimes (4.00-4.99); and semi-consolidated authoritarian regimes (5.005.99).97 Myanmar's lowest score was in the years 2013 and 2016 with the score 5.5. In 2012,
the Freedom House score of Myanmar went down from 7 to 6.5 due to an increase in public
discussion and media coverage of news. In 2013, it further decreased to 5.5 due to the
successful participation of opposition parties in the legislative by-elections and the continued
easing of long-standing restrictions. In 2015, the score moved upwards to 6 due the arrest and
imprisonment of a number of journalists, and in 2016 back down to 5.5.98
The Polity measure considers hybrid regimes all countries with a score between -5
and +5. According to this measure, Myanmar is a hybrid regime since 2013 with the score -3.
Hybrid regimes have in recent years received a lot of attention from scholars such as
Diamond (2000), Levitsky & Way (2002), Schedler (2006), Morlino (2008) and others. They
propose various regime categorizations and define hybrid regimes as a distinct category.
Diamond, a staunch opponent of the minimalist conception of democracy, defines
hybrid regimes as those, where “the effective power of elected officials is so limited, or
political party competition so restricted, or the freedom and fairness of elections so
compromised, that electoral outcomes, while competitive, still deviate significantly from
popular preferences.”99 An opposition victory in such a regime is not unachievable, but it
requires far greater opposition mobilization than in a democracy. Diamond classifies hybrid
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regimes depending on the degree of competitiveness within them as competitive
authoritarian, hegemonic electoral authoritarian, electoral democracy, and leaving a residual
category of ambiguous regimes. In competitive electoral authoritarian regimes rulers are
insecure, because the electoral arena is a genuine battleground in the struggle for power,
while in hegemonic electoral authoritarian regimes they are invincible and the battleground is
no more than a theatrical setting. The distinction between competitive and uncompetitive
regimes highlights the competitiveness of their party systems: in a democracy parties lose
elections, in electoral authoritarian regimes opposition parties lose elections.100 In Myanmar,
the opposition managed to win the 2015 elections and the results were honored. The new
parliament convened on 1 February 2016 and on 15 March 2016 it elected a new president, a
nominee of the NLD.
Schedler proposes two kinds of hybrid regimes: electoral democracy and electoral
authoritarianism. Although electoral democracies do not go beyond the electoral minimum
(such as liberal democracies), they fail to institutionalize other vital parts of democratic
constitutionalism.

Electoral

authoritarianism

can

be

distinguished

from

closed

authoritarianism by the nature of electoral contests. The boundary between electoral
democracies and electoral authoritarianism is somewhat controversial: under electoral
democracy,

contests

comply

with

minimal

democratic

norms;

under

electoral

authoritarianism, they do not.101 However, there are tremendous variations among electoral
autocracies. One feature they all have in common is that none of them practice democracy
nor resort to blatant repression. Partial compliance with democratic norms does not create a
partial democracy. With the breaking of the democratic choice, elections cannot become less
democratic, only undemocratic. Myanmar's political system belongs somewhere between
electoral democracy and electoral authoritarianism, but because of its developing nature, it is
not possible to categorize it with precision.
Levitsky and Way argue that regimes may be both competitive and authoritarian.
They distinguish between competitive and noncompetitive authoritarianism. Closed regimes,
such as China, Cuba or Myanmar before 2010, together with hegemonic regimes, such as
post-Cold War Egypt, where elections only serve functions such as enhancing regime
legitimacy, belong to noncompetitive regimes. In a competitive regime, opposition groups
100
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compete in a meaningful way for executive power and elections are held regularly. However,
there are some violations of free elections, broad protection of civil liberties, or a reasonably
level playing field (see Table 2-3).102 Competitive authoritarianism is a new phenomenon,
which stands outside the classical typology. Although competitive authoritarianism may aptly
fit the description of an array of countries including Myanmar from 2011 to 2015, it does not
fit Myanmar's political situation after the 2015 elections.

Table 2-3: Levitsky and Way's Comparison of Regimes
Democracy

Competitive
Authoritarianism

Full
Authoritarianism

Status of Core
Democratic
Institutions
(Elections,
Civil
Liberties)

Systematically
respected. Widely
viewed as only
route to power.

Exist and are
meaningful, but
systematically violated
in favor of incumbent.
Widely viewed as
primary route to power.

Nonexistent or
reduced to façade
status. Not viewed
as a viable route to
power.

Status of
Opposition

Competes on more
or less equal
footing with
incumbent.

Major opposition is
legal and can compete
openly, but is
significantly
disadvantaged by
incumbent abuse.

Major opposition
banned, or largely
underground or in
exile.

Level of
Uncertainty

High

Lower than democracy
but higher than full
authoritarianism.

Low

Source: Steven Levitsky & Lucas A. Way, Competitive Authoritarianism: Hybrid Regimes After the Cold War
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010).

Morlino defines hybrid regimes as those that “have acquired some of the
characteristic institutions and procedures of democracy, but not others, and, at the same
time, have either retained some authoritarian or traditional features, or lost some elements of
democracy and acquired some authoritarian ones.”103 Hybrid regimes often stem from the
attempt by certain actors in the previous authoritarian setting to resist internal or external
pressure or to continue maintain order and satisfy the demand for greater democratization.
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Alongside the old actors of the previous authoritarian regime, a number of opposition groups
take root. The armed forces may, however, maintain an evident political role, though it is less
direct. Morlino equates hybrid regimes with transitional regimes and proposes three possible
variants of hybrid/transitional regimes: democracy without law, limited democracy and
protected democracy (see Table 2-4).104 A democracy without law is a state with widespread
illegality, which is incapable of sustaining a fully democratic electoral process or protecting
civil rights due to malfunctioning institutions. A limited democracy has a multiparty system
and a correct electoral procedure, but civil rights are not guaranteed, the opposition is not
effective, and the media are compromised. According to Morlino's analysis, military
authoritarian regimes, such as Burma/Myanmar, transition to a form of protected democracy
with limits on people's true freedom to vote and the correct handling of the elections
themselves. Protected democracy in this case equates with the term used by Burmese
officials, guided democracy.

Table 2-4: Morlino's Hybrid Regimes Types

Source: Leonardo Morlino, Hybrid Regimes or Regimes in Transition (Madrid: Fride, 2008).

Once some degree of change has taken hold in a hybrid/transitional regime, the
process will inevitably continue: it might lead to the establishment of a democracy, but it
could also move backwards, with the restoration of the previous regime or the establishment
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of a different non-democratic regime. This logic is directly linked to transitions and will be
discussed further in the next pages.
In order to exhaust all hybrid regime types, the tutelary regime (also called tutelary
democracy or authoritarian tutelage) has to be mentioned and defined here. This term refers
to regimes where elections may be held freely and fairly while the elected government faces
non-democratic control, as a result of pressure from non-democratic actors.105 Przeworski
defines tutelary democracy as a regime which has competitive, formally democratic
institutions, but in which the power apparatus retains the capacity to intervene to correct
undesirable states of affairs. 106 Under tutelage, elected representatives possess their
constitutional powers only on paper. In reality, they are subordinate to their unaccountable
masters.107 Examples usually include tutelage by the military but also tutelage by the elites
such as judges. Portugal after 1974, Guatemala in the late 1980s, Chile after Pinochet, and
Turkey until the 2000s can all be classified as tutelary regimes with a military guardianship.
What makes a country fit the tutelary description is the existence of an electoral system with
elections taking place regularly, but when a legitimate government is elected non-elected
actors constrain the democratic policy-making process. Myanmar might end up stuck in this
kind of regime, although it is too early to say and only time will show.
Right now it is hard to identify Myanmar's regime and fit the country's realities into a
certain category. Regime classification must assess previous elections and observe political
behavior over a prolonged period of time. This remains a task for the future. Moreover,
country classifications offer more in an illustrative than definitive spirit. I prefer to identify
the ways in which each political system combines democratic and undemocratic features.
Most regimes are anyway mixed ones to one degree or another. Morlino's hybrid/transitional
regime seems the most sober and suitable description to Myanmar's current political affairs:
“Hybrid regimes are all those regimes preceded by a period of authoritarian or traditional
rule, followed by the beginnings of greater tolerance, liberalization and a partial relaxation
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of the restrictions on pluralism.”108 The next section will build on this definition and analyze
transitions in greater depth.

2.4. REGIME TRANSITIONS

The principal macro-political phenomenon of the last half-century has been
democratization—the transition from non-democratic to democratic regimes in various parts
of the world. It begins by political liberalization, but concludes only when the new
democratic rules have been formally accepted.109 The process of a democratic transition itself
has three main stages: ending authoritarian rule, transition to a new regime, and consolidating
democracy. There is no one way by which it passes from the first stage to the last stage; each
country has its specifics.
From a qualitative point of view, a major democratic transition is considered by the
Polity index a six-point (or higher) increase in the polity score over a period of three years,
including the shift from minus-values to plus-values, but it is not able to measure a small
regime change.
The two terms, liberalization and democratization are not to be confused as
synonyms: liberalization is under strict control while during democratization the ruling elite
cannot always control the process of rule change. If there is liberalization—a process of
granting more political and civil rights from above—what one has, is a situation that should
permit the opening up of an authoritarian regime and enable the transition.110 When asked to
define the political process undergoing in Myanmar as democratization or liberalization, most
of my respondents had no knowledge about the difference between these two terms. A
Burmese political science and history student in his early twenties viewed liberalization as a
sub-category essential for democratization. He remarked that this did not mean the
government was actually trying to democratize, according to him it was merely attempting to
gain recognition from the public and the international community. Actually, most of my
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interview respondents doubt the creation of a full-flagged democracy in the coming years
(not least because of the ethnic states wanting a federal system). Many see the future of
Myanmar as a hybrid regime, until at least 2020 or 2025: “The generals don't want to let
other parties get a share in the governing body.”
Not even the most successful liberalization can guarantee the consolidation of
democracy unless something intervenes to push the process of regime change beyond the
initially limited intentions of autocratic incumbents. That certain push is called transition and
is the middle step that comes after liberalization and before democratization. The lifespan of
a transition is uncertain and the result is not always democracy. After the Cold War, for
example, some regimes democratized (Ghana, Slovakia), other regimes remained stable
(Malaysia, Tanzania), or even became more authoritarian (Belarus, Russia). Competition in
such regimes is real, but unfair. Oppositions use democratic institutions to contest for power,
however, the playing field is skewed in favor of incumbents.
In Myanmar, a formal end to the military rule came with the 2010 parliamentary
general election, the fifth of the seven-step Roadmap (the seventh being the construction a
new democratic state by the elected representatives of the parliament). This change accounts
for the gradual opening up of the country and the preparations for the transition. Transitional
regimes do not belong to any kind of non-democracy, they do not yet fulfill the minimum
requirements of a democracy and the institutions still bear traces of previous political reality.
A transition may last many years and it is not possible to identify a certain point at
which a political regime stops being a dictatorship and becomes a democracy. A transitional
regime may follow various trajectories:
1, stabilize as a hybrid regime (such as Singapore);
2, steadily transition to a democracy (such as Taiwan);
3, take the reversed course towards authoritarianism (such as Pakistan); or
4, be stuck in an uncertainty either in an authoritarian context (such as Thailand) or in
a democratic context (such as Indonesia).
What determines the future of regimes that are on the transitional path is the mode of
transition. Transitologists argue that during the transition period inexperienced politicians
produce rules that will guide the subsequent regime. Quite contrary, structuralists regard the
transition merely as an interim period with an outcome determined by fixed conditions (such
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as the level of development, rate of economic growth, proximity to Western culture, etc.) or
by the strategic choice of elites.
What conditions provide fertile soil for democratic advancement? Some theorists
have identified the primacy of socioeconomic development while others have emphasized
diversity, natural resources, culture and religion, as factors that might advance or hinder a
country's prospect for democratic change.111 Diversity, whether ethnic, religious or other, is a
feature of most cultures in the world. India, for example, has survived the tremendous
challenge of dealing with a variety of major languages and a spectrum of religions.
Advocates of “Asian values” claim that Asians traditionally value discipline, not political
freedom. Social norms, which are related to culture, matter and can be hard to change, and
they also sometimes support institutional differences, but those aspects often emphasized—
religion, national ethics, Asian values—are not important for understanding how a country
got to the present point. Other aspects, such as the level of trust among people or their ability
to cooperate, are important but they are mostly an outcome of institutions already in place,
and not an independent cause.112
In Myanmar, some of my respondents believe, obedience is the major obstacle to
modern democracy (in Myanmar even more than in other Asian countries) while others see
rampant corruption as the main impeding factor. One is certain, Burmese citizens have zero
experience with democracy. While I worked for one Burmese local NGO, I made a very
interesting observation. With the long-awaited opening up of the country, the founders of the
NGO suddenly expected their employees to choose tasks they wanted to do independently on
the grounds of a so-called “democratic system in the office.” The result was that nobody did
anything. This shows that the concept of democracy is still very foreign to the people of
Myanmar. Changing a people's mindset is probably the most difficult task.
The most salient event that tends to punctuate a transition is the “founding” election.
This is, of course, closely related with the drafting or revising of a constitution that allows
and regulates elections. The next sub-chapter is concerned with elections as the most
common mechanism of choosing representatives to lead a country.
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2.5. ELECTIONS

The electoral system and its rules for valid voting determine the control of the state
over the society. The most common electoral systems are majority rule, proportional
representation, or plurality voting with a number of variations. Myanmar has created its own
electoral system with the approval of the military-sponsored constitution in a referendum in
2008. The new constitution legitimizes the leading role of the military in any future
government.
Myanmar practices the first-past-the-post constituency based electoral system. In
single member elections the candidate with the highest number, not necessarily a majority, of
votes is elected. In this system, larger parties gain a disproportionately large share of seats,
while smaller parties are left with a disproportionately small share of seats. This system is
practiced in some countries in the region (Bangladesh, India, Laos), but also in established
democracies throughout the world (the United Kingdom, Canada, the United States). The
benefits of this system are that it is easily understood and ballots are easily counted. This
system tends to create majority rule governments, which allows the government to pursue a
consistent strategy for its term in office. The upside of such a system is the waste of votes (a
large majority of votes may play no part in determining the outcome) and the possibility of
gerrymandering.
Elections are the basic compound of the electoral system. They are a formal decisionmaking process by which a population chooses persons to hold public office. Elections have
been the usual mechanism by which modern representative democracies operate since the
17th century. By 1920, adult male suffrage was ensured almost in every country in the world
(though female suffrage was not established until somewhat later). Elections can fill offices
in the legislature, sometimes in the executive and judiciary, and in regional and local
governments. Elections do not directly establish public policy but instead commission a small
group of officials with the authority to create these public policies through laws. Central to
the election of such officeholders are political parties. The selection of candidates lies in the
hands of political parties. The election is only the final process.
Election are regarded as democratic, if there is ex ante uncertainty about the outcome
of the elections and an ex post irreversibility of the election results, where the winner actually
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takes office. In a democracy, such elections occur at regular and known intervals.113
In Southeast Asia, many elections were held after the end of World War II as a result
of decolonization. In many cases restoration of authoritarianism was commonplace.
Beginning in the 1970s, competitive elections were reintroduced in a number of countries.
Nowadays, the use of elections as a tool for selecting representatives is not the sole practice
of modern democracies. Many Asian regimes combined at some point electoral competition
with varying degrees of authoritarianism. In Malaysia, after losing the 1969 elections, the
government closed parliament and rewrote the constitution in such a way that it never lost an
election after the parliament was reopened and elections resumed in 1971. In Burma, the idea
of elections as the usual means of choosing the leading figures has been a feature present for
the first three quarters of the century. More recently, the question comes up as to whether
elections serve the ones in power or the ones out of power.
The focus on elections as the distinguishing feature between democracy and
dictatorship is controversial. 70% of all my interview respondents agreed that elections were
not a sufficient condition for the existence of democracy. Many mentioned the 1990
elections, in which the opposition won, but power was never transferred; and the 2010
elections, in which, they believed, the military has cheated. All democratic countries must
hold elections, but elections itself are not enough for the existence of democracy.
Nevertheless, elections are a stepping-stone towards a more open democratic Myanmar.
Voting is an act of registering preference. Many activists said it was good for the ordinary
citizens to see different parties campaign freely, although democracy in Myanmar is more
about the policies that will follow after the elections. According AT, elections don't have an
impact on the system as a whole and the 2015 elections will not bring any significant change.
Similarly, MMH told me that just the elections are not the solution, because the military has a
lot of power beyond the elections. “Never rely on your knee,” is what he said about the
military (the knee can fail you and you will fall).
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CHAPTER THREE
Myanmar's Top-Down Transition Process

There is no transition whose beginning is not the consequence of
important divisions within the authoritarian regime itself.114
The Tatmandaw115 (Myanmar Armed Forces) was originally born out of historical
necessity in the nation's struggle for independence and has later been involved, directly or
indirectly, in running the successive (authoritarian) governments in Myanmar, at least since
1962. It still is today, although in a very different form. The election of a military-backed, semicivilian government in 2010 was supposed to represent a clear break with the past, or at least
make it look like it for outside onlookers.116 As far as the political transition is concerned,
Tatmandaw wants it to take place within the framework of the military-drafter 2008
Constitution. Key political figures in Myanmar are aware that democracy cannot be consolidated
without military elites committed to democratic rule and obedient to democratically elected
political elite.117 Aung San Suu Kyi has repeatedly stated that “a democratic system could not be
established or sustained without the willingness of and cooperation from the Tatmandaw.”118
The government-driven reform initiative certainly contributed to change in Myanmar,
however, for democracy to thrive, specific procedural norms must be followed and civic
rights must be respected. It is important to understand that democratic transition begins by
liberalization and opening up, but concludes only when the new democratic rules have been
formally accepted.119 The process is complete when a government comes to power that is the
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direct result of a free and popular vote, when this government de facto has the authority to
generate new policies, and when the executive, legislative and judicial power generated by
the new democracy does not have to share power with other bodies de jure.
Liberalization, as has been the case in Myanmar, can result in policy and social
changes, such as lifting censorship restrictions, releasing political prisoners, and
acknowledging the existence of an opposition, however, there can also exist liberalization
without democratization, as has been the case for example in Kenya, Zambia, or China.
Democratization is wider in scope by adding to liberalization a more political concept. While
democracy cannot exist (or at least so far has not existed) without capitalism, capitalism has
shown itself very capable of existing without democracy.
With heightened international expectations and standards for electoral democracy
including the rise of international election observing, there is closer international scrutiny of
individual countries' democratic practices than ever before. This chapter describes the
opening up of Myanmar since 2010 with the last sub-chapter laying out the logic behind the
big top-down change.

3.1. THE ROADMAP TO A DISCIPLINE-FLOURISHING DEMOCRACY

The roots of political reforms have to be sought in the junta's long-term intentions to
entrench the military in the state apparatus for the foreseeable future. After the troubled years
of the 1990s, the SPDC had developed the idea of disciplined democracy as a concept and
tool to achieve national unity or “Myanmarification.” One prime goal for the junta since the
early 1990s has been to design a political system that would embed a strong role for the
defense forces. In other words, the junta was exploring ways to trigger off a process of
controlled change.
In August 2003, the head of military intelligence, General Khin Nyunt, announced the
Roadmap to Discipline-flourishing Democracy, a framework for the democratization process
in Myanmar. It consists of seven steps:
1. Reconvening of the National Convention;
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2. After the successful holding of the National Convention, step by step
implementation of the process necessary for the emergence of a genuine and
disciplined democratic system;
3. Drafting of a new constitution in accordance with basic principles by the National
Convention;
4. Adoption of the constitution through national referendum;
5. Holding of free and fair elections for Pyithu Hluttaws (Legislative bodies)
according to the new constitution;
6. Convening of Hluttaws attended by Hluttaw members in accordance with the new
constitution; and
7. Building a modern, developed and democratic nation by the state leaders elected
by the Hluttaw; and the government and other central organs formed by the
Hluttaw.120
In 2005, Senior General Than Shwe declared that the Tatmandaw would
systematically hand over state power to the public, the original owner.121 By today, the seven
steps of the Roadmap have all been accomplished, although most of them did not comply
with democratic practices. Having drafted and adopted a new constitution, held elections, and
formed political institutions, Myanmar has reached step number seven and is supposed to go
on with building a modern, developed and democratic nation. However, there lingers a huge
shadow over the process that led to this outcome and questions its legitimacy.
The National Convention for the drafting of the 2008 Constitution began in 1993, and
was later suspended from 1994 to 2004. The result is not a constitution of the people because
the drafting process was controlled by participants selected by the SPDC and public
discussion and criticism of the drafting process was criminalized by the Law Protecting the
Peaceful and Systematic Transfer of State Responsibility and Successful Performance of the
Functions of the National Convention against Disturbances and Opposition No. 5/1996.122
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The constitution was approved in a referendum on 10 May 2008 with a 99% voter
turnout. The results were presumably manipulated by the SPDC, which pushed ahead with
the referendum in the immediate days after the Nargis Cyclone, one of the worst natural
disasters in Burmese history that left at least 130,000 people dead. In the hardest-hit areas
was the referendum postponed for two weeks. According to the military, voter turnout in
those areas was 98.12%.123
According to the 2008 Constitution, a 213-page document, the country is a
presidential republic with the president as the head of state and the head of government (for a
more detailed description see Appendix 2). The constitutional law framework grants
significant powers to the executive and to the military. 25% of seats in parliament are
reserved to the military, which guarantees a military veto over any constitutional change. In
June 2015, there was an attempt by MPs from the NLD, the ethnic parties, and even some
from the USDP to push for a reduction in the required percentage of votes necessary for
amending the constitution down to 70% or even 66%, which would still make it difficult to
change it, but not impossible, as it is at present. The army vetoed such a motion. The military
representatives are organized as a brigade and vote as a bloc as ordered from the Office of the
Commander-in-Chief.124 Interestingly, thus far the military-appointed members supported
some motions in the parliament and even engaged in some discussions with the opposition,
but when it came to the topic of constitutional amendment, they would not get involved.
The Tatmandaw would, theoretically, allow a constitutional amendment as long as the
changes do not undermine the self-projected national political role and the institutional
autonomy of the Tatmandaw, as well as the three main national causes (non-disintegration of
Union, non-disintegration of national unity, and perpetuation of national sovereignty).
The generals achieved what they have worked for since the end of the 1990s. The
military holds today a central role in the state apparatus and in the parliament with a military
veto power against constitutional amendments. Generals have managed to achieve exemption
from punishment for past crimes, and thus escape future prosecution. With the coming into
operation of the 2008 Constitution on 30 March 2011, the country has been renamed from
Union of Myanmar to Republic of the Union of Myanmar.
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3.2. THE FLAWED BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA

A new era in Myanmar's history has been marked by the legislative elections on 7
November 2010. Although rigged and manipulated, rejected and criticized by many
countries, it brought a quasi-civilian government to the forefront of the country for the first
time in decades. The result of the elections was no coincidence or widespread popularity of
the newly established party. To ensure a future pro-military government, the SPDC imposed
several limitations on parties willing to participate in the elections. The main opposition
parties were effectively sidelined from the electoral process by the new electoral law, which
required existing parties to transform and register before the elections. The junta knew many
parties would not go along with a constitution that lends legitimacy to the military and would
rather face de-registration. Also, the new election laws precluded government employees
from joining political parties or running as candidates. However, ministers and officials were
according to the UEC political appointees and not government employees, and therefore
could join the USDP. The new election laws barred more than two thousand political
prisoners from being members of political parties. The NLD and other parties would have
had to expel their imprisoned leaders to be eligible to participate.125 High registration fees
equally hindered many contesting parties from filing candidates. Each party was required to
register at least one thousand members for a non- refundable fee of 500,000 kyats (about 500
USD) for each member, which represents for some people a full one-year salary. Limited
time (three months) to register was yet another factor for low fielding of candidacies for
contending parties. Before the 1990 elections, parties had more than a year to choose and
prepare for their candidates ahead of time and could immediately come up with the list, as
soon as the registration was open. The deadline for all political parties to submit the names of
their candidates for the 2010 elections was set for 30 August 2010. Four political parties
contesting the elections, which were running out of time to fulfill the membership restriction
and submit the candidate lists, have requested in August and in September that the vote be
delayed to mid-December to allow more time to campaign and raise funds.126
To add to all these debilitating rules and restrictions, a few months prior to the
election, the SPDC transformed the Union Solidarity and Development Association (USDA),
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a mass social organization, into the Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP),
transferring the assets of the USDA over to the new political party. A month later, in April,
the SPDC Prime Minister Thein Sein and twenty-six ministers and senior officials joined the
newly formed party.127 In August, the Senior General Than Shwe, his deputy General Maung
Aye, and six other top military officers resigned from their military posts so they could run as
candidates in the 2010 elections.128
The USDP won an overwhelming majority, 76.5% out of the total of 1,154 seats up
for grabs (see Figure 3-1).129 It hardly surprised anyone in or outside the country. The
military knew it had to be well prepared and did not leave it to the people’s free choice. The
SPDC tightly controlled the entire electoral process through the UEC, which was due to its
military-appointed members a far cry from being an independent entity. The election laws
were the result of a unilateral, non-transparent, and non-inclusive process. They were not in
accordance with international standards, and prevented the exercise of fundamental freedoms
and political rights, as are freedom of expression, assembly and movement. The authorities
imposed a censorship of election-related news, and the state-run media’s political coverage
was unbalanced and favored the military-backed USDP. Foreign journalists and election
observers were not allowed to enter Myanmar.
Aung San Suu Kyi, who did not participate in the elections for reasons mentioned
above, was released from house arrest a few days after the 2010 election. A few months later,
she was free to leave Yangon and travelled to the newly established capital Naypyitaw to
meet the new civilian president.
While she was under house arrest, the military junta had without prior notice
relocated the national capital from Yangon (British name Rangoon) to Naypyitaw.
Naypyitaw in Burmese means “the capital.” The shift in capitals came without any warning.
On the morning of 6 November 2005, the staff of all government ministries simply packed up
and left, being told to do so just the day before.130 Astrology may have played a certain role
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in this decision; Than Shwe is said to have used astrology and numerology as an auxiliary
force on many occasions.131

Figure 3-1: The Political Make-up of the Parliament after 2010
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3.3. CHANGES UNDER THEIN SEIN

Although, the parliament in Myanmar is young and relatively inexperienced, it has
considerable political influence on the country's reform process due to its technical capacity
in exercising various powers, such as introducing legislation; over-riding executive vetoes;
approving cabinet officials; compelling the executive to provide information; censuring
officials, approving or disapproving the budget; and impeaching the Constitutional
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Tribunal.132 A check to the parliament's activities is the press and the civil society, previously
an unthinkable component of political life.
The parliament convened for the first time in January 2011. A month later, it elected
Thein Sein as president. He has been described by many as a soft-liner among the generals.
In March 2011, the former general and prime minister was sworn in, thus completing the
transfer of power to the new nominally civilian government. President Thein Sein's reforms
can be grouped into three categories: political liberalization, socio-economic liberalization,
and administrative liberalization.
One of the first significant actions of this new government was the release of
prisoners. Although, President Thein Sein granted amnesty to prisoners on several separate
occasions, many remained behind bars and many new prisoners were detained. Released
were some key political prisoners including veterans of the 1988 student protest movement
(Min Ko Naing, Nilar Thein, Ko Jimmy), monks involved in the 2007 demonstrations (U
Gambira), activists from many ethnic minority groups (Shan ethnic leader Khun Tun Oo),
journalists (Zaw Thet Htwe and Hla Hla Win), and well-known dissidents (pro-democracy
activist Htay Kywe and the famous comedian Zarganar).133 It is difficult to estimate how
many political prisoners still remain behind bars. Determining the number of political
prisoners in Myanmar is complicated because of the lack of agreement about the definition of
a political prisoner. There is no international standard for defining a political prisoner.134 In
the case of Myanmar it gets even more complicated since it is not clear whether to include
also the prisoners associated with the ethnic-based militias involved in armed conflict with
the Burmese military.
In addition to releasing political prisoners, in August 2011 and again in May 2012, the
Burmese President publicly invited exiles to return. However, security for returnee exiles was
not guaranteed (by any formal laws or procedures) and a few arrests of returning exiles and
the absence of an official amnesty discouraged the majority of exiles.135 Those who returned
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were not free to travel or to undertake any political activity, and lacked adequate
psychosocial support.136 In September 2012, the president's office published a list of two
thousand names that were to be removed from the immigration blacklist (for example the
actress Michelle Yeoh, who played Aung San Suu Kyi in the movie The Lady).137 Another
4,000 individuals, however, remained on the list (some of them Burmese citizens barred from
leaving the country).138 In short, repressions remained in place.
Perhaps the most significant action of the new government in the eyes of the
international community was allowing Aung San Suu Kyi to participate in the parliamentary
by-election in April 2012. The Burmese government had realized it could not gain acceptance
by the West without getting Aung San Suu Kyi engaged in the reformation process of
Myanmar and used her popularity to its advantage. The reason why by-elections were held
was because there were 48 vacant seats (see Table 3-1): 45 of the seats were vacant because
the elected member accepted a position in the Union Government; two seats were vacant
because the elected member was removed from office; and the last seat was vacant due to a
member’s death.139
According to Myanmar’s constitution, members of the government have to give up
their parliamentary seat from the date of appointment into office. All seats were until then
held by members of the USDP. Given this situation, it was in the interest of the government
that the NLD win the majority of the contested seats in order to gain the favor of the West.140
The USDP won only one upper-house seat, the Shan Nationalities Democratic Party won
another, and the NLD took the remaining 43 seats: 37 in the lower house, four in the upper
house and two in the local parliaments (see Table 3-2).141 The government didn't have to
worry about leverage of the NLD that could harm its intentions since the members appointed
by the Commander-in-Chief of the Tatmadaw continued to hold a sufficient majority to pass
legislation, as well as to pass constitutional amendments.
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Table 3-1: Vacant Seats at the Parliament before the March 2012 By-Election
Total amount of
seats

Vacant seats

Lower House: People’s Assembly

440

37 (originally 40)**

Upper House: National Assembly

224

6

(total seats vary)

2

Local Parliaments*

*Myanmar consists of seven states (Chin, Kachin, Kayah, Karen/Kayin, Mon, Rakhine, and Shin), seven
regions or divisions (Ayeyarwady, Bago, Magway, Mandalay, Sagaing, Tanintharyi, and Yangon), one Union
Territory (Naypuidaw), five Self-Administered Zones (Danu, Kokang, Naga, Pa'O, Pa Lanung), and one SelfAdministered Division (Wa).
** Voting was cancelled in three Kachin state constituencies due to ongoing fighting.

Table 3-2: Seats Won in the By-Election in April 2012
NLD

USDP

SNDP

Lower House: People’s Assembly

37

0

0

Upper House: National Assembly

4

1

1

Local Parliaments

2

0

0

NLD = National League for Democracy
USDP = Union Solidarity and Development Party
SNDP = Shan Nationalities Democratic Party

The success of the NDL in the by-election led to widespread satisfaction. Both the
European Union and the United States eased sanctions. The European Union responded by
suspending its sanctions (excluding the arms embargo) for one year at first. It lifted travel and
visa bans on nearly 500 people and opened an office in Yangon. The restrictions originally
excluded the Government of Myanmar from receiving International Labor Organization
technical cooperation and assistance, and withdrew access to generalized tariff preferences
(originally applied in July 2008). After the one-year period, in June 2013, these restrictions
were lifted for good. The United States waved already in February 2012 parts of the
Trafficking Victims Protection Act, which partially opened the door for the International
Monetary Fund and multilateral development banks to provide support to Myanmar. After the
by-election results were officially released, Secretary Clinton announced that the United
States would undertake five steps to support reforms in Myanmar, including the exchange of
fully accredited ambassadors (Derek Mitchell was nominated ambassador to Myanmar in
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May 2012); establishing an in-country U.S. Agency for International Development mission
and supporting a country program for the United Nations Development Program; relaxing
restrictions on private American organizations providing nonprofit activities in Myanmar;
facilitating travel to the United States for selected pro-reform Burmese officials; and
beginning the process of easing of the ban on the export of American financial services and
investment.142 Consequently, the suspension of Western sanctions brought new investment
projects and global corporations like General Electric, Pepsi, and Coca-Cola to Myanmar.
The major investment projects include the oil and gas pipes sponsored by China, the Thai
Dawei deep-sea port and economic zone project, and the Indian Gateway logistics project.
An important achievement of the new government was the new Labor Organization
Law, which canceled the Trade Unions Act, an anti-labor union decree from 1962 banning
trade unions.143 According to the new law, unions are not illegal anymore, and so are strikes
with the new Peaceful Protest Law. One of the first prerequisites to demonstrations is being
allowed to gather more than five people at a time, a privilege the Burmese did not have
before January 2013. The new law, however, sets certain rules for protesters: private sector
workers have to give at least three days’ notice, public sector employees fourteen days, and
workers in essential services are not allowed to strike at all. Those who protest without
permission will be subjected to one year of imprisonment.144 Employers who punish their
employees because they have gone on strike face a fine of up to 120 USD and a year in
jail.145 However, section 18 of the Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Procession Law is being
frequently utilized and allows political activists to be imprisoned for terms far out of
proportion with their alleged offence.146
Much needed changes occurred also in the media sphere, although many argue that
the reforms are vague and television and radio remain largely controlled by the state. After
the military take-over in 1962, press censorship was enforced under the Printers and
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Publishers Act. The worst years came after 1997 when the Press Scrutiny Department was
taken over by the Ministry of Home Affairs. Aung San Suu Kyi's pictures were not allowed,
nor could her name be printed. The strict press censorship, in force from August 1964, was
after 48 years lifted in five stages.147 By 2013, the Department had ceased to exist and
became just a Registration Office where publications had to be given for registration and
preservation.
Under the new rules, journalists no longer have to submit reports to state censors
before publication. However, significant restrictive laws (or restrictive articles) used to jail
writers and opponents of the military rule overshadow the freedom of speech. Despite the
liberalization of media and loosening of press restrictions, journalists fear their reports could
fall foul of various laws, for example the Printers and Publishers Registration Law, under
which journalists can still officially face imprisonment for writing articles that are critical of
the regime.148 Under the Section 5 of the Emergency Provisions Act (1950) it is a criminal
offence “to spread false news, knowing, or having reason to believe that it is not true”
punishable with up to seven years of imprisonment.149 Also, any act that may “affect the
morality or conduct of the public or a group of people in a way that would undermine the
security of the Union or the restoration of law and order” is also punishable.150 Under the
State Protection Law (1975, also called the Law to Safeguard the State Against the Dangers
of Those Desiring to Cause Subversive Acts) acts that may be considered as an “infringement
of the sovereignty and security of the Union of Burma,” or as a “threat to the peace of the
people” are punishable with up to five years of imprisonment without trial.151 Another similar
law used to arrest journalists is the repressive Electronic Transaction Act (2004), which
authorizes the government to imprison citizens for sending unauthorized information over the
Internet.152 Offenders can be jailed for up to 15 years. There was a motion to abolish the last
of the above mentioned laws in 2013, but was rejected by the People’s Assembly.
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Amendment of the law, replacing its long prison terms with shorter ones or fines, is at the
time of writing still being debated.
Among other changes removal of propaganda slogans from magazines and
newspapers, permission to print photos of Aung San Suu Kyi, and the permission of private
newspapers in any language. 153 Among many others, the exile-run Irrawaddy magazine
started distribution inside of Myanmar, and the Burmese-language Journal of Human Rights
and Democracy was allowed by the Press Scrutiny and Registration Department. It covers
various topics, such as people’s rights, democracy in transition, freedom of speech and hate
speech in Burma, which would not have been allowed under the censorship of the military
regime.154
A vital component of any healthy democracy is a vibrant civil society – creating one
has been one of the main hopes in the political reforms. The old 1988 Association Act was
repealed by the enactment of the new 2014 Association Registration Law, which intends to
provide for the free formation and movement of organizations as well as regulating the
relationship between NGOs, INGOs and responsible ministries. Previously, NGOs and
INGOs operating in Myanmar were required to register under the 1988 Association Act. With
the enactment of the new law, barriers to formation and registration, as well as barriers to
activities, were significantly reduced.
In the economic sphere, much has changed over the past few years. After all, it is the
political process that determines what economic institutions people are living under and it is
the political institutions that determine how this process works.155 Although infrastructure for
business remains very poor, Myanmar’s low wage cost is able to attract foreign
investments—since September 2015, the minimum wage has been set at 3,600 kyats (about 3
USD) per day.156 Prior to the reforms, Myanmar was burdened by a confusing multipleexchange rate practice, an unstable environment for businesses, and high inflation rates (as
the Central Bank monetized the budget deficit by printing money). Moreover, the economy
was dominated by monopolies under state-owned enterprises. Under Thein Sein
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macroeconomic issues were addressed, especially the exchange rate management, budgetary
reform, and public administrative reform.
The new Foreign Investment Law, adopted in 2012, meant a radical departure from
Myanmar’s former policies, although concerns had been raised that the law was too
protectionist. It grants its foreign investment commission flexibility on many issues. While
domestic equity ownership is still desired, 100% foreign ownership in many areas of
investments is not ruled out anymore and is subject to further negotiations on a project basis
with the investment authority. The Investment Rules from 2013 clarify the 2012 law and
provide additional details. It provides details on the business activities foreigners are
permitted to engage in and the restrictions that apply, such as jade and minerals production
and the printing and distribution of Burmese-language newspapers. Other restrictions include
a limitation on activities related to forestry, paint and certain chemicals, pearl and jewelry
production; these activities can only be pursued in cooperation with Burmese partners or the
government. In 2013, a new Myanmar Citizens Investment Law was issued. The new law
differs greatly from the old law from 1994 and mirrors the Foreign Investment Law. The
review of proposals from both foreign invested and 100%-locally-owned entities is done now
by the Myanmar Investment Commission.157
A new law consolidating and replacing both above-mentioned laws is vital for
promoting business and investment in Myanmar. A World Bank survey conducted in 2015
has demonstrated that procedures for entering the formal economy are outdated and most
companies stay informal due to fear of government interference and complicated registration
procedures.158 Burma’s Directorate for Investment and Company Administration has been
drafting the new law with the support of the International Finance Corporation, a member of
the World Bank Group. The new foreign investment law is expected to reduce some
restrictions on foreign investors, and support an increase in foreign investments. It could also
have a profound impact on human rights in the country.
Also the banking system went through a change, and exchange bureaus and ATMs
began to appear throughout the country.159 In 2012, the official exchange rate was fixed at
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8.5087 Kyat per International Monetary Fund's Special Drawing Rights, while the black
market rate was over a hundred times the official rate. Currently, Myanmar applies a
managed floating exchange rate.160 Before 1962, Myanmar’s banking system was the envy of
Asia with ten domestic and 14 foreign banks—the largest concentration of foreign banks in
Southeast Asia at that time. 161 Currently, the country does not permit foreign direct
investment in banking and is in dire need of further reform.
When United States' President Barack Obama visited Myanmar in 2012, he gave a
speech at Yangon University raising human rights concerns, national reconciliation and
ethnic violence.162 Indeed, one of the biggest problems of Myanmar is the armed conflict
between the Burmese Army and ethnic minorities. They have been involved in a multitude of
conflicts since the late 1940s. Periodic ceasefire agreements have all failed to solve the
fundamental questions that drive the combat.
The peace process plays an important part in the country's political transition. It was
launched in 2011 and enjoyed significant initial success, as bilateral ceasefires were agreed
with more than a dozen ethnic armed groups. Efforts between the government and armed
ethnic groups to sign a nationwide ceasefire agreement that aims to use political dialogue as a
means to end military violence have been much more difficult. The whole process is homegrown without any international mediators. The government held talks with fifteen major
ethnic groups and signed the National Ceasefire Agreement (NCA) with eight of them on 15
October 2015; nevertheless it represents a major success given the complex situation.163
Those eight are mostly from the more peaceful southern part of the country and have not
clashed significantly with the military for years. After signing the NCA a union-level Joint
Ceasefire Monitoring Committee was formed along with a tripartite Union Peace Dialogue
Joint Committee, comprised of more than a dozen representatives from the government,
ethnic armed groups and political parties, which drafted a framework for holding political
dialogue as part of the implementation of the NCA. Under the NCA, the two sides agreed on
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some post-ceasefire steps and the unfinished peace process includes bringing in seven other
ethnic armed groups that have not signed the ceasefire to accord to complete the truce signing
process.164
Moreover, religious violence arouse in Arakan State between ethnic Arakanese
Buddhists and ethnic Rohingya Muslims, a long-persecuted stateless minority that has been
denied Burmese citizenship since the 1982 Citizenship Law was enacted. This law recognizes
three categories of citizens (full citizen, associate citizen, and naturalized citizen) based on
how and when one's forebears obtained citizenship. The law does not recognize Rohingya as
one of the 135 legally recognized ethnic groups of Myanmar, and thus they are not allowed to
travel without official permission, are banned from owning land and are required to sign a
commitment not to have more than two children. The government has not managed and
solved the Rohingya issue, nor has it been able to halt the ethnic conflicts and bring peace to
the country. Thein Sein's administration has not taken a single action against anyone who
openly incited ethnic or anti-Muslim hatred.

3.4. THE REASONS BEHIND THE BIG CHANGE

Myanmar's new system aims to revive the economy, attract foreign capital and
integrate into the global trading system. This has been achieved by an orchestrated opening
up of the country by the military-turned-civilian government.
The military junta has always seen the military as the only guarantor of unity of
Burma and most certainly wished to establish a strong and legitimate role for the military and
civilianized military in a unitary state structure. It has done so through adopting the 2008
Constitution in a highly fraudulent referendum. The new constitution guarantees the military
a significant voice in decision-making by allocating 25% of seats in parliament to military
appointees. The Commander-in-Chief can remove and replace military representatives at
will. He also controls three key ministries (Defense Affairs, Home Affairs and Border
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Affairs). The defenses services are thus completely out of civilian control. Moreover,
Myanmar's current Constitution is one of the few in the world that provide for a legal coup:
“If there arises a state of emergency that could cause disintegration of the Union,
disintegration of national solidarity and loss of sovereign power or attempts therefore by
wrongful forcible means such as insurgency or violence, the Commander-in-Chief of the
Defense Services has the right to take over and exercise State sovereign power.”165 This
provides the military and the Commander-in-Chief with considerable powers and options for
controlling the transition process.
Flaws and fraud aside; what were the drivers for the process of reform? The regime's
motivation to discard their uniforms is manifold. Explanations include rising China,
persistence of insurgency, fears of Arab Spring-like unrest, the impact of Western sanctions,
but the main reason for change is the unsustainability of authoritarian rule in the long-term
and the lookout for an escape strategy. It is said that the regime moved from a position of
strength. Yes and no. It did dictate change from above, however, it is important to note that it
did so while it still could.
Western sanctions may have played the smallest role, according to some scholars,
negligible even. The West imposed economic and trade sanctions following events in 1988 to
isolate the country. This move has, however, strengthened the hand of China. The regime
successfully directed the economy eastwards. From 1988–2010, Myanmar's gross domestic
product increased from $12.6 billion to $45.4 billion and foreign investment from $4 million
to $8.3 billion.166
After the Burmese junta‘s recovery from its near overthrow in 1988, international
sanctions left the field entirely open to China, which was quickly becoming the military
government’s best friend and ally. Having stopped aiding the Communist Party of Burma in
the 1970s, China abandoned it entirely in 1989, and instead started cultivating ties with
SLORC.
Interestingly, during much of the Cold War, China was denouncing Burma’s generals
and it was the United States that was providing military training to the Burmese.167 This was
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at a time when China was providing help for communist movements throughout Southeast
Asia. Moreover, anti-Chinese riots in 1967 and the expulsion of Chinese people from Burma
generated hostility on both sides. This situation changed with Deng Xiaoping’s reforms and
China’s focus turned to economic development.
In 1988, China signed an agreement legalizing cross-border trade and began
providing military aid. China’s relations today are motivated by economic incentives rather
than ideology. Chinese imports to Myanmar typically focus around oil, steel and textile
products, while Myanmar imports raw materials, such as rubber to timber. China has also
been investing heavily in infrastructure in Myanmar. The biggest Burmese-Chinese project is
the oil and gas pipeline running from Kyaukphyu in the Bay of Bengal, through Mandalay,
Lashio, and Muse into Kunming, this way permitting China to import oil from the Middle
East, bypassing the Strait of Malacca. In the recent years, Myanmar found itself
overwhelmed by its giant neighbor and China became a concern. Counterbalancing
China’s influence is only possible by developing strategic relations with the United States
and re-engaging with the West.
Nevertheless, China remains an important trading partner and influential neighbor.
China plays an important indirect role in Myanmar's ongoing peace process because of its
influence over several ethnic armed groups along the Burmese border, such as the United Wa
State Army, National Democratic Alliance Army and Kachin Independence Army. The
United Wa State Army, for example, depends on Beijing for arms, ammunition, food and
communications. China reacted positively to Aung San Suu Kyi's demand to support the
peace process and pressured the groups to attend the Union Peace Conference in September
2016.168
The persistence of insurgency is another important factor. The country has witnessed
a high number of ethnic insurgencies against the Burman majority (the largest of Myanmar's
eight official “races”).169 Since Burma's independence, there has been a struggle between the
ruling Burman majority and ethnic minorities. Pre-colonial Burma had never been ruled as a
coherent entity, and British colonialism had aggravated existing ethnic divisions. When
rebels seized control of Burma's borderlands in the late 1950s, the Tatmandaw became
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central to maintaining the country's integrity. Today, the government has reached ceasefire
agreements with several ethnic groups, but fighting continues, although largely ignored by
international media. The Tatmandaw considers internal security operations as part of its
responsibilities.
Anxiety about street protests such as the Saffron revolution in 2007 might have
contributed to the willingness to undergo change. Killing protesting monks in a country
where monks are highly revered may have divided the military, which then opted for change.
In any case, the current changes are the outcome of the military's long-term logic.
The military must have been aware of the unsustainability of authoritarian rule in the long
term and on lookout for an escape strategy. A civilian government may have been the answer,
but only after assuring protection of the private and commercial interests of the generals.
Wikileaks from 2009 have revealed that all the top generals wanted assurances that, if they
were willingly to step aside, they and their families would retain their assets and would not be
prosecuted.170 Avoidance of accountability for crimes had to be inscribed constitutionally.
Military regimes transition most frequently to limited multiparty systems, as has been
the case of Myanmar after the 2010 elections, even more so after the 2012 by-elections.171
The new parliament featured a small array of parties (originally 22 parties; after the byelections with the NLD joining the parliament 23 parties), however, there was only one party
that truly retained power, the USDP. Its leadership and senior government officials had a
very good and close relationship with the Tatmandaw as they shared the same institutional
background.
Limited multiparty authoritarian governments hold the greatest prospects for
democratization; they are fragile, occupying the unstable middle of the spectrum from
autocracy to democracy, and out of all kinds of undemocratic regimes, they are most likely to
make a transition to democracy.172 Indeed, the establishment of multiparty competition for
legislative seats in authoritarian regimes indicates greater liberalization and possible
preparatory steps for democracy. However, participation in nominally democratic institutions
involves playing in a rigged game, making it less likely that groups learn the virtues of a civic
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culture. Such institutions do not necessarily pave the way towards genuine democracy and in
some cases may result in aiding in the political survival of those dictators who need to make
concessions.
The 2010 transition is not the first attempt to enact regime transition. The
SLORC/SPDC sought to transfer power to civilians, however, it sought durable safeguards to
defend Myanmar's unity and preserve the mitary's leading role in politics. Opposition
resistance thwarted the junta's efforts to transition in the 1990s and the generals came to
believe that moves to restore democracy in 1990 and 1996 were premature.173 In the latest
attempt to transition, the junta adopted a different strategy, a discipline-flourishing
democracy. The military claims that swift changes to Myanmar's political structure may
fragment the nation, so what it needs is military supported democracy in a step-by-step
manner. Thus, Myanmar's regime transition in 2010 was not a sudden event, but rather a
consequence of failed transition attempts in the past.

3.5. COMPARISON WITH INDONESIA

When trying to compare Myanmar's recent development and transition experiences to
other countries in the region, we stumble upon Indonesia, a country that was constructed
from an imagined nation-state similar to Myanmar (it was language that acted as the unifying
element; it was through Bahasa Indonesia that the idea of nation was developed where none
had previously existed).174 In Indonesia, the fall of President Suharto in 1998 created the
opportunity for reform. In Myanmar this opportunity came more than a decade later and for
different reasons. Indonesia's change came with a bottom-up push caused by an economic
crisis, whereas in Myanmar the change is being dictated from above. Nevertheless, the two
countries yield a few striking similarities. Both countries have organized nominal elections to
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gain broader support from the West, albeit only after limiting civil liberties.175 The leadership
of both countries aimed to avoid personal backlashes and personal accountability for their
activities by limiting democratic procedures. Both regimes institutionalized military
involvement in sectors other than defense though the constitution. Similarly to Indonesia, the
role of the military in Myanmar is likely to be gradually reduced as well. However, the topdown nature of the reform process can keep the army in place for much longer than in
Indonesia.
Like Indonesia's B. J. Habibie, the country's first post-New order president,
Myanmar's first post-junta president, Thein Sein, was a reform-minded former general.
Although the Habibie period was widely regarded as transitional, Habibie chose to be an
activist president rather than accept his seat-warming role. While many were reluctant to
admit it, Habibie‘s presidency succeeded in establishing as good a foundation for a transition
to democracy as could be expected, given the chaotic circumstances. 176 Habibie made
a number of moves towards popular calls for reform: allowing labor unions, liberalizing news
media, releasing pol prisoners. Similarly, Thein Sein’s government undertook a series of
popular political reforms. The developments that followed included the improvement of
relations with the West and Myanmar’s appointment to chair ASEAN in 2014.

3.6. PEOPLE'S PERCEPTIONS OF THE UNDERGOING PROCESSES

It is interesting to see what locals have to say about Myanmar's near future and how
they perceived political changes before the elections in 2015. When asked where the current
transition process was headed, different segments of people gave different answers. Ordinary
people did not have a deep understanding of what was happening and cared more about their
livelihoods than politics. They, however, believed in a genuine change, as opposed to the
more educated respondents, who believed the military was plotting behind the scene to keep
going under a guise of democracy. Said one of them, KT: “The military has been planning
the future of Myanmar since 2000, or even before, with the only aim to keep on holding to
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power and their lucrative businesses.” MMH compared the situation in the country to a
Burmese metaphor: “The elephant's tusk is beautiful, for show, but when it comes to eating, it
is not useful, because the elephant uses his molars for eating.” He then explained, “the
military is now showing off, but they are not really concerned with democracy and in their
mentality they still feel like kings, for example, Than Shwe's visiting room has only two
chairs, for him and his wife, and visitors must sit on the floor.” According to this man, the
minority issues were not a deep-rooted problem; the only problem was the lack of unity, and
he added and emphasized that there has never been any unity in Burma. This highly educated
man, who, as he described himself, rubbed shoulders with the military to earn a living as an
advisor but in reality was a liberal, believed that if elections went down in a free and fair
way, there could and would be some change in roughly a decade. Another Muslim
respondent, TK, brought the MaBaTha issue to the foreground. He believed the USDP
government was closing its eyes from the MaBaTha movement, a controversial Buddhist
organization, and if the elections went the wrong way (for them), they would support, or
simply not stop, an open conflict between the Muslim and the Buddhist population.177 YP
told me that months ago she though Myanmar's government was “very dirty” and one never
knew what it was capable of, but she then came to realize and appreciate what the USDP
government had accomplished in the last few years. People now freely use Facebook, have a
choice of mobile networks, and can easily get SIM cards for their phones―luxuries Burmese
people did not enjoy two years ago. For her the big question, however, was how to get rid of
cronies. She concluded that Myanmar needed a new government, at least to try something
new after so many years of military dictatorship. Many people put their hopes into Aung San
Suu Kyi. “Times were very dark three months ago. Now, after NLD's campaigning it is
becoming clearer and if Aung San Suu Kyi wins in the elections the future of Myanmar will
be bright. If she leads the country, within ten years we will have democracy for sure and the
economy will thrive,” said WW. Before the elections, many taxi drivers were proudly driving
their cars with NLD stickers and flags in the streets of Yangon and openly discussing politics.
Many I talked to would have died for Aung San Suu Kyi; she was their only hope. Then there
were people who were skeptic about the future, no matter who won. “Myanmar is a fragile
state divided into green and red supporters (referring to the colors of the two biggest parties,
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the USPD and the NLD). None of them have the sufficient amount of right leaders to give
rise to a significant political change. We could end up with no leader at all,” said PSM. I
spoke to a few returnees and one of them, SO, spoke in favor of the USDP. She believed that
if the NLD won, the country would not develop fast since there were only a few good
educated leaders and the rest could not be trusted; if the USDP government stayed in power,
the situation would keep going, maybe slowly, but forward.
When asked what the vision of Myanmar for the next few years was, AT, a returnee
scholar involved in national politics responded: “The years 2020-2025 will be a benchmark
for the transition. If there is no setback until then, Myanmar will be on the right track for the
next twenty years.”
Interestingly, and maybe not surprisingly, focus group data show that none of the 11
respondents, who were administered the complex questionnaire featuring six contradictory
statements about undergoing political processes in the country, believes the military has
honest motives for its top-down transition process (see Table 3-3). This sample shows that
the level of trust in the reform process is questionable. That might explain why people are so
hesitant in taking advantage of the freedoms that have been afforded to them.

Table 3-3: Attitudinal assessment of interviewees
Interviewee's
coded name

AT
KT
NN
UAM
WPM
WYN
TKK
MMH
NEEH
PSM
SO

Believes in a
genuine
democratization
process

Does not
have very
clear views

Believes the
military wants
to retain
power
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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CHAPTER FOUR
Myanmar's 2015 General Elections:
Structure, Process and Outcome

The 2015 General Elections were the second elections held under the 2008
Constitution and the first since a nominally civilian government was introduced in 2011. It
was the first time that all of the country's main political parties competed (the previous
elections in 2010 were boycotted by the main opposition party). The two main contenders
were the ruling party, the Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP), and the main
opposition party, the National League for Democracy (NLD), followed by the National Unity
Party (NUP), the newly-formed National Development Party (NDP), and the National
Democratic Force (NDF). Nearly two-thirds of all parties were ethnic parties.
The 8 November polls were also a test of credibility of the transition. With the new
government abolishing censorship, allowing gatherings of more than five, and allowing
private newspapers along with inviting domestic monitors and foreign observers, an arena for
credible elections has, at least partially, been created.
The elections were, however, carefully planned. They were preceded by the approval
of a military-drafted constitution approved in a referendum with manipulated results. The
new constitution ensures 25% seats in the parliament to the military, and thus guarantees a
military veto over any constitutional change. It also enables the Commander-in-Chief to
behold control of key ministry appointment. The electoral system per se was excluded from
the constitution and is overseen by an election commission responsible for the discriminatory
Union Election Commission Law.178 It is the Union Election Commission (UEC) that holds
power to make rules and issue by-laws. It is responsible for holding, supervising and
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conducting the administrative functions for legislative elections during the pre-election
period, elections and post-election period.
For elections to be successful the results must be accepted and power transferred:
representatives must (at least informally) agree that those who win the majority in the
elections have the right to make binding decisions and will not use their (temporary)
superiority to bar the losers from taking office or exerting such influence in the future.179
According to Diamond, elections are fair when:
1. Elections are administered by a neutral authority.
2. Electoral administration is sufficiently competent and resourceful to take specific
precautions against fraud in the voting and vote counting.
3. The police, military, and courts treat competing candidates and parties impartially
throughout the process.
4. Contenders all have access to the public media.
5. Electoral districts and rules do not systematically disadvantage the opposition.
6. Independent monitoring of the voting and vote-counting is allowed at all locations.
7. The secrecy of the ballot is protected.
8. Virtually all adults can vote.
9. The procedures for organizing and counting the vote are transparent and known to all.
10. There are clear and impartial procedures for resolving complaints and disputes.180
In Myanmar, several of these conditions are not fulfilled to satisfaction and many
election-related issues are not tackled sufficiently. The following sub-chapters will explain in
further detail these shortcomings, as well as lay out the overall picture of the elections and
their importance in the transition process.
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4.1. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

While the 2008 Constitution sets out the legal basis for the conduct of elections,
concrete details are to be found in a series of election laws and their amendments.181 Further
elements of elections are described in the Political Parties Registration Act 2010 and the
Union Election Commission Act 2010. In addition, most of the parties and independent
candidates participating in the elections signed a voluntary agreement, the Political Parties
Code of Conduct.
Myanmar has undertaken some international commitments and is party to several
conventions. However, the country is not yet a party to the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, the principal instrument relevant to political and electoral rights. The
legal framework for the 2015 elections does not completely comply with international
standards and imposes undue restrictions. 25% of seats in parliament are reserved to the
military, and thus, the will of the people expressed in elections is not fully reflected in the
parliament. Moreover, about a million of ethnic minority people are barred from voting.
White Card holders had been allowed to vote in both the general elections in 2010 and the
by-elections in 2012, but in 2015, just a few months before the second general elections
President Thein Sein ordered the invalidation of these temporary ID papers. This directly
relates back to the National Citizenship Act of 1982, which distinguishes three different
categories of citizenship and leaves many persons, mostly from the Rohingya ethnic group
and some of Indian, Nepali and Chinese descent, stateless. Also, members of religious orders
and convicted prisoners are prohibited to vote. Not allowing its citizens to vote violates the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which provides that “everyone has the right to take
part in the government of his country.” There are restrictions also on those who want to run
for public office: a candidate has to be a citizen of Myanmar and have parents that are
citizens of Myanmar, plus have resided in the country for at least the last ten years in a row.
Associate and naturalized citizens are disqualified from running for office altogether.
Qualifications for presidential candidates are even more rigid: a candidate has to have resided
for twenty continuous years in Myanmar prior to the election and according to the
constitution, “he himself, one of the parents, the spouse, one of the legitimate children or
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their spouses not owe allegiance to a foreign power.” This was most likely intended to bar
Aung San Suu Kyi from becoming president.
In the future, legislative reform should be considered and undue restrictions on the
right to vote and the right to stand for elections removed in order to ensure genuine elections
up to international standards.

4.2. ELECTORAL SYSTEM

An electoral system is a method how to determine the amount of seats in
governmental institutions, which reflect the will of the people. According to scholars of the
Georgetown University, there are three main types of electoral systems (see Table 4-1) and
all other forms are composed or derived from these:
•

Plurality electoral systems182 (United Kingdom, United States);

•

Majority electoral systems183 (Austria, France, Russia); and

•

Proportional representation184 (Germany, Denmark, Italy).185
Nations which have previously been colonized usually inherit the electoral system

from their colonizer without significant alterations, such as Burma inherited from the British
the plurality electoral system, the first-past-the-post system. Within this system voters vote
for only one candidate and the candidate who gets the most votes is elected. This form of
voting favors a single-party-dominance because of its winner-take-all nature.
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Table 4-1: Most Common Electoral Systems
Electoral system type

Electoral system

Plurality and majority
electoral systems

First Pass The Post (FPTP)
Two-Round System
Alternative Vote
Block Vote
Party Block Vote

Proportional electoral
systems

Party List System

Mixed systems

Mixed Member Proportional

Single Transferable Vote
Parallel systems (use two electoral systems
independently at the same time)

After independence, Burma followed the British parliamentary model with a
bicameral parliament elected directly every four years, and the head of state, the president,
elected indirectly every five years. The British legal system was generally admired under the
civilian government and many colonial laws continued to be in use. During the Ne Win era,
vast reforms have undermined the British-style legal system to adapt to the needs of Ne
Win’s regime. In 1988, the constitution was revoked by the new military regime, the SLORC,
and the junta started to rule by decrees. In 2010, a new constitution based on the old model
was adopted.
Today, the Assembly of the Union (Pyidaungsu Hluttaw), a bicameral legislature, is
made up of two houses: the House of Nationalities (Amyotha Hluttaw), a 224-seat Upper
House, as well as the House of Representatives (Pyithu Hluttaw), a 440-seat Lower House
(see Figure 4-1). In addition, there are State and Regional Assemblies; each led by a Chief
Minister and his cabinet of ministers, and judicial institutions.
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Figure 4-1: Myanmar's Bicameral Assembly of the Union

Source: International Foundation for Electoral Systems.

Representation in the Upper House is equal across Myanmar's 14 States and Regions;
they elect 12 representatives each. Within each state or region, constituencies for the Upper
House are based on township boundaries. In states or regions where the number of townships
is less than 12, the UEC has split the most populated townships into two constituencies. In
states or regions where the number of townships is more than 12, the UEC has combined
townships with the lowest populations into larger constituencies.186 168 seats are up for grabs
in elections, while the remaining 56 are filled with military appointees.
Representation in the Lower House is based on representation from townships; one
from each of Myanmar's 330 townships. In case there are more townships than the number
established by the constitution, then the Election Law provides that the UEC can merge
townships to ensure that the number of constituencies be exactly 330. These 330 seats are up
for grabs in the elections, while the remaining 110 are filled with military appointees.
Representation in the State and Regional Assemblies varies depending on the number
of townships in each of them. Each township in the said State or Region is divided into two
constituencies with one representative elected from each constituency. Again, 25% of the
total number of seats is filled with military appointees. States and Regions where an ethnic
minority has a population greater than or equal to 0.1% of the total national population of
Myanmar (this does not apply to minorities that are the majority within a certain State or
186

The UEC has used data collected from the 2014 national census to determine constituencies for the Upper
House.
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Region), Ethnic Affairs Ministers are elected. In the 2015 general elections, 29 such ministers
were elected (by close to 4 million voters).
Voters in the 2015 general elections were distributed into 168 constituencies for the
Upper House, 323 constituencies (out of 330) for the Lower House, and 659 (out of 660)
constituencies for State and Regional Assemblies.187

4.3. ELECTION MANAGEMENT

Election administration in Myanmar is based on a five-tier structure with the UEC at
the national level, and sub-commissions in each State or Region, District, Township, and
Ward or Village Tract. The UEC in 2015 consisted of 15 members, the Chair of which is
nominated by the president. In March 2011, U Tin Aye, a former general and later USDP
Member of Parliament, took up the chairmanship of the UEC. Decisions of the UEC are final
and conclusive with no recourse to any other institution.
One of the tasks of the UEC was to computerize the voter list, for the first time in
Myanmar's history. From December 2014 onwards, eligible voter data were entered into an
electronic database. Because the initial lists were not accurate, they were displayed for voters
to check and request corrections. According to the UEC report, there have been over seven
million corrections to the initial voter list. 188 In my interviews, I asked whether my
respondents experienced such issues and on many occasions the answer was yes. Some had
their names misspelled, others their gender or birthdate changed, and one respondent found
only his name stated correctly and all other information wrong (his birth year was changed
from 1944 to 1994). MK, a young entrepreneur, said: “I didn't go to check my name. It is a
waste of time. But my parents went and said none of us, four daughters, were there.” Even on
Election Day, there were some reports of some people not finding their names on the list. My
interviewees also complained about the lack of standardization of the voter lists. In some
areas lists were ordered by street names, while in others in an alphabetical order by voter
names. The public turnout for the verification was modest at best, although there had been
187

--, "EU EOM Myanmar General Elections 2015: Final Report," Election Observation and Democratic
Support, 2015.
188

Post-Election Report, Union Election Commission Myanmar, March 2016.
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many calls for voters to go check the lists. Activists urged the public to verify their names on
voter lists before it was too late, and to cast their ballots on Election Day. The display was
completed on 10 October 2015. The development of the voter list resulted in a database that
contains 34,4 million entries (eligible voters), making it the largest database ever created in
Myanmar script.189 Even after the elections, the voter list should continue to be updated and
fully available for the public.
There were 40,191 polling station created for voting and counting.190 In October,
voting had been cancelled in five townships and 590 villages (mostly in Kachin State, Karen
State, Mon State, Shan State, and Bago Region), and two weeks later in another seven
townships, seven wards, and 334 villages (mostly in Shan State); together the number of
cancelled polling stations is actually higher than the number in the 2010 elections.191 Reasons
for cancelling are not entirely clear since the UEC only provided a very vague explanation.
On top of that, the UEC suggested an election postponement due to a variety of reasons,
mostly the floods and security problems in some areas, but later decided to go ahead with the
polls as planned.
The UEC has the full power to register, suspend, or deregister political parties. For the
2015 elections, there were 91 parties and 309 independent candidates that were registered to
run for elections, together 6,074 approved candidates (see Table 4-2).192 Initially, there were
more than 6,100 candidates who submitted nominations for elections, however, 99 were
rejected, with only 24 of them reinstated after having appealed to the decision of the UEC.193
Half of the rejected candidates were Muslims. A notable example is U Shwe Maung, a
Muslim Rohingya and a sitting Lower House MP from the USDP, who was blocked from
running for elections again because his parents were not Myanmar citizens when he was
born, a claim he denies.194 All of the Muslim candidates in Rakhine State were registered by

189

--, "Union of Myanmar, Election Guide: Democracy Assistance & Elections News," International
Foundation for Electoral Systems, 2016.
190

--, "EU EOM Myanmar General Elections 2015: Final Report," Election Observation and Democratic
Support, 2015.
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Full details of the cancellations are in Union Election Commission Notifications 61-65 and 67/2015, 12 and
27 October 2015.
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Hou Qiang, "6,074 qualified candidates to run upcoming election in Myanmar," Xinhuanet, 8 October 2015.
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--, "EU EOM Myanmar General Elections 2015: Final Report," Election Observation and Democratic
Support, 2015.
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Wa Lone and Laignee Barron, "Sitting MP blocked from running again," Myanmar Times, 24 August 2015.
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the UEC as Kaman Muslims, although some of them may have been of Rohingya origin.195
The final number of approved candidates was 6,074, out of which, more than a half were
Bamar.

Table 4-2: Number of Candidates Running for Elected Seats
Running for

Number of candidates

House of Representatives (Lower House)

1745

House of Nationalities (Upper House)

886

Region/State Assemblies

3282

29 Ethnic Affairs Ministers

161

Total

6074

Source: “EU EOM Myanmar General Elections 2015: Final Report,” Election Observation and Democratic
Support.

For the future, a ceasefire should be in place during the electoral period limiting
military advances that could disrupt polling. Electoral security planning should be more
participatory among the UEC, the Myanmar Police Force, other state departments, political
parties, civil societies and armed groups to ensure higher voter inclusivity.

4.4. ELECTION CAMPAIGNING

The official campaign began on 8 September, but the bulk of campaigning took place
the second month. It ended on 6 November. Despite many worries, the campaign took place
in a mostly calm atmosphere (although there were a few incidents, such as U Naing Ngan Lin
from NLD who was attacked with machetes while on campaign trail).196 In northern Shan and
in some parts of Kachin and Karen States campaigning could not take place due to security
reasons.
195

Kaman Muslims are, unlike Rohingya Muslims, considered indigenous to Myanmar and are one of the
officially recognized ethnic minority groups in Myanmar.
196

--, “NLD Candidate Attacked by Men with Machetes,”Mizzima, 5 November 2015
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The campaign was regulated by the UEC Directive 1/2014 and recognized four forms
of campaign activities: rallies in a fixed place, mobile rallies, broadcast media, and written
materials. Candidates had to obtain approval within 15 days prior to the campaigning activity.
Each candidate was limited to a maximum of 10,000,000 Kyats (about 10,000 USD) for
campaigning purposes. On top of that, each registered party was granted two 15-minute slots
on state radio and television, free of charge. The scripts had to be approved prior to the
broadcast and could not contain any criticism towards the military, undermine national
solidarity, cause the disintegration of the Union, or misuse religion for political purposes.
The campaign included public rallies, parades, concerts, posters, billboards,
distribution of pamphlets, and also door-to-door visits. The most visible rallies were the ones
organized by the two strongest parties, the NLD and the USDP. In some rallies money, food,
T-shirts and caps were distributed to the attendees. NEEH told me about one such incident:
“On 1 November, the USDP distributed shirts, huts, longyis, lunch boxes, and 5,000 Kyats to
people, while there was a huge NLD rally attended by 10,000 people in the northeast of
Yangon. Many very poor tuk-tuk drivers that even had NLD flags on their vehicles came to
collect gifts from the USDP. I am sure they just came for the money and still voted for the
NLD.”
The USDP's strategy was based on emphasizing past achievement of the Thein Sein
government: “We have been changing.” The NLD held large events with Aung San Suu Kyi
or U Tin Oo holding speeches. Both parties used very simple slogans, the USDP “people's
choice” and the NLD “vote for change.” Ethnic minority parties attracted votes along ethnic
lines, with the message “vote for your people.”
Political parties campaigned all for different reasons and can be divided into three groups:
1. The first group campaigned at the national level with the aim to elect a president and
form a government; the USDP and the NLD.
2. The second group comprised ethnic parties, whose main goal was to gain control over
the appointment of chief ministers in their respective states, with a secondary aim of
dominating their state assemblies to secure ministerial appointments.
3. The third group comprised parties that hoped to secure union ministerial appointments
through alliances with the party that forms the government.
Most of the campaigns were focusing on voter education and explained what
democracy, freedom of expression, and rule of law meant. They also taught their voters how
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to fill out the ballot. Posters showing valid and invalid vote examples could be found in many
places all over the country (see Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3). Also, many civil society groups
set out to the most remote areas to provide civic education. WW, a local employee of the
International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) complained about the situation in Chin
State: People are not interested in the elections at all. After the floods (in summer 2015) they
finally realized they needed to do something—choose a new leader who would have their
interest in mind.” She also explained that most people expect some results right away and
often ask: “If we vote, what will change for us tomorrow?”
When asked how my interviewees learned about the correct way of voting, one of my
respondents, BS, said: “A friend of a colleague came to our office to teach us how to vote.
For me, it was four ballots, because I am from an ethnic minority. People from rural areas
have no idea how to vote. I called my cousin, who lives in a village, and explained him how
to do it.”

Figure 4-2: Poster Showing Valid and Invalid Vote Examples

Source: Myanmar Electoral Resource and Information Network.
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Figure 4-3: Poster Showing How to Cast a Valid Vote (St. Mary’s Cathedral, Yangon)

There were also posters with pictures for those who could not read. The UEC
distributed over six million pamphlets and one million posters through coordination with over
253 civil society groups.197 Materials were translated to 16 ethnic languages. The UEC
prepared five manuals to support election administration and over 40 materials to provide
voter education to stakeholders (see Figure 4-4). Mass media voter education utilized TV,
radio, and SMS. In the UEC survey, officials were asked to record the method of voter
education that they thought was most effective to inform and motivate voters; many thought
that TV advertisements were the best method.198

197

--, "Post-Election Report," Union Election Commission Myanmar, March 2016.
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Ibid.
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Figure 4-4: Poster Showing the Election Procedure

Source: Myanmar Electoral Resource and Information Network.

Many people expected the NLD to win. Some added an “if” to their speculations: “If
the elections are free and fair, the NLD will win.” There were also those who were convinced
the USDP would win. “The green party (USDP) will win. This government will not give up
rule to the red (NLD),” said SO. Similarly, another interviewee, AJ, a Chinese Burmese
associate citizen, believed the USDP would win: “I don't believe in the whole process and
will not go vote. I did not even check whether my name was on the voter list. I am a
utilitarian and this election it will not increase the utility of anything. I am Chinese, and in
fact, the majority of Chinese will not go vote, because our survival depends on the
submissiveness to the authorities.” There were also those who could not pick a side, such as
THY: “I don't like any party and will not go vote. I would vote for Thein Sein, but he is not
contesting. I think the NLD will win, because Aung San Suu Kyi is very popular. She is,
however, very close to the Muslim community, and that is why I don't like her.” Then there
were people, who looked at the whole election from a very different and pragmatic angle,
such as MMH: “Whether the NLD wins or loses, the military will stay. And even if the NLD
won, there is still a century of repairs to be done.” Very interestingly, WYN gave me a very
accurate estimation of the future outcomes: “The NLD will win 75%, ethnic parties 15-20%,
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and the USDP 5-10%.” He also predicted that there would be a high number of rejected
votes, because people had no experience with voting. During my research, I also met people
who did not care about politics. MK said: “The authorities can do anything. They can easily
manipulate the vote. I decided not to go vote. I am not interested in politics. They [the
politicians] don't care about me; I have to care for myself, so why should I go vote for
anyone?”
During the campaigning period, freedom of expression for election candidates was
limited. According to the above-mentioned Directive, speeches and pamphlets were not
allowed to mention anything undermining the constitution, the solidarity of the Union, and
the dignity of the Tatmandaw. While the constitution protects the freedom of expression, it
does not provide explicit protection for the right to freedom of information. Moreover,
media-related laws still contain restrictive aspects with potentially criminal consequences that
are at odds with international standards. During the campaign period, several Facebook users
were detained due to allegedly insulting posts. Notable examples include a satirical post by
Chaw Sandi Tun suggesting that military officers wear Aung San Suu Kyi's green thamein,
the traditional Burmese skirt for women, on their heads as their uniforms (she was released
on 30 March 2016 after serving her 6 months sentence) 199 ; photos discrediting the
Commander-in-Chief posted by a Kachin national Patrick Kum Jaa Lee (he was released on 1
April 2016 after serving his 6 months sentence)200; verses suggesting a tattoo of the president
on the genitalia of Maung Saungkha (he was released on 24 May 2016 after serving a 6
month sentence)201; and a fake photo featuring Aung San Suu Kyi's face pasted over the body
of a naked woman posted by Than Tun, a USDP secretary in Ayerwaddy.202 The latter was
released on bail because the ruling party wanted him to be free during the election period.
There were other examples of defamation as well as anti-Muslim sentiments
expressed on social media, but the UEC did not take any action. Even the controversial
Buddhist organization MaBaTha did not invoke any condemnation by the government. The
199
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organization used rallies celebrating the four “protection of race and religion” laws enacted in
May and August 2015 with USDP support to criticize those who had not supported them,
including sometimes explicitly the NLD. A senior monk went so far as to call the party,
though it had no Muslim candidates, a political party supported and backed by Islamists.203
The introduction of free expression has made it easier for Buddhist nationalists to stir up
sectarian hatred, revealing a darker side of the country that was much less obvious during the
years of military rule.
For future elections, there should be a well-defined mechanism for dealing with hate
speech. On the other hand, the media legislation should be amended to ensure freedom of
expression without undue restrictions. Campaign notification should be abolished altogether
or at least the notice period cut shorter. Also, the campaign content should not have to be
subject to prior approval. The campaign period should be longer than 60 days because of
transportation difficulties in some areas. Future voter education activities should include
more cartoons and face-to-face programs. Moreover, civic education should be incorporated
into the school curriculum. Voter education materials should emphasize the inclusion of
women, ethnic minorities, and persons with disabilities among other marginalized groups.

4.5. POLLING

Many people expected violence on Election Day or during the following few months.
Some believed there would be riots if the NLD won, like in 1988, others feared riots would
break out if they did not win. There were rumors that there would be a curfew after the
elections and therefore, many people stocked their households with rice. “Some people live
from one day to another. If there is a curfew after the elections, they will not be able to work
and thus have nothing to eat,” said MK. Another elderly interviewee, MMH said he was
ready for voting, but was not sure whether he could queue for one or two hours to get to the
polling station. Some polling stations had over 3,000 registered voters that were supposed to
cast a ballot between 8 AM and 4 PM on Election Day. Many polling stations had to remain
open until the evening to accommodate all the voters.
203
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The period before and even after the elections remained calm except for conflict in
northern Shan and Kachin States that is not connected to the elections. Some 40,000 unarmed
special policemen supported the regular security forces over the election period to ensure a
smooth process.
When asked how people choose their candidates, NNA explained: “There was a
billboard in my township featuring the NLD candidate running for my constituency. I went
online to find more information about the candidate. Also, there was some information in
Myanmar Eleven, a Burmese language newspaper, and I received pamphlets in my mail
box.” There were also many mobile phone apps. Some were designed to provide information
about the candidates, constituencies, and polling stations; others were developed for voters to
report on electoral fraud at polling stations on Election Day. Access to such digital platforms
would not have been possible in 2010, because people could not access the Internet properly
and only a few had access to mobile phones. In 2010, SIM cards cost about 5,000 USD,
whereas in 2015, only 2 USD. Obviously, outside the bigger cities people do not have access
to the Internet to this day and for election information had to rely on printed materials, TV
broadcasts and information from friends and relatives. Pre-election survey by IFES found that
most Myanmar people, even those who are interested in politics, have little information on
the electoral process in the country. Television is the most used information source, although
a significant percentage of the population in rural areas, trust local leaders and informal
sources for information on the political and electoral process. 204
Election Day was set to 8 November 2015, however, other forms of voting actually
began a month earlier. Out-of-country voting took place between 13 October and 23 October
in embassies in more than ten countries. The whole process faced a lot of logistical
difficulties (late distribution of materials, ballots sent to the wrong place, not enough ballots)
and the original deadline had to be extended. According to the last census, Myanmar has over
two million people living abroad, but only about 35,000 registered for out-of-country voting
(out of which about 5,000 filled out the application incorrectly and were shut out of the
elections).205 In-constituency advance voting (for government employees with a duty on
Election Day) took place on 6 and 7 November. The ballot papers had to be delivered by 4
PM on the day of the elections to the respective polling station and official figures not made
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available prior to the end of the elections. Out-of-constituency advance voting (for the
military and police with a duty on Election Day) took place in polling stations inside military
camps with no access for observers. This kind of voting, together with the out-of-country
voting, is not under the control of the UEC and potentially creates opportunities for fraud and
electoral misconduct.
For the first time in Myanmar's history, international observers were allowed
to monitor the election process. The UEC accredited over 11,000 domestic observers from 52
organizations and over 1,000 international observers from international organizations (such
as the Carter Center or the EU Election Observation Mission) and from diplomatic
missions.206 They have endorsed the elections are credible, but also pointed out that the
relatively orderly ballot process didn’t herald a fundamental transfer of power despite the
historic loss for the military-backed government.
In the future, transparency and effectiveness of the UEC needs to be improved. It
should have the control over all kinds of voting, including the out-of-country and the out-ofconstituency advance voting, to ensure consistency. This could be achieved by establishing
independence from the General Administrative Department. All offices should be
independent from the General Administrative Department and ward/village sub-commission
officers should be permanent UEC staff. On the other hand, electoral violations cases should
not be handled by the UEC, instead, a judge or a member from the judiciary should deal with
them. All kinds of voting should be open to observers, both domestic and international. The
number of polling stations where infrastructure and transportation is limited should be
increased and the maximum voters per polling station should not exceed 2,000, to avoid long
queues and long distances for voters to travel.

4.6. ELECTION RESULTS

Many people feared the election results would not be honored, as has already
happened in Myanmar before. There had, however, been no reason for the Commander-in-
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Chief (and the military) not to honor the results of the elections since he holds the power to
appoint crucial cabinet members, and endorses or rejects any presidential nominees. If
deemed necessary, he can even organize a military take-over against any sitting government;
the current constitution makes this move legal. Moreover, all strategic administrative
positions are filled with military personnel. Although the opposition won the majority of
seats in the 2015 elections, it is obliged to cooperate with the military and the former officers
turned civilian. Aung San Suu Kyi, given the constitutional rule against her taking the
position of president, has been given the post of State Counselor and Minister of Foreign
Affairs.
Although there was no legal deadline for final results, they were announced on a
rolling basis to enhance transparency of the process. Starting on 9 November the UEC
announced results several times per day and daily press conferences were held until the last
results came announced from Kachin State on 28 November. Two days later, the UEC
publicly issued the election results (see Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6) and some statistics about
the elections. The NLD won 887 seats (or 77,1%) and holds now 59% of the seats in the
Lower House, 60% in the Upper House, and 56% in the State/Region Assemblies. In a stark
contrast, the USDP holds only 7% of the Lower House, 5% of the Upper House and 9% of
State and Regional Assemblies (see Figure 4-7). The voter turnout was 69% (the highest
turnout was recorded in Bago Region with over 70% and the lowest in Karen State with
under 50%). Close to four million ballot papers have been declared invalid; the criteria for
deciding on validity seem overly strict and should for the future be eased, otherwise, many
legitimate votes get unduly disqualified. Out of 170 retired military officers contesting only
28 were elected. Out of 309 independent candidates, only five were elected, all in the ethnic
states. There were 123 Christians elected (mostly in ethnic states), but no Muslims (they were
running mostly in Yangon Region and Rakhine State), and the parliament today has no
Muslim members—for the first time since independence. There are now less ethnic parties
represented in the parliament than in 2010; the Arakan National Party in Rakhine State is the
only party that holds the majority in any of the State and Regional Assemblies).207
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Figure 4-5: Upper House Election Results 2015
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Figure 4-7: MP Affiliation in the Lower and Upper Houses
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Myanmar's typically strong ethnic affinity did not translate into votes for minority
parties. Ethnic parties fared particularly poorly in the 2015 elections. They lost even in the
Upper House, known as the House of Nationalities, because it provides equal representation
to the seven states and sever regions regardless of population. In 2010, even though the
elections were flawed, ethnic parties managed collectively to secure 15% of the elected seats
(a very similar result to what they had achieved in 1990). In 2015, they won only 11% of
seats (9% once the military bloc is included). Part of the reason for this is the increase of the
number of ethnic parties: in 2010, 24 ethnic parties contested; in 2015, it was more than the
double of that with several parties representing the same minority group. Many ethnic
communities thus voted for the NLD rather than their local party. Also, because many ethnic
parties were banned until 2012 or later (due to their affiliation with armed groups), they did
not have enough time to build up a strong following. Moreover, local politics in Myanmar is
weak and the country remains very centralized. The NLD passed the significant two-thirds
majority mark in all of seven of the country's regions and in four of the seven ethnic minority
states. However, the only ethnic party to win a majority at the state level was the Arakan
National Party in Rakhine State.208
A week after the elections, on 16 November, a so-called “lame-duck” parliamentary
session began sitting in Naypyitaw. Because the old legislature's term only expires on 31
January 2016, it continues to have law-making authority.
On 19 January 2016, the military appointees to the parliament were announced.
Although many seats were vacant due to cancelled voting in some areas, the military took its
full allotment. This means, the military representation is actually greater than the official 25%
208
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designated by the constitution. Moreover, if one of the military appointees dies, the
Commander-in-Chief can simply replace them. Contrary, when there are less elected MPs
than the 75% designated by the constitution (due to death, cancelled voting, or other reasons),
by-elections have to be conducted to fill these seats.209
On 1 February 2016, the newly elected parliament convened its first session (for a list
of parties represented in the parliament see Appendix 8). Hundreds of new MPs have been
sworn in and have taken their seats. The first task for both chambers was to select their
speakers (the NLD's majority gave it control over the process): Win Myint for the Lower
House and Mahn Win Khaing Than for the Upper House; both NLD politicians. Next were
the presidential elections. In Myanmar, there is no need for creating coalitions; a party only
needs to get enough votes in the elections to be able to gain control of the Presidential
Electoral College and select the next president.
All democracies involve a degree of uncertainty about who will be elected and what
policies will be pursued after elections. In Myanmar, the few months after the elections,
before the Electoral College formed from national parliamentarians, decided on the next
president, was a time of considerable uncertainty. Aung San Suu Kyi, the leader of the
winning party, could not become president due to the sub-clause 59(f) in the 2008
Constitution, which prevents anyone with a foreign spouse or relative standing for president
(her sons and late husband hold British passports).210 The other two guesses for possible
president candidates were U Tin Oo and U Win Htein, and Htin Kyaw may have come as a
surprise to many. He is a close ally of the NLD leader and is no doubt acting on her
instructions. The president is chosen from candidates put forward by the Upper House, the
Lower House, and the Military. Htin Kyaw won with 360 of the 652 votes cast in the two
houses of parliament. In second place came Myint Swe, a military nominee and close ally of
Than Shwe, with 213 votes. He was followed by Henry Van Thio, an ethnic Chin candidate,
with 79 votes. The latter two serve as First Vice-President and Second Vice-President.
Before taking office, the president-elect has a few weeks to select a cabinet, which
requires confirmation by the legislature. The ministries for the key security portfolios of
209
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The NLD amassed five million signatures to a petition demanding change to the constitution, which would
have allowed Aung San Suu Kyi to run for president. Changing the constitution required more than 75% of
votes. On 25 June 2015, the Parliament voted against it (with the help of the vote of 25% of MPs serving
members of the military).
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Defense, Home Affairs and Border Affairs are serving military officers nominated by the
Commander-in-Chief. President Htin Kyaw and his team took over once the old
administration's five-year term ended on 30 March 2016.
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CHAPTER FIVE
The Role of the 2015 Elections in the Transition Process

Overall, the 2015 general election results look similar to the results of the 1990
election, the last time the NLD was allowed to stand. It is, however, the first time the results
were honored and power transferred. The leader of the popular opposition party is holding
today the position of State Counselor and Minister of Foreign Affairs, making her more
powerful than ever. Surely, there are many limitations to her power, but after having spent
most of her political life detention, most of it in house arrest, it is a big achievement.
In 2010, Myanmar held its first elections since 1990, formally ending a 22-year
military dictatorship. SLORC and subsequently SPDC were aware that they could not
continue ruling the country under strict control for much longer and came up with an escape
strategy under their own terms, the Roadmap to Discipline-flourishing Democracy. Although
flawed in its creation subsequent reforms under the first quasi-civilian President Thein Sein
allowed for greater freedoms and the first free and fair elections in over two decades.
The 2015 elections are the most significant in the last 25 years, not only due to its
credibility, but also its size (number of candidates and eligible voters) and its role in the
overall political situation of the country.

5.1. ELECTION COMPARISON: 1990, 2010, 2015

Myanmar went to the polls in 2015 in a very different political context to the general
elections in 2010 or 1990 (see comparison in Table 5-1). The election results in 1990 were
not honored and power was never transferred. The 2010 elections were fabricated by the
regime with results manipulated in favor of the USDP, a party closely affiliated to the
military. Some parties boycotted the elections, while others did not compete due to
unreasonable rules set by the Union Election Commission Law. The final number of political
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parties that participated was 37, a third of the number contesting in 2015. Although the 2015
elections have several shortcomings, they are very significant from many perspectives
(discussed in the following sub-chapters). Since political campaigning and the conduct of the
polls were mostly free and fair, the 2015 elections became the most broadly contested
elections since independence in 1948.

Table 5-1: The 2015 Elections in Comparison with the 2010 and 1990 Elections
1990

2010

2015

Total number of constituencies

492

1171

1171

Number of political parties that applied for
registration

235

47

91

93

37

91

2209

2987

5765

87

82

309

2296

3069

6074

21 mil.

29 mil.

34 mil.

Number of political parties that participated in the
election
Number of candidates representing political
parties
Number of independent candidates
Total number of candidates
Estimated number of eligible voters

It is interesting to see that with the new Constitution the constituency structure had
been reorganized. In 1990, there were far less constituencies than in the elections run under
the 2008 Constitution. In 2010, due to many parties boycotting the elections or not being able
to fulfill the requirements, financial or other, there were much less parties contesting the vote
than in 2015. This, of course, resulted in almost the double of the number of candidates in
2015. Also, by digitalizing the voter roll, more eligible voters were included in the voting
process. In a country with a population of over 50 million people, 34 million are eligible to
vote.
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5.2. THE 2015 ELECTIONS' SIGNIFICANCE

Although the universal suffrage was not properly provided for and the elections were
not as inclusive as they could have been (given the disenfranchisement of the Rohingya
Muslims and the non-transparent cancellation of polling in some ethnic areas on security
grounds) it made voters feel they are involved in governance. The elections proceeded in an
orderly manner and secrecy of the vote was maintained. For a regime with no previous
experiences with polling, this is a big success.
The results of the elections were overwhelming. The NLD got an outright majority in
both legislative houses, even after the 25% of military seats are taken into account. The
NLD's victory is more far-reaching that in the 1990 elections. In both cases, the party won a
landslide victory. However, in 2015, the NLD won 100% of the seats of all assemblies in
Magway and Tanintharyi regions, and more than 90% in the rest of central Myanmar. All but
three State and Regional Assemblies are now under NLD's full control.211 Also the President
is a NLD nominee. By installing a trusted person, Htin Kyaw, in the top job and creating the
new position of State Counselor for Aung San Suu Kyi, she is now more powerful than she
would have been as president. Before the elections she said winning the elections would
increase the NLD’s leverage over the military (namely the constitutional amendment of
Article 436 which prescribes that any constitutional amendments need the approval of more
than 75% of all members of parliament), but lately came to accept the constitution as a
borderline, below which she cannot go without angering the military and thus threatening her
government’s survival.212
The elections were predominantly identity and personality-based rather than issuesbased. The election results suggest that the broad goals represented by Aung San Suu Kyi
were more attractive than the parochial interests of certain local groups. That is also one of
the reasons why the ethnic groups did not do so well in these latest elections.
The election produced a clear winner but also powerful losers, ex-general-turnedcivilian-politicians from the USDP. The USDP has obtained a fraction of the amount of votes
211
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received in the flawed 2010 elections. The first-past-the-post electoral system has further
compressed the results—the USDP won half of the NLD votes but ended up with almost ten
times less the number of seats. It is not very clear why an electoral system reform to the
proportional representation system, for example, had not been prioritized by the previous
government.
The political shift has, however, only a minor influence on legislative affairs.
Although the opposition won the elections, it has to cooperate and compromise with the
military. The first-ever one-on-one meeting between the opposition leader and the
Commander-in-Chief took place on 2 December 2015 and appeared constructive.
The NLD landslide gives the military considerable credibility for having engineered
a peaceful transition that put the opposition in power. This accelerates the country's reengagement with the West. A confrontational relationship between the NLD and the military
would jeopardize this situation and that is why the NLD decided to play along and rather
have limited leverage than none. This does not mean the military has no concerns about the
NLD. It is skeptical of the NLD’s ability to govern and worries that Aung San Suu Kyi is too
close to the West. It would have preferred a more varied election result and more success for
the retired generals who ran on USDP ticket, but it has already ensured that its political
influence and autonomy are enshrined in the constitution.
The system has been set up so that the military does not need any allied
party's support in the parliament to protect its privileges; it retains considerable executive
power, with control of the Defense, Home Affairs and Border Affairs ministries.213 The new
administration does not control all levels of power, because these ministries control all the
law-enforcement mechanisms, except the judiciary. The powerful Home Affairs Minister
along with the Defense (handles all military affairs) and Border Control Affairs Ministers are
chosen from ranks of serving military officers by the Commander-in-Chief, and thus are
under the military chain of command, although they also have to report to the Cabinet and the
President.214 The Home Ministry includes the police service, prison system and powerful
General Administration Department, which is the backbone of local administration

213

--, "Crisis Group Asia Briefing No. 147: The Myanmar Elections: Results and Implications," International
Crisis Group (Yangon/Brussels, 9 December 2015).
214

Myanmar ministries can be categorized into three groups: security, finance and social services. Under the
2008 Constitution the ministries concerned with security are not under the management of the government, but
directly under the military.
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throughout the country.215 Section 232 of the Constitution basically assures that a civilian
government cannot control law-enforcement arms without the approval of the Commanderin-Chief. Such governance obstacles make it very difficult to govern the country.
There are very high expectations that the new government deliver the much-needed
political and economic changes quickly. Expectations are likely to be dashed against hard
political reality since the NLD has so far done little policy development and has only few
skilled technocrats for the job. Moreover, it faces a range of difficult issues that all constrain
how much can be achieved quickly: the difficulty of reforming key institutions, a fragile
macroeconomic situation, a complicated peace process with ongoing armed clashed in the
Northeast of the country, and the volatile situation in Rakhine State. Moreover, corruption
was and continues to be the major political issue. Looking beyond the internal affairs, the
NLD will have to manage its precarious sensitive relationship with China while re-engage
with the West. As announced before they took office, the NLD focuses on the promotion of
the rule of law, releasing political prisoners, returning confiscated land and strengthening the
overall position of the people. To call it a success, it is too early to do so. To call it a failure
would be premature, too. Whether there is a chance for a full-flagged democracy in the future
depends on the next few years and the ability of the NLD to steer the wheel into the right
direction.
People in Myanmar have many different opinions about the transition and the role of
the elections within it. During my interviews (a few days before the Election Day), I
encountered a lot of enthusiasm mixed with even more skepticism. AT, who studied
democracy in Europe, said: “The elections will bring back confidence of the people, not a
regime change. This is the first time people can really participate. They have confidence they
can make a change.” This is very important for a country with no previous experience with
democratic practices. UAM said: “The military is very clever, they will grant some openness
and change, but the masses will not really benefit from it.” He was referring to cronies and
the military's privileged position within Myanmar's system of governance. There were a few
people who questioned the UEC and the credibility of the election results, while others
questioned the Thein Sein government, such as KT: “The current government will not
transfer power; these elections don't play a big role. It is merely a charade.” I found lack of
trust in the government a very common feature among the more educated voters and survey
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respondents. “This time the government will make sure the NLD does not win a landslide.
What can they do if they are cheated? Probably just accept it,” said WPM. Aung San Suu Kyi
is much loved and before the elections was praised by most of the nation; to hear critique was
rare. Nonetheless, SO, who came back after living for almost 20 years abroad, said about her
and the opposition party: “If you accept the elections, no matter which party you vote for,
you accept the 2008 Constitution. This is part of the reason why I will not vote. Also, I don't
believe in the NDL anymore. They rely on one individual only. The Lady is very old and
can't handle party administration. The party itself has no policy backbone and no stance on
ethnic and racial issues. They are weak, and even if they win, there will be no change.”
Ordinary people almost unanimously said the 2015 elections are very important and if the
NLD won, there would be democracy in Myanmar. They believed these elections would
bring more democratic politicians into the parliament and inhibit the former military regime
to come back on the scene “The military was in power for thirty years; it's time now for a
change,” said NNE. Some people were getting restless before the elections, such as WW:
“We need change now. Otherwise we have to wait another five years.” Most people thought
the elections would only have a symbolic effect, but not bring much change; UAM is one of
them: “Everybody talks about wanting change. But the big question is how to change. In my
opinion corruption has to be eliminated before anything can start changing.” About the future
of Myanmar, UAM said: “Myanmar's regime will resemble a mix between Singapore and
India. The current government would like to see Myanmar similar to Singapore, while the
opposition wants more democracy.”

5.3. MILITARY PRESENCE IN THE GOVERNMENT

According to Professor Taylor, once stability of the country is achieved, the current
percentage of seats reserved to the military will be reduced. This is not to be expected any
time soon; there is still too much conflict in the country and little trust between the parties.216
The Commander-in-Chief, Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, confirmed that the military will
be present at the political decision-making level until there is peace within the country; he
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said it could be from five to ten years depending on whether a peaceful atmosphere could be
achieved or not.217
With the envisaged discipline-flourishing democracy and the Singapore-style regime
model, the military will attempt to hold on to power for as long as possible. Figure 4
illustrates the ideal trajectory of the transition process in terms of loosening of the military
grip and its representation in parliament. Although one might expect a positive correlation
between a transfer of power to civilian rule and a reduction of the military‘s political power,
it is not always the case. In El Salvador in the 1980s, despite the transition the military was
successful in consolidating its presence within the state, expanding its network of control in
the countryside, and preserving its institutional and political autonomy; only the 1992 Peace
Accords created opportunities for transforming the military‘s political role.218

Figure 5-1: Myanmar’s Democratization Process – the Ideal Progress Trajectory
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In the vertical axis, 0 represents a closed autocracy whereas 100 suggests a fully developed democracy.
Myanmar is somewhere between these two extremes (hybrid regime). Before 2010, the country was fully
controlled by the military (0 on the horizontal axis). After the flawed 2010 elections, it gave up certain powers,
although it still retains much control. The current percentage of military representatives in parliament is at 25%,
which guarantees the veto power over constitutional amendments. In case of a full democracy, there would have
to be zero military control over political affairs (100 on the horizontal axis). In 2010, the first elections, although
flawed, opened way to reforms and the opening-up of the country, which then in turn led to free and fair
elections in 2015. Theoretically, there are three directions for future developments in terms of democratization:
the positive course (continued reforms and institutional and political changes), stagnation (some reforms, but no
major political shift), or the reversed course (moving back towards authoritarianism).
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Whether Myanmar will follow the trajectory illustrated in Figure 4 is the big question.
In my interviews, most respondents expressed their doubt about the current percentage of
military seats in the parliament being reduced in the next five to ten years. Respondents with
little or no education were full of hope and believed that if the NLD fought very hard they
could achieve a certain reduction, although not a complete one. KM said: “The percentage
might decrease step by step, just like in Indonesia.” Others remained more skeptical and
adopted a wait and see stance, such as YP: “It is possible that in 20 years from now they will
still be involved in politics. Nobody knows.” In a sharp contrast, respondents with higher
education all dismissed the idea of reducing the current percentage of military seats in the
parliament. WYN said: “This [seats in the parliament reserved for the military] is important
and critical for the regime. If they don't have 25%, the constitution might be eliminated. They
[the military] will hang on to the 25% for the next ten years for sure; total elimination of
military presence is not possible. Aung San Suu Kyi will never in her lifetime see a 100%
democracy.”
All respondents agreed that in a true democracy there should be no military
representation in the government whatsoever. “The military should defend the country, not
govern it,” said THU. The army should not be involved in politics, but focus their efforts on
peacefully solving the ethnic issues in the country. “A soldier should do a soldier's job,” said
MK. The respondents very soberly remarked that in Burma/Myanmar, the military has
historically had an important role, and reducing their involvements in politics will require a
pragmatic approach. “If we force them to go back to the barracks, they will fight back.
Instead, there should be a dialogue between political and military leaders,” said WYN. WW
even suggested keeping representatives of the Tatmandaw in the parliament, just not in the
capacity of MPs. Only one respondent, THY, believed the Tatmandaw's role in governance
should not be reduced: “The military is important to our country to keep it stable because the
US would otherwise take our country."
To force the military out of politics entirely at this stage is not realistic. After all, most
of the bureaucrats today are ex-military officers; in a few years from now, they will retire and
the system can slowly start changing. Moreover, the military wants to safeguard their wealth
and status that is their primary goal, not governing. Those who are truly interested in politics
have now the possibility to resign from the military and join the USDP, for example.
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5.4. DEMOCRACY IN BURMESE CONTEXT: TRANSITION TO WHAT?

While Myanmar has taken a number of significant steps in its transition to democracy,
the country remains troubled by remnants from decades of harsh military rule. The opposition
party won but has a limited playground since the military still controls central institutions
such as the Ministry of Home Affairs—and with that the police. At the time of writing, many
people seemed to be disappointed with the new government: “Everything is like before.”
Since assuming power, Aung San Suu Kyi gave back land to farmers and released political
prisoners, but the discrimination towards Muslims continues, as well as the fact that
journalists keep being arrested. RK said when I asked who would win the elections:
“Whoever wins, they won’t change much within the next two years.” It is hard to produce
tangible improvements in people’s lives in the short-term. Therefore, it is really too soon to
assess the new government and only time will reveal how much power they have to get
things moving faster than they have until now.
It is interesting to look at what democracy in Burmese context means to people. All
my interviewees agreed that a potential practice of Burmese democracy is currently limited
by the constitution and even if it were not, it would be very different from Western
democracies. Many said that for Myanmar it is not possible to turn into a democracy like the
ones abroad. Culture, religion, ethnic issues, and corruption were identified as they key
inhibitors.
Some of my respondents compared Myanmar to Indonesia and it is very likely that
Myanmar indeed looked to Indonesia for a possible developmental model to follow. In 1993,
Khin Nyunt, then Frist Secretary, even visited Indonesia to study the dwifungsi, the dual
function of the Indonesian military with a strong role in both defense and politics.219 The
USDA, created the same year, bears many similarities with Suharto' Golkar; both were used
as mass organizations to support the military. Moreover, both countries have initially
enshrined the military's political role in their constitutions. In Indonesia, the military
representation was scaled down until it removed from the legislature altogether.
Most of the informants see culture as the main obstacle. “Burmese culture doesn't
favor practicing democracy,” explained WPM. The country used to be ruled as an absolute
219
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monarchy with the king equal to the state; he could do whatever he wanted. During colonial
times, the British didn't practice democracy in Burma (although they had it back at home);
they could do whatever they wanted. After independence, with the exception of a few years,
it was the military that could do whatever it wanted. It is difficult to change people's mindset;
the master vs. slave relationship is still present in people's minds. For example, teacher vs.
student, students have to respect teachers, but not the other way around. WPM told me about
democracy in Burmese context that “it all starts with culture. People are used to obedience; if
a parent or a teacher says something, it is never questioned. People are not taught at school to
pose questions or think analytically.”
Related to culture is religion; people in Myanmar are mostly uneducated and have
blind faith, whether Muslims or Buddhists. According to one of my interviewees, monks are
shareholders of sovereignty; there is not really Theravada Buddhism in Myanmar, but monks
have their own lifestyle, which is actually changing day by day. Another interviewee
identified as the main obstacle to democracy ethnic issues and ethnic violence, not religion,
although some groups, he acknowledged, are trying to politicize these issues. Others saw
corruption as a major problem when comparing prospects of democracy in Myanmar and
other countries. SO summed up the situation: “People don't know how to make use of
democracy. Before it is handed over to people, they need to be educated. I don't think this
will be a good change now.”
Democracy in the Western sense will require substantial changes in the constitution.
This, however, is impossible without the support of the military and will therefore be a long
process. The voice of the military will remain highly influential in determining Myanmar's
future path.
Professor Steinberg points out that “the generals never intended to create a democracy
as we know the term. Instead, they admitted that they were aiming for a disciplined
democracy, meaning a democracy guided by the military leadership. So when you look at the
situation on the ground, don't be fooled, it's not democracy.”220
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CHAPTER SIX
Conclusion

When politicians stop looking over their shoulder for forces that
might remove them from government or opposition by force, the can
finally get down to "normal politics."221

Although Myanmar has been emerging from a brutal military rule at a breathtaking
pace since the last elections, its transition to democracy is still far from complete. The
military junta has loosened its grip, but there has been a limited political change. The army
continues having an official role in governance and enjoys complete immunity from civilian
control and justice. It is the old regime that controls the process of change and dictates it from
above.
The introduction of reforms effectively changes the regional and global perspective to
Myanmar. ASEAN invited Myanmar to chair the grouping in 2014, and Western
governments lifted sanctions to the country. Moreover, the new reforms attract a lot of new
foreign investment. Global corporations, such as General Electric, Pepsi, and Coca-Cola are
already operating in Myanmar. After the successful 2015 elections and the 2016 transfer of
power, many more companies are expected to invest in Myanmar.
Democracy in poor countries is usually fragile, and can possibly collapse back to
military rule. 222 Also, transition to democracy is just the first step, far away from
consolidation of democratic rule. Transition is a period, which usually (but not always)
begins as liberalization, eventually spills over to democratization, and concludes with the
formal acceptance of the new democratic rules, which in case of Myanmar would be the
ratification of a new democratic constitution. One cannot deny that Myanmar has kick started
the transition phase, however, has not reached the democratization phase yet. The situation
may be similar to Taiwan, which liberalized in the 1970s, but only democratized in the
221
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1990s; or quite contrary, Myanmar could follow El Salvador’s path of regression without
ever reaching the democratization phase. Although one might characterize the post-1979
period in El Salvador as one of transition from authoritarian rule, it in no way constituted
a transition to democracy.
Myanmar is transitioning, that is a fact. The country has witnessed many political and
economic changes since 2011, although democracy is not within hand reach yet. However,
most people believe there is no going back now. Indeed, once a country crosses a particular
threshold, especially when this is achieved through traditional modernization route, it is
unlikely to slip back into authoritarian rule. The crucial step in any transition is not
necessarily the withdrawal of the army into the barracks or the opening of the elected
parliament but the crossing of the threshold beyond which no one can intervene to reverse
outcomes of the formal democratic process. 223
In the present, democracy is the most desirable political system because exercising
civil and political rights is a crucial part of good lives of individuals as social beings. For
Myanmar getting to the final destination will require a lot of effort and political will.
Democracy has complex demands, which certainly include voting and respecting the election
results, but it also requires the protection of liberties and freedoms, respect for legal
entitlements, and the guaranteeing of free discussion and uncensored distribution of news and
fair comment. 224 Moreover, democracy is not complete unless people themselves fully
embrace it in their minds. It is political culture that completes the regime transformation from
authoritarian to democratic. Some of the East Asian countries that have transformed to
democracies in the 1970s, even today do not fully embrace democratic thinking. In Myanmar
this transition will similarly take several decades. There has been a change of leadership, but
a change of culture of the state is yet to come. People working for the state apparatus have a
strong culture of how they carry out their duties; it is a residue from authoritarian times.
Building a culture of participation remains an important task for the future.
The concept of democracy itself can be stretched so wide that it rarely appears
without a modifier–pluralist, direct, liberal, participatory, representative, or the like. There
are also other, more biased modifiers, such as partial, restricted, quasi and transitional, used
for labeling regimes with both democratic and authoritarian features, in short non-democratic
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regimes. Such mixed systems are identified in this research as hybrid regimes (a term
considered equal to transitional regimes). Usually, they are in the phase of transition from
one regime to another, although they can have different courses. There is no regular sequence
of stages that countries go through after the fall of an authoritarian regime. Transitioning
countries are in a gray zone, with no certainty that they will emerge as liberal democracies.225
They often stem from the attempt of the previously authoritarian regime actors to satisfy the
pressure

for

greater

democratization.

Military

authoritarian

regimes,

such

as

Burma/Myanmar, transition to a form of protected democracy (a kind of a hybrid regime)
with limits on people's true freedoms. Protected democracy in this case equates with the term
used by Burmese officials, guided or disciplined democracy. Indeed, the sort of democracy
that Than Shwe had in mind was rather different from what Westerners understand by the
term. Disciplined democracy is a version in which the army retains a lot of power whatever
happens in any elections. The tendency of the Tatmandaw to retain power was affirmed by
my interview respondents; none of them believed true democracy was within hand reach
(although they expressed high expectations in case of an NLD-led government). Moreover,
people believe in the negative role of the military in the current transition. They fear that even
if the armed forces return to the barracks, they will still be able to protect their entrenchment
in the post-authoritarian political structure and continue to exercise a tutelary presence from
which they can influence the political process. Prolonged military rule can leave important
legacies presenting powerful obstacles to democratization.226
Although Myanmar resembles transitions in Latin America and Eastern Europe in the
late 20th century, which were also elite-driven, top-down affairs, the transition in Myanmar
has its own specifics and is rather unique. As opposed to Myanmar, Latin American and
Eastern European countries had prior experience with democracy and the imposition of either
military rule or communism was perceived as a deviation from the normal path of
development. Recent cases, such as the color-coded revolutions and the Arab Spring are
clearly based on popular upsurges, and currently, the only pacted elite-driven transition is the
case of Myanmar.
How did it come to all of this? In the 1960s, Burma was one of the most developed
countries in Asia. It also had the best universities in Asia; Lee Kuan Yew, for example, wrote
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in his autobiography that he regrets he wasn't accepted to the Rangoon University. With the
junta assuming power, however, the country witnessed a steady decline culminating with
nationwide riots in 1988. The SLORC claimed after the coup following the 8888 Uprising
that it was a temporary government that would stabilize the political and security situation,
then return power to civilian hands. It held elections in 1990 that were probably intended to
do so, but the SLORC was shocked by the NLD's landslide victory, and the results were
never implemented. In 1995, the NLD walked out of the National Convention for drafting a
constitution and the SLORC, lacking strength, had to abandon the whole proceedings in
1996. A year later, it reorganized itself into SPDC. A new effort to open up the country in the
early 2000s was spearheaded by General Khin Nyunt, the powerful intelligence chief. The
National Convention reconvened from 2004-2007, this time without the NLD but with
expanded ethnic-minority participation. The process came to an abrupt end when Khin Nyunt
and his entire intelligence apparatus were purged, out of fear that he was becoming too
powerful. Nevertheless, these reshuffles (1997) and major purges (2004-2005) actually
strengthened and centralized the regime.
The country's first elections in 20 years had been held on 7 November 2010. It had
been a carefully choreographed process with the pro-junta USDP winning by a landslide,
capturing approximately 80% of the contested seats. The USDP had entered the elections
with an enormous financial and institutional advantage and had fielded candidates in every
constituency. The leadership of the USDP consisted of nearly all recently retired army
officers. The opposition was divided over the issue whether or not to compete in the
elections, with those in favor forming a new National Democratic Front and the rest
supporting a boycott of the polls. Other smaller parties were hindered by high registration
fees and did not enter the contest. Vote rigging and the absence of international monitoring
assisted in bringing about a desirable outcome for the military.227 Although widely criticizes,
the 2010 elections created an arena for reforms and the first free and fair election in 2015.
Aung San Suu Kyi, barred as a political prisoner from running in the elections,
emerged after the 2010 elections as a global icon, with an almost cult-like status. She is
associated with the likes of Philippines' Corazon Aquino, Pakistan's Benazir Bhutto, or
Bangladesh's Sheik Hasina Wajed. After her release from house arrest she toured the country
and re-registered her party. In 2012, her party grasped the opportunity to run in the by-
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elections for vacant seats in the parliament and won most of the contested seats. Aung San
Suu Kyi became a parliamentarian.
The 2015 elections are considered the most significant general elections in decades
due to its credibility, size and role in the transition. The 2015 elections were a major
achievement for all political actors and the country as a whole. They were a result of years of
preparation by the UEC, political parties, and civil society organizations. Seen as free and fair
by the observers, it was a success demonstrating a high degree of transparency, low level of
violence, intimidation, or bribery, and as honestly deliberated as could have been hoped for.
Significantly, many voters I spoke to said these elections really belonged to the people who
were casting the votes. The elections resulted in a dramatic change in representation,
although not so much in a change of political regime and control over the country. Despite
the apparent success of the opposition party in Myanmar’s recent elections, the armed forces
remain the country’s most powerful political institution.
Myanmar uses the first-part-the-post constituency-based system, just like Singapore
or the United Kingdom. This means that the person with the most votes in a constituency is
declared the winner and that in constituencies where three or more parties are running, it is
difficult to foresee the outcome in many instances.
Nonetheless, the military had nothing to fear. Although the USDP emerged as a clear
loser, the military can be considered a winner because the outcome furthers its long-term
objectives. These include balancing China's influence by developing strategic relations with
the United States and re-engaging with the West (and the Western militaries).228
Indonesia with General Suharto’s New Order has long offered a case model for
Myanmar's generals. The Indonesian military indeed managed to institutionalize its
participation in governance and lawmaking. It was only in the early 1990s that the mandated
presence of the military in the national parliament began to be seriously debated. Military
parliamentarians were eventually withdrawn from national and local legislatures in 2004.
Indonesia developed from a military-dominated regime based on electoral authoritarianism, a
term coined by Schedler, to a low-quality democracy (a kind of a hybrid regime) in which the
role of the military was thenceforth gradually reduced. While there had been significant
political changes in Indonesia since 1998 the military's disengagement from the political
process was slow and incomplete. Moreover, even with the removal of Suharto and some of
228
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his cronies, corruption remained, one of the most debilitating hindrances in further
development of the country. Similarly, the Burmese military still retains business privileges
and huge but unknown revenues from conglomerates that used to control huge swathes of the
economy during the rule of the military junta.
One major difference between Myanmar and Indonesia is the direction from where
the push for reforms is coming. In Indonesia the process is a bottom-up affair whereas in
Myanmar it is clearly dictated from a position of strength. Military regimes, when not
terminated by internal factionalism or external unrest, typically liberalize. Myanmar's old
regime has adopted a strategy of coercive state-building or a so-called "regime maintenance"
(sustaining power by creating institutions that facilitate power-sharing).229
The seemingly sudden transition accomplished in 2010 began in 2003 with the
regime's Roadmap to Democracy, which involved reviving the National Convention from
2004-2007, a constitutional referendum in 2008, and finally holding elections. The opposition
accepted a settlement they had "vetoed" in 1996. The regime achieved this through coercive
and economic statecraft. By creating electoral processes the military transforms from "rulers"
to "moderators." This explains why Thein Sein's government and the current government
actually enjoy some autonomy to pursue innovative policies and reforms.230
Military regimes are in essence transitory; a permanent system of military rule is
almost a contradiction in terms. Military rulers may voluntarily withdraw provided that the
societal conditions they desire will prevail under a post-military regime. 231 The main
stimulant for military intervention in Myanmar has been the threat of ethnic-minority
separatism. The explanation of the Tatmandaw's withdrawal partly lies in the diminishment
of the threats that initially prompted military intervention (the military managed to weaken
the ethnic-minority resistance groups), but there were other factors as well. The 1988 coup
drove Burma/Myanmar into the arms of China who provided political protection and
economic assistance (while all the other countries imposed sanctions) and over the years
became Myanmar's self-proclaimed big brother. A counterbalance from the United States is
only possible with major reform. In addition to the China factor, there is the economic229
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security factor that played a significant role. Myanmar has for a long time been falling behind
the rest of the region economically. The authorities were aware of the need to reboot the
economy. For that, expertise and investment from the West are indispensable. Farther more,
there are external factors, such as the Arab Spring, which taught the world (and other
authoritarian rulers) that reforms have to be real.
Major questions about the Tatmandaw's intentions, however, remain. Can it be
brought under fully civilian control and within what timeframe? Transforming a powerful
military to one that accepts democratic constraints on its power will be an enormous
challenge. There is a possibility it will want to preserve its political role longer than is
healthy. For the time being, it is determined to hold on to its considerable constitutional
powers. A process like this doesn't end with transitional elections. That is only the starting
point of a long process of reform and consensus building.
The old Burma, isolated in its mountains, has forever disappeared. The country can no
longer avoid its place at the strategic heart of Asia. The NLD constitutes a major waypoint in
Myanmar's transition from authoritarian rule. It has, however, a long and thorny road ahead.
The party has little experience of electoral democracy and lack of capacity is an Achilles's
heel that could still do much damage.
So what of the future? In the coming years, Myanmar will probably see economic
growth along with a huge influx of aid and investment. There is also the prospect of rising
inequality and a new and more robust cronyism. Democratic government itself is almost
certainly a long way away.

For now peace really is the foremost priority. Negotiated

agreements ending long internal wars can create unique opportunities for transforming civilmilitary relations. In El Salvador for example, it was the Peace Accords of 1992 that
constituted the most important step toward a genuine process of democratization and national
reconciliation. Aung San Suu Kyi and her government have made the peace process
negotiations their central priority. However, while talks about talks take place, the army has
continued fighting armed groups in three states. With the military beyond the control of
Myanmar's elected leaders, a change in government has made little difference on the
battlefield. It is not clear whether the NLD government and the military are doing things in
cooperation or the government is just forced to act as if it is agreeing with what the military
has been doing in ethnic states.
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The 2008 Constitution does not satisfy the demands of democratic forces, nor does it
address the minorities’ aspirations for local autonomy, cultural rights, and greater control
over natural resource revenues.232 Moreover, Myanmar's constitutional assignment of some
parliamentary seats to unelected military representatives contradicts a basic principle of
democracy.
Transforming Myanmar, one of the most divided societies, into a true democracy will
require above all peace and a new democratic constitution. Myanmar cannot get democracy
without constitutional change and that is going to require a political pact between both the
hard-liners and soft-liners. The democracy that is born from these negotiations is going to be
a democracy with a birth defect, because it is inevitably going to have to make concessions to
the military.
The 2015 elections, although transitional in their essence, were only one of the
defining moments, not the solution for Myanmar's problems. Fundamental change in
Myanmar politics will require farsightedness by the country's political leaders and the
willingness of its powerful military to accept fundamental change.

“Every step toward political liberalization matters, both for the
prospect of a transition to democracy and for the quality of political
life.”
Larry Diamond
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1: Overview of Modern Burmese History
1 August 1943

Japanese granted Burma nominal independence. Dr. Ba Maw
became the dictator of this pseudo-independent state. The
capital was called Rangoon Naypyidaw.

24 September 1947
4 January 1948
1949
June 1951 – April 1952

New constitution adopted (valid till 1962).
Independence from Britain; “Union of Burma.”
The Karen (Kayin) rebellion started (still going on).
Burma’s first general multiparty election. It took 7 months to
complete the election due to the civil war. AFPFL won 60% of
the vote

27 April - 22 May 1956

Burma’s second general multiparty elections were again won
by the AFPFL with47,7% of the vote.

28 April 1958

Official split between AFPFL leaders: Clean AFPFL and
Stable AFPFL.
Constitutional coup, which resulted in the rule of the military
Caretaker Government.
General multiparty elections to decide between the two
factions of AFPFL. U Nu’s Clean AFPFL won.

24 September 1958
6 February 1960
2 March 1962

Military coup. The Revolutionary Council (a junta with 17
officers with Ne Win the head of Council) took over.

30 April 1962
4 July 1962

“Burmese Way to Socialism” introduced.
BSPP established (also called Lanzim Party; a cadre party until
1971 when it became a mass party).
Anti-Chinese protests; crisis in Sino-Burmese relations.

June 1967
1974
2 March 1974

One-party election for the People’s Assembly – only BSPP
candidates.
New constitution adopted (suspended inter alia on 18 Sep 1988
by issuing Order 1/88; no constitution until 2008).

4 January 1974

Name change: “Socialist Republic of the Union of Myanmar”,
one-party system with BSPP, generals took civilian posts.

1 – 15 January 1978

One-party election for the People’s Assembly – only BSPP
candidates.
A discriminatory Citizenship Act passed: full citizenship only
for Burmans and other acknowledged ethnic groups, 200 000
Indians were expelled

15 October 1982

1984

One-party election for the People’s Assembly – only BSPP
candidates.
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1986
1 September 1987
5 September 1987
December 1987

18 September 1988
23 September 1988
December 1988
18 June 1989
20 July 1989
27 May 1990
14 October 1991
9 January 1993
December 1996
July 1997
15 November 1997
March 2002
5 December 2002

One-party election for the People’s Assembly – only BSPP
candidates.
Economic liberalization (most significant since 1962): rice
being sold at the open market.
Demonetization (the most strict of all three since 1962: 1964,
1985 and 1987)
UN declared Burma one of the Least Developed Nations
(literacy rate too high, LDN status achieved by lobbing in order
to receive loans)
Military coup.
SLORC was created.
SLORC has opened the country to investment, new investment
law enacted.
SLORC declared martial law and changed the name of Burma
to “Myanmar.”
SLORC placed Aung San Suu Kyi and Tin U, the two founders
of NDL, under house arrest. Tn U was later sentenced to jail.
People's Assembly elections – not clear what kind of election.
NDL = winner.
Announcement that Aung San Suu Kyi has been awarded
Nobel Peace Prize.
National Convention started to draft the constitution, on and
off.
Student demonstrations in Yangon. More than 600 students
arrested.
Joining ASEAN (and also BIMSTEC in the same year).
SLORC renamed to SPDC.
A coup plot involving Ne Win’s family was discovered. The
Ne Win family was arrested.
Ne Win died. His death was not covered in the official press.
He did not even have a state funeral.

30 August 2003

General Khin Nyunt announced the seven-step process in
restoring democracy in the country “Roadmap to Disciplineflourishing Democracy.”

November 2005

The junta moved the national capital from Yangon (Rangoon)
to a site near Pyinmana.
The junta officially named the new capital Naypyidaw (“City
of the Kings”).
Saffron Revolution.
“Road map to disciplined democracy” announced by the junta.
Cyclone Nargis hit Myanmar.
Referendum on a military-sponsored draft constitution (24 May
- for the damaged delta region).

March 2006
September 2007
February 2008
2 May 2008
10 May 2008
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19 October 2010

Name change: “Republic of the Union of Myanmar.”

7 November 2010
13 November 2010
17 November 2010

General elections.
Aung San Suu Kyi released of house arrest.
Final results of the 2011 election: Thein Sein’s party USDP
won almost 80% of the vote.
Thein Sein elected President by the parliament; the first
civilian President after military rule.
SPDC officially dissolved.
By-elections filled 45 vacant parliamentary seats; Aung San
Suu Kyi elected.
US President Obama visited Myanmar.
President Thein Sein visited the USA.
A draft ceasefire agreement is signed between the government
and the rebel groups.
General elections.
New parliament sworn in.
Htin Kyaw elected (first civilian) president by the parliament.

4-February 2011
March 2011
1 April 2012
November 2012
May 2013
March 2015
8 November 2015
1 February 2016
15 March 2016
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APPENDIX 2: Myanmar Political System under the 2008 Constitution
Under the 2008 Constitution, the Republic of the Union of Myanmar is a unitary presidential
constitutional republic with the following structure:

The State

Judiciary

Supreme Court

Region/State
High Courts

Martial Courts

Constitutional
Tribunal

SelfAdministered
Zone Courts

Executive

Legislative

President

Union
Parliament

Three VicePresidents

Ministers

AttorneyGeneral

National
Parliament
(440 seats)

Auditor-General

People's
Parliament
(224 seats)

Civil Service
CHairman

The legislative branch
The legislative branch is the Union Assembly (Pyidaungsu Hluttaw), which is a bicameral
legislature consisting of the:
•

People's Assembly (Pyuthu Hluttaw): 440 seats, elected on the basis of township as
well as population.

•

National Assembly/House of Nationalities (Amyotha Hluttaw): 224 seats, with on an
equal number of representatives elected from Regions and States.

Tatmadaw delegates are reserved 25% of seats (56 of 224 seats in the National Assembly;
110 seats of 440 in the People's Assembly); they are nominated by the Commander-in-Chief
of the Defense Services.

Executive branch
The President, chosen by the Presidential Electoral College (which comprises three
committees—one formed of members of the upper house, one made up of members of the
lower house and one consisting of military appointees), is the head of state and head of
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government. The cabinet is appointed by the president and is subject to approval by the
national legislative bodies. The president chairs several important bodies, the two most
important:
•

National Defense and Security Council

•

Financial Commission for recommendations on the budgets of the union and
states/regions.

The president appoints ministers (except for three key ministers) and also allocates
ministerial responsibilities except that he must assign responsibilities for finance and
budgetary process to the two vice-presidents (one for the Union and the other for states and
regions):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minister of Agriculture and Irrigation
Minister of Commerce
Minister of Communications and Information Technology
Minister of Construction
Minister of Cooperatives
Minister of Culture
Minister of Education
Minister of Energy
Minister of Finance
Minister of Environment Conservation and Forestry
Minister of Health
Minister of Home Affairs
Minister of Hotels and Tourism
Minister of Immigration and Population
Minister of Information
Minister of Labor, Employment and Social Security
Minister of Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development
Minister of Mines
Minister of National Planning and Economic Development
Minister of Rail Transport
Minister of Religious Affairs
Minister of Science and Technology
Minister of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement
Minister of Sports
Minister of Transport
Minister of Foreign Affairs (appointed by the Commander-in-Chief)
Minister of Border Affairs (appointed by the Commander-in-Chief)
Minister of Defense (appointed by the Commander-in-Chief)

The President is not the Commander-in-Chief of the army; his position is retained by the
military, which can displace the President in times of national emergency threating national
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unity. The National Defense and Security Council dominated by the Tatmandaw exercises
important policy and executive functions.

Judicial branch
The judiciary consists of the ordinary courts, the martial courts, and the Constitutional
Tribunal. The Constitutional Tribunal interprets the provisions under the constitution, vets
whether the laws promulgated by the parliament or the Self-Administered Division Leading
Body are in conformity with it, and decides on constitutional disputes.
The highest court in the country is the Supreme Court. Each state and region has a High
Court, while self-administered areas, townships and districts have their own courts.
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APPENDIX 3: Overview of Elections in Burma/Myanmar
June 1951 - April 1952

27 April - 22 May 1956
6 February 1960

27 January – 10 February 1974
1 – 15 January 1978
4 – 19 October 1981
6 – 20 October 1985
27 May 1990

7 November 2010

1 April 2012
8 November 2015

Burma’s first general multiparty elections (AFPFL
won 60% of the vote). It took seven months to
complete due to the civil war.
General multiparty elections (AFPFL won 47,7% of
the vote).
General multiparty elections to decide which faction
of the AFPFL (the “Clean AFPFL” led by U Nu, or
the “Stable AFPFL” led by U Kyaw Nyein and U Ba
Swe), should take over from Ne Win's interim
military-led administration, established in 1958. The
“Clean AFPFL” won the elections with a majority of
seats with 52.7% of votes.
One-party elections for the People’s Assembly –
only BSPP candidates.
One-party elections for the People’s Assembly –
only BSPP candidates.
One-party elections for the People’s Assembly –
only BSPP candidates.
One-party elections for the People’s Assembly –
only BSPP candidates.
General multiparty election (after 30 years) won by
the NLD, which took 392 of the 492 seats. The
SLOCR-supported NUP won only ten
constituencies. The military junta refused to
recognize the results.
General multiparty election held in accordance with
the new 2008 Constitution. The NDL boycotted the
election.
By-election held to fill 45 vacant parliamentary
seats. The NLD won 43 seats.
General multiparty election held in accordance with
the new 2008 Constitution and won by the NLD,
which took 235 out of 330 elected seats in the House
of Representatives and 135 out of 168 elected seats
in the House of Nationalities.
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APPENDIX 4: List of Interviewees
Code
name
AT

Sex

Age

Origin

Religion

Education Ethnicity

Occupation

Other remarks

M

27

Yangon

none

Bamar

KT

M

36-50

Yangon

Buddhist

Bamar

Program manager
and researcher
Activist

Studied in Europe. Involved in the
peace process.
Studies in the Philippines.

NN
UAM

F
M

44
51

Yangon
Magwe

Buddhist
none

University
abroad
University
abroad
University
University

Mon
Bamar

Activist
Advisor to CSOs

WPM

M

21-35

Yangon

none

Bamar

WYN
TKK

M
M

34
21-35

Thaninthayi
Ayerwaddy

Muslim
Buddhist

University
student
University
University

MMH M
NEEH F
PSM
M

71
21-35
21-35

Bago
Yangon
Yangon

Muslim
Buddhist
Buddhist

University
Abroad
Abroad

Bamar
Karen
Bamar

SO
KMT
KKN
KSH
MO

F
M
M
M
M

36-50
27
37
48
31

N/A
Bago
Mandalay
Yangon
Kachin

Buddhist
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Bamar
Karen
N/A
Bamar
Kachin

MS
MTT
THY
BS

F
F
F
M

21-35
36-50
21-30
21-30

Bago

Buddhist
N/A
Buddhist
Buddhist

Abroad
University
University
University
Secondary
school
University
University
University
University

Translator and
research assistant
Activist
NGO program
officer
Retiree
Newspaper editor
Recruitment
manager
HR specialist
Accountant
Activist
Activist
Accountant

Bamar
Bamar
Bamar
Mon

Finance officer
Activist
Finance officer
Senior accountant

Mon
Yangon

Bamar
Karen
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Lived in Singapore. Worked for the
navy.
Studied in the US.
Started a local NGO.
Travels abroad a lot. Involved in the
peace process.
Worked for the Ministry of Trade.
Lived in England and Hong Kong.
Father is a diplomat.
Lived in Korea, Singapore, and the US.
Former political prisoner (2 years).
Former political prisoner (7 years).
Former political prisoner.
Worked for an NGO in Mae Sot
(Thailand).
Former political prisoner (5 years).

MK

F

35

Yangon

NNA
WW
AJ

F
F
F

21-35
21-35
21-35

Ayerwaddy
Shan
Yangon

Jehovah's
Witness
Christian
Muslim
none

SOK
K
YP

M

21-35

Yangon

Buddhist

F

21-35

Yangon

none

TK

M

36-50

Yangon

Muslim

OTO

M

21-35

Rakhine

Muslim

THU

F

21-35

Rakhine

Muslim

REX

M

21-35

Rakhine

Buddhist

KM

M

35

Mandalay

Buddhist

Secondary
school
University
University
University
abroad
University

Karen

Small entrepreneur

Karen
Indian
Chinese

Sales executive
INGO staff
Investment analyst

Bamar

University
abroad
Secondary
school
Secondary
school
Secondary
school
University
student

Bamar

NGO program
officer
Banker

Bamar

Marketing manager

Rohingya
Rohingya

Administrative
officer
Translator

Fled from Rakhine State. Has no legal
documentation.
Worked for the MSF in Rakhine.

Rakhine

Travel agent

Worked for 2 years illegally in
Thailand.

Secondary
school

Bamar

Travel guide

Lived in Singapore for 8 years.
Involved in the peace process
Lived in England for 4 years.

Each interviewee has signed an informed consent informing them about the purpose and the confidentiality of the interview. For further
information and/or contact details of the interviewees, please contact the author.
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APPENDIX 5: Informed Consent Form

The Role of the 2015 General Elections
in the Transition Process of Myanmar

Kristina Kironska

The purpose of this research is to find out how you perceive the
current politics in the wake of the upcoming 2015 Elections and the future
of Myanmar.
Your participation in this research is confidential. In the event of
any publication or presentation resulting from the research, no personally
identifiable information will be shared because your name is in no way
linked to your responses.
Your decision to be in this research is voluntary. You can stop at
any time. You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to
answer.

______________________
Participant Signature

____________________
Date

_______________________
Principal Investigator

____________________
Date
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APPENDIX 6: Questionnaire (complex)

1. Please define what does democracy mean to you?
2. Where is the current transition process headed? What is your vision of Myanmar in the
next 5-10 years?
***Would you define the current transition process as “democratization” or “liberalization?” Explain what these
two terms mean to you (in the Myanmar context).
***Is Myanmar going to become another competitive authoritarian state (or any other hybrid regime type) or do
you see a chance of becoming a full-flagged democracy with Western standards within the next few years?

3. How do you see the practice of Burmese democracy different from other countries? What
are the factors that make it different?
4. Are elections a sufficient condition for the existence of democracy?
5. What role do the 2015 elections play in the transition process of Myanmar?
6. What do you think, which party will win in the 2015 elections?
7. Do you expect the current percentage of military seats in the parliament (25%) to be
reduced in the next 5-10 years?
8. In your opinion, what should be the future role of the Tatmandaw (military) for the
Burmese democracy?
Do you agree with the following statements?
STATEMENT

Yes

The current transition process in Myanmar is under way because the Burmese military
1 regime needs to augment its legitimacy through liberalization while retaining as much
power as possible
2

The roots of political reforms have to be seen as the junta’s long-term intention to
entrench the military in the state apparatus for the foreseeable future

3

The Tatmandaw's retreat from direct political control is happening because they feel
they have sufficiently addressed crises that originally prompted their seizure of power

The Tatmandaw has systematically worked towards today’s constitution throughout
the past two decades
Myanmar’s current reforms are part of a broader transition that began in the late
5 1980s, when general Ne Win admitted that the socialist-based economy had been a
failure and began the process of political transformation
4

6

The Tatmandaw will respect the rule of law only when they need the cooperation of
organized interest groups that control assets but not the politics.
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No

Idk

APPENDIX 7: Questionnaire (simple)

1. Please define what does democracy mean to you?
2. Where is the current transition process headed? What is your vision of Myanmar in the
next 5-10 years?
3. How do you see the practice of Burmese democracy different from other countries? What
are the factors that make it different?
4. Are elections a sufficient condition for the existence of democracy?
5. What role does the 2015 elections play in the transition process of Myanmar?
6. What do you think, which party will win in the 2015 elections?
7. Are you planning to go vote?
8. Is your name on the voter list (with all the information correct)?
9. Do you expect the current percentage of military seats in the parliament (25%) to be
reduced in the next 5-10 years?
10. In your opinion, what should be the future role of the Tatmandaw (military) for the
Burmese democracy?
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APPENDIX 8: List of Parties Represented in the Parliament

Party Name

National League for
Democracy
Union Solidarity and
Development Party
Arakan National Party
Shan Nationalities
League for Democracy
Ta'ang National Party
Zomi Congress for
Democracy
Mon National Party
National Unity Party
Pa-O National
Organisation
Lisu National
Development Party
Kachin State Democracy
Party
Kokang Democracy and
Unity Party
Wa Democratic Party
All Mon Region
Democracy Party
Democratic Party
Kayin People's Party
La Hu National
Development Party
Shan Nationalities
Democratic Party
Tai-Leng Nationalities
Development Party
Unity and Democracy
Party of Kachin State
Wa National Unity Party
Military
Independents
Vacant

Acronym House of
Nationalities
(Amyotha
Hluttaw)
NLD
135

House of
State and
Representatives Regional
(Pyithu Hluttaw) Assemblies
255

476

USDP

11

30

73

ANP
SNLD

10
3

12
12

22
25

TNP
ZCD

2
2

3
2

7
2

MNP
NUP
PNO

1
1
1

0
0
3

2
0
6

LNDP

0

2

2

KSDP

0

1

3

KDUP

0

1

1

KDUP
0
AMRDP 0

1
0

2
1

DP
KPP
LHNDP

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
1
1

SNDP

0

0

1

TNDP

0

0

1

UDPKS

0

0

1

WNUP
—
—
—

0
56
2
0

0
110
1
7

1
216
1
14
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